1.4 Secondary Translations

In ancient times, the Bible was translated from its source languages into the different languages listed in §1.3. Some of these translations were translated into additional languages because the primary translations were no longer understood in the countries in which Christianity had been accepted. Most secondary translations were made from LXX: Latin (Old Latin [§1.4.1]), Coptic (§1.4.2), Ethiopic (§1.4.3), Syriac (Syro-Lucianic [§1.4.4], Syro-Hexapla [§1.4.5]), Jacob of Edessa’s Syriac translation (§1.4.6), Armenian (§1.4.7), Georgian (§1.4.8), Christian Palestinian Aramaic (CPA) (§1.4.9), Old Church Slavonic (§1.4.10), Arabic (§1.4.11), and Gothic (§1.4.12). Earlier views about the preparation of translations from the Peshitta (§1.4.3 with regard to the Ethiopic translation) or the Armenian translation (§1.4.8.3) turned out to be incorrect. In the latter case, we would have been dealing with a tertiary translation. On the other hand, there are Arabic translations made from the Peshitta (§2.5.8.1), and a ninth-century translation into Arabic made by the monk Pethion from the Peshitta is known for the Prophets (§6–9.2.8).

In some cases, secondary translations co-existed with primary translations within the same language environment, although some translations were replaced by others. Thus the primary translation into Latin (Vulgate [§1.3.5]) in due course replaced the earlier secondary translation (Old Latin [§1.4.1]) into that language; the primary translation into Syriac, the Peshitta (§1.3.4), coexisted with the Syro-Hexapla (§1.4.5), Jacob of Edessa’s translation (§1.4.6), and the Christian-Palestinian translations (§1.4.9); the primary Arabic translations (§1.3.6.1–2) co-existed with several secondary versions (§1.4.11).

As in the case of the primary translations, the secondary translations are very significant for understanding the literatures written in those languages and the cultures that developed around them, the languages in which they were written, the exegesis embedded in the translations, and the textual criticism of the primary versions from which they had been translated, and rarely also the Hebrew text, in the latter case, mainly the Old Latin translation (§1.4.1.10).

The secondary translations were translated from other translations and not from the source language, although several doubts have been voiced regarding possible influences from the source languages and/or other primary or secondary translations. In some cases, the Hebrew source text influenced the secondary translations, as in the case of the Old Latin (§1.4.1.4) and the Ethiopic translations that had been influenced by several sources (§1.4.3.3).

Within the framework of this compendium, the study of the secondary translations involves various aspects that these translations have in common:

1.4.0 Introduction

1.4.0.1 Background and Origin
While a limited amount of information is available regarding the secondary translations that were prepared by individuals (the Armenian translation [§1.4.7]), little is known with certainty about the origin, development, and dates of the other translations.

The translation enterprises were of a different nature, prepared at different times by different types of persons. Some of them had more expert knowledge of the source languages than others, and all of them were driven by different approaches towards the text and the act of translating. Most translations were of the literal type, and most of them were made by Christians. Indeed, the story behind most secondary translations is closely connected to the advancement of Christianity in the world.

1.4.0.2 Need for Translating Scripture into Additional Languages
The translations, primary and secondary, were not prepared as scholarly enterprises but they served
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A purpose in the communities speaking these languages. Hebrew, and later Greek, Scriptures were translated into other languages out of necessity within the context of the Christian communities because after a certain period these languages were no longer understood by the followers of these religions.

Christianity. If the Hebrew Scripture text was no longer understood by Jews after a certain period, even less so was that text understood by Christians. However, that problem is less relevant as early Christians no longer turned to the Hebrew Bible but to that in Greek, and that procedure lasted only as long as Christians knew Greek. For some time, Greek-speaking Jews and Christians made use of LXX and its early and late revisions (→1.3.1.2). However, soon afterwards, other Christians who did not know Greek were in need of translations of the Greek Scriptures, which were by then considered an inspired Scripture source. Thus, as Christianity expanded to the East and West, both the Old and New Testaments were circulated in Greek garb, and an immediate need arose to translate these texts into the languages of the many new Christian communities. In the case of Latin-speaking countries, from the end of the second century C.E. onwards we see the first attestations of the Vulgate translation in North Africa (→1.4.1.4). Additional secondary translations were made from LXX in many other languages.

1.4.0.3 Different Translation Styles

All secondary translations, even the most literal ones, involve elements of interpretation, which often involve a move away from the plain sense of Scripture. This change of the plain sense is often slight, but it sometimes amounts to a distortion of the original meaning of the text. See further the analysis with regard to primary translations (→1.3.3).

1.4.0.4 Nature of the Translation Enterprises

When analyzing the corpora of the ancient translations, we should abandon a natural tendency to compare them with modern enterprises. These ancient translation enterprises were not organized projects, but rather involved the translation of individual Scripture books carried out with no overall planning of the collection of Scripture books as a whole. There were no organizing sessions in which the content of the translated corpus was determined and there was no central organizing board that compiled a set of instructions as to how to approach the translating activity.

Further, the first translator in each translation enterprise struggled with more challenges than those who worked subsequently, as he had to determine the procedures to be used (approach to the translation, translation technique) as well as the translation vocabulary. These first translation units often guided the later translations in matters of approach and translation vocabulary.

1.4.0.5 Relations between Translations

Each ancient translation was created as an independent enterprise in a new language in a distinct cultural setting, and from the outset cross-translational influences are unlikely because of these different settings. However, in the course of the transmission of the translations, influences from other primary and secondary translations were felt, such as those described for the Ethiopic translation (→1.4.3.7.1).

1.4.0.6 Internal Revision

Most, possibly all, translations underwent stages of revisional activity still recognizable in a variety of sources. In every instance, there remains uncertainty regarding the shape of the original translations.

a) Change towards the Proto-Masoretic Text. The most frequent revisional activity involves the changing of the original wording of the secondary translation towards the proto-Masoretic text when the original text of that translation deviated from it.

b) Christianizing changes

c) Inter-translational revision. Jacob of Edessa’s translation of several Scripture books changed the Peshitta translation occasionally on the basis
of LXX (→ 1.4.6.2). Likewise, several translations were revised in various directions; see the analysis of the Ethiopic translations (→ 1.4.3.7), the Georgian translations (→ 1.4.8.4), the Armenian translations (→ 1.4.7.5), etc.

1.4.0.7 Scope
The scope of the biblical books differs from translation to translation, usually closely following LXX traditions (see → 1.4.2.2 for the Coptic translations). An extreme example is that of the Ethiopic canon, the largest canon in Christianity, that contains eighty-one books (→ 1.4.3.2). Together with the different scopes, the secondary translations present the Scripture books in different sequences, usually closely following LXX traditions (see → 1.4.2.3 for the Coptic translations and → 1.4.9.2 for CPA).

1.4.0.8 Original Form of the Translations
Because of the complex history of the secondary translations, it is difficult to reconstruct the original text of the secondary translations. In each biblical book a different logic needs to be followed (see → 1.4.3.5 for the Ethiopic translation). There were many different early translations of the Old Latin as is visible in the apparatus of the Benedictine edition (→ 1.4.1.6). Likewise, there were several translations into the ancient Georgian language (→ 1.4.8.1–3), into Ethiopic (→ 1.4.3.5), and Armenian (→ 1.4.7.5) as well as into other languages.

1.4.0.9 Textual Affiliations
The secondary translations were translated from a specific form or several forms of a primary version that often may be identified. They are therefore used in the textual analysis of the primary versions in order to establish specific textual traditions. Thus, the Armenian version often serves as a good representative of the Hexapla and the Lucianic text, and this pattern varies from book to book (→ 1.4.7.5) and similar affiliations are visible in the Georgian translations (→ 1.4.8.4.2–3). Likewise, the Syro-Lucianic translation of Isaiah is based on the Lucianic revision of LXX (→ 1.4.4), while another Greek version, the Syro-Hexapla (→ 1.4.5) is based on Origen's Hexapla. These textual affiliations probably reflect a certain geographic pattern, but more research is in order on this point.

1.4.0.10 Date
It is difficult to assign a date to the secondary versions, since in most cases more than one version was composed in a single language. The earliest secondary translation is the group of Old Latin versions begun in 200 C.E. (→ 1.4.1.4). The first Ethiopic translation may probably be assigned to the late-fourth and early-fifth centuries (→ 1.4.3.1); later Ethiopic translations are attested well into the Middle Ages. The earliest Georgian versions were prepared between the fifth and seventh centuries until the Middle Ages (→ 1.4.8.2). The Syro-Hexapla was created in approximately 615 (→ 1.4.5) and the translation of Jacob of Edessa in approximately 700 (→ 1.4.6.1). These are only some examples.

1.4.0.11 Use
Translations were not prepared for abstract purposes such as use in a library, although this was the official purpose of the translation of the Torah into Greek according to the Letter of Aristeas. Translations fulfilled a need in the community and they were used in the public reading of Scripture in all the languages of the translation in the various religious contexts.

1.4.0.12 Inspiration
Tradition and religious beliefs play a role in the definition of sacred texts. An inspired status has been and is claimed for four translations: LXX, the Vulgate, the Targumim, and the Peshitta. Little is known about claims of inspiration for secondary translations.

There are no studies dedicated to the combined evidence of all or most of the secondary translations.
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1.4.1 Vetus Latina

1.4.1.1 Name and Nature
The Old Latin translation of the Hebrew Bible (vetus latina, antiqua translatio) renders LXX (→ 1.3.1.1) in its Old Greek text into Latin. It is not a single and complete translation but denotes all Latin translations prior to Jerome’s Vulgate (end of the fourth century; → 1.3.5). It may be the case, however, that some stages of the text of vl are later than Jerome (→ 1.3.5). Vl is, therefore, a complete and systematic collection of everything that has been transmitted, directly or indirectly, of the oldest Latin Bible in a wide sense. The critical value of vl lies in the highly literal character of the translation and in the antiquity of its text, which precedes the recensions of lxx. The main problem with this version is that we do not have a text but several text types; besides, vl manuscripts are rather scant and therefore the main sources for these texts are patristic literature and liturgical witnesses, generally considered quite secondary.2

1.4.1.2 Scope of the Corpus
The corpus formed by these versions constitutes the Bible used by the Latin Fathers before the fifth century, among them even several who lived after Jerome. The complete corpus includes also the version of the apocryphal or deuterocanonical books and of the New Testament. The study of the value and features of the latter contributes to a better knowledge and assessment of the translations of the books of the Hebrew Bible.3

1.4.1.3 Sequence of the Books
The order of the books in the manuscript tradition presents some changes. In the organization of the African Bible of the middle of the third century c.e., the numeration of the psalms differs from those that are known in the Hebrew and Greek texts.4 Beuron’s edition gives an idea of the more representative sequence, including the books of the Septuagint absent in the Hebrew Bible.5 After the Pentateuch and Judges follow Ruth, 1–4 Kingdoms, 1–2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, 2–4 Esdras, Tobit, Judith, Esther, Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Qohelet, Canticles, Wisdom, Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus), Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Baruch, Ezekiel, Daniel, Minor Prophets, and 1–2 Maccabees.

1.4.1.4 Original Form, Date, and Milieu
Christian literature in the Latin language had its beginnings at the closing of the second century in North African communities that most likely spoke Latin. The very first Latin translations were created probably within the framework of liturgical catechesis, as was the case of the Targumim in the Jewish world (→ 1.3.3). Tertullian’s (ca. 160–220 c.e.) writings already contain many biblical quotations, possibly quoting them from memory. However, these quotations cannot be attributed with certainty to a Latin translation in existence at that time. In the middle of the third century, Cyprian of Carthage (died 258) in his Ad Fortunatum and particularly in his Libri iii ad Quirinum, also known as Testimonia, provides numerous biblical quotations that are lengthy and faithfully transmitted. Cyprian was already using a translation known in his time and its text agrees substantially with later manuscripts. This translation is known as the “African” version not only because it has certain linguistic idiosyncrasies requiring it to be located in Africa, or because it reflects a supposed African dialect, nor for the possible African origin of the translator, but simply because this was the Latin translation circulating in Carthage during the time period around 250 c.e. There is no known documentation testifying to the existence of other Latin versions in the rest of the Christian world.6 The vl version is a Christian work. Insufficient data exists to suppose that the biblical texts in Latin originated in
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Jewish communities of North Africa that probably spoke Latin as evidenced by their epigraphy. The available documentation does not mention the use of Latin in synagogue worship. Blondheim assumed the existence of a Hebrew original as the ultimate source of VL.\(^7\) Cassuto and, in a more nuanced way, Kedar-Kopstein also propose a direct use of a Hebrew text.\(^8\) Tertullian seems to know a version of the New Testament but not a translation of the Pentateuch that he could have cited. The early Christian translators, some perhaps of Jewish origin, could use a specific Jewish vocabulary in Latin. Tertullian and Augustine testify that the Jews of their environment designated Friday afternoon (προσάββατον or παρασκευή in Greek, lit. “Sabbath-Eve” or “preparation”) with the typical Latin name cenapura “Friday.” The African and European witnesses of the Gospels use this term (Matt 27:62; Mark 15:42; Luke 23:54; John 19:14, 31, 42), which was gradually replaced in the European manuscripts by parasceue “preparation,” a Judeo-Hellenistic term, or by praeparatio “preparation.”\(^9\) The influence of the Hebrew world is felt in a Christian translation like that of Judith. The text attested by the manuscript VL\(^{109}\), probably from before the year 400, includes the addition to Jdt 8:6 of in diebus festis qui in memoriale domus Israhel “in the festive days which are in memory of the house of Israel.” This seems to be a general allusion to Megillat Taanit that could betray a Jewish intervention without mediation of the Greek text. However, no ancient Latin version, except for that of Jerome, made use of the Hebrew text. The Hebraisms present in VL come from LXX (→ 1.3.1.1), the kaige-Th (→ 1.3.1.2) recension or the revisions of Theodotion, Aquila, and Symmachus (→ 1.3.1.2).\(^{10}\) Later on, Jewish communities themselves used the translations of Jerome (→ 1.3.5). The textual tradition of VL is divided into two groups, designated as African and European. They are distinguished by the vocabulary and, to a lesser extent, by the character of the translation. Moreover, the translator of each book has his own preferences and vocabulary. A Greek word was not translated by the same Latin word. The text of some books has reached the present day in a form very close to the text used by Cyprian. This is the case of books not revised by Jerome such as Wisdom of Solomon (→ 11.15) and Ben Sira (→ 11.4). After the old African text of Cyprian came a more advanced African text attested by Ticonianus, an Italian text, and another European text transmitted by Lucifer of Cagliari in the mid-fourth century. Towards the end of the fourth century, different recensions known as “European” were already circulating in Italy, Gaul, and Spain. The history of VL is basically that of a progressive “Europeanization” of the African text, in the sense of improving the style and vocabulary of the text and adapting the translation to Greek models different from those used by the first translator of each book.\(^{11}\) The African text underwent continual adaptations to the liturgical vocabulary of the various places where it spread.

Augustine complained in his time that, given the spread of Greek manuscripts and the knowledge that Latin-speaking Christians had of Greek, many believed themselves authorized to insert corrections into the Latin text. Jerome qualified the state of the Latin text in his time as vitiosissima varietas (“excessively error-ridden panoply,” Praefatio in Iudith).\(^{12}\) This situation led to a state of such textual confusion that it soon became intolerable. However, the differences among these recensions should not create the impression that different original translations existed, since they all retain traces of the archetypal African text.

It has long been debated whether there was only one translation that subsequently branched out into the extant variety of text forms, or whether sev-
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eral versions coexisted for a certain time from the beginning. Augustine compares the small number of translators of the Greek version with the countless number of those who dared to translate the Scriptures into Latin from any Greek manuscript that might be available. Thus, he speaks of an “unlimited variety of Latin translators,” which seems to point to the existence of numerous independent versions (Latinorum interpretum infinita variasetas; De Doctrina Christiana 2:11). Jerome seems to share this view when he speaks of “unskilled translators” (imperiti translatores; Praefatio in Proverbia), but he seems to attribute the textual variety rather to the ignorance and neglect by revisors and copyists (scriptorum vitio depravata “corrupted by the error of scribes”; Praefatio in Job). For posterity remained the influential phrase of Jerome apud Latinos tot sint exemplaria quot codices “among the Latins there are as many versions as there are manuscripts” (Praefatio in libro Josue), lamenting that every manuscript gave a new type of text. This judgment has contributed decisively to an almost total disregard of the Old Latin text in biblical textual criticism.

The question of multiple versions or a single version cannot be addressed in general terms, but needs to be considered book by book given that the Old Latin is not a homogeneous work. Until the mid-twentieth century it was generally thought that the discrepancies between the preserved texts were due to the diversity of concurrent translations. But studies like those of Capelle and De Bruyne and Sodar as well as the published Vetus Latina volumes by Beuron have suggested otherwise. Examples include the Heptaetheuch, Proverbs, and Isaiah. The erroneous reading nocius “into hurtful objects” in Isa 2:20 attested by Tertullian and all the extant witnesses versus the original reading noctuis “to the night birds” (lxx νυκτερίσι “to the bats”) is evidence of the basic unity of the Latin version of Isaiah.

That plurality of text types developed from an original single translation is explained by two mechanisms acting sometimes simultaneously. Within the Latin tradition itself, and as the text types spread from North Africa to Europe in the third century C.E. and even more so in the fourth, the syntax and vocabulary were more incorrect or outdated, which demanded the appropriate correction and updating. The original text was a slavish tracing of the Greek word order, modes, tenses, and even the cases (to an accusative, genitive, or dative corresponded the same cases in Latin). This gave the Latin text a strange style that annoyed Jerome and Augustine and many others. Eventually, the vocabulary was cleared of Africanisms, words or expressions frequently used in the witnesses of the African writers.

In the process of diversification of the vl text, there was also a tendency to review it according to Greek models diverging from the basis of the first translation. The Old Greek text of biblical books (→1.3.1.1) underwent several recensions or revisions (→1.3.1.2), which were the origin of the Alexandrian text, the Hexaplaric recension, and the Lucianic or Antiochene recension, not to mention other recensions or the text transmitted by the catenae. The vl versions evolved in parallel to the text of the Greek recensions. In due time, variants typical of the different Greek recensions entered the vl tradition, in particular from the kaige and Hexaplaric recensions. Augustine made use of the traditional text of his church in Africa, of the text coming from north Italy, and even sometimes of the revision by Jerome (→1.3.5).
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In *Quaestiones in Heptateuchum*, Augustine compares the Greek version with a Hebrew text (interpretabilis ex hebraeo "interpretation from the Hebrew [text]") that cannot be another one than that reflected by Jerome's version (Judg 2:13; 3:17; 7:6; 8:26–27; 10:1; 15:8). All the factors mentioned (numerous text forms, textual corruption, careless language and style, etc.) were determinant for the need felt in the fourth century C.E. for a complete revision of the old version and the making of a new Latin version. From this century on, the *Vulgate* version of Jerome (→1.3.5), a mix of old revisions and new translation, gradually replaced the old version. The *Vulgate* Psalters were the texts that most resisted the introduction of the Vulgate text. Many of them, following the fifth century, had an appendix of biblical poems, with Isa 53–9 among other examples. The manuscripts of *Vulgate* remained in circulation until the end of the eighth century, but most of them were damaged or lost and their text was carelessly mixed with Vulgate readings. The text of the purest *Vulgate* version is preserved in those books that were not reworked by Jerome, precisely those that are not part of the Hebrew Bible: Wisdom of Solomon (→11.15.4), Ben Sira (→11.4.5), Baruch (→11.2.1.4), Epistle of Jeremiah (→11.2.4.4), and 1–2 Maccabees (→11.10.1.4; →11.10.2.4).

1.4.1.5 Evidence (Direct and Indirect)
The manuscript tradition of Vulgate has reached us in a mostly fragmentary state. In addition, manuscripts that preserve parts of this version are not very old, although it has always to be taken into account that manuscripts of recent date can preserve quite ancient texts very faithfully. The situation is different for each of the biblical books and the proportions of patristic quotations and manuscript tradition also vary from book to book. The Pentateuch with Joshua and Judges is well known in a single translator's work. Ruth survives only in the ninth/tenth century Codex Complutensis (Madrid University ms 31); Ezra–Nehemiah and the apocryphal books 3–4 Esdras are known in full, as are 2 Chronicles and Canticles. Esther is well represented in the manuscript tradition. Our evidence is especially scarce for Samuel–Kings, 1 Chronicles, Job, Proverbs, and the Prophets. Very few manuscripts of Isaiah have been preserved (some fragments of codices and a few liturgical manuscripts), but there are abundant patristic quotations of the book, up to ca. 17,000.

1) Quotations of Latin Fathers (→21.8; →1.7.2). The *Vulgate* of the Old Testament is mostly attested in quotations in patristic literature. While these quotations are often very free, some are very faithful to the original. Particularly important are the quotations by Cyprian, Lucifer of Cagliari, Tyconius, Jerome, Augustine, and some florilegia such as the *Liber de divinis scripturis* (or Speculum, a pseudo-Augustinian work). All Latin Fathers before the fifth century and a good number after Jerome quote in their works the text of the old versions. Patristic quotations often constitute the only channel through which *Vulgate* has come down to us and also allow us to accurately locate *Vulgate* texts in time and space, which is rarely possible based only on the testimony of manuscripts.

2) Manuscripts. There is no extant single manuscript that covers the whole range of biblical books. The oldest manuscripts do not go back to a time before the fifth century. They are mostly fragmentary or palimpsests. Among them, we can mention approximately 500 palimpsests with text from a lectionary, probably from Gaul, as well as the Quedlinburg Fragments, of a fifth-
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century illuminated manuscript containing portions of Samuel–Kings.

The vl manuscripts are classified numerically according to the order of biblical books. Numbers 1–89 are New Testament books; 91–96 are marginal glosses from some Bibles from Spain; 100–11 the Octateuch; 115–22 Samuel–Kings and Chronicles; 123–29 Ezra–Nehemiah; 130–59 Tobit, Judith, and Esther; 160–64 Job; 165–73 Wisdom Books; 173–94 a Prophets; 195–218 Maccabees; 250–75 biblical songs transmitted independently from the Psalter; and finally 300 and following correspond to the Psalter. Gryson’s repertoire of the Latin ecclesiastical authors contains information on each manuscript regarding codicological and paleographical data, contents, reference to editions of the text, and brief information on the text type, followed by a selected bibliography. The repertoire leaves some unassigned numbers in case of future finds. In quite a few manuscripts there is a mix of vl and Vulgate text.

3) Glosses or additions to the translations of Jerome (→1.3.5), as those present in Spanish Vulgate Bibles (Beuron 91–95), which cover books from the Heptateuch, 1–4 Kingdoms, 1–2 Chronicles, Job, Proverbs, and Isaiah. Seven hundred and eighty glosses belong to the Heptateuch and 150 to Job. In Genesis, the text is of types vl (fourth-century African) and vl (European). In 1–4 Kingdoms, it is closer to Lucifer and Palimpsest 115, as well as to the Antiochene Greek (→1.3.1.2). In Job, it can be related to Ambrosian and in a smaller proportion to Augustine. These glosses are the only witnesses of the Antiochene recension. In Proverbs, they come from Cyprian’s text and are related to vl and to Ambrose. In Isaiah, they come from Jerome’s commentary to that book.

4) Capitula and tituli. The Vulgate (→1.3.5) presents some series of capitula placed at the beginning of biblical books. When they are repeated within the text itself or on the margins they constitute the tituli. These reproduce a vl text and not the Vulgate’s, and thus preserve vl vocabulary of the summarized passage or, rather, the first words of the vl pericope. Some of these series have a Donatist origin.

5) Liturgical texts. A good portion of the vl text has been preserved in biblical readings and hymns used in Christian liturgy. The most-used poems with vl text are Exodus 15; Deut 9:26–29; 32:1–43; Judges 5; 1 Sam 21–10; Isa 51–7(9); 26:1–8, 9–20; 38:10–20; 60:1–5; 66:10–16; Lam 5:1–22; Dan 3:26–45(56), 52(57)–88(90); Habakkuk 3; Jonah 2:3–10(11). The very conservatism of the liturgical tradition explains the fact that copies of the Psalter are the most numerous, and palimpsests and papyri are included among them. Until very recently, local recensions of the Psalter continued to be used in Rome, Milan, and Toledo. The claim has habitually been made that the Psalterium Romanum is to be connected with a first (cursory) revision by Jerome, but this is unlikely according to De Bruyne. The Psalterium Galli canum is Jerome’s second revision (based on the Origin’s Hexaple) of a vl-Psalter.

6) Vulgate (→1.3.5). The textual tradition of vl has often been transmitted together with Vulgate manuscripts. This is the case for manuscripts of a family of Spanish Bibles that reproduce in the margin, in the form of glosses, a considerable number of readings from vl gathered from very different sources. Among them, the Codex Gothicus Legionensis deserves special mention; it is a manuscript of the Vulgate from the close of the tenth century with marginal readings taken from vl.

1.4.1.6 Editions

Still indispensable is the collection of quotations compiled by Sabatier in his work Bibliorum sacrorum latinæ versiones antiquæ seu Vetus Italice.
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The publication of the critical edition of this version began in the Benedictine monastery of Beuron in 1949. Up to 2015, the volumes corresponding to Genesis,31 Ruth,32 Isaiah,33 and Esther34 have appeared, and those of Canticles (E. Schulz-Flügel), Tobit (J.-M. Auwers), and Judith (P.-M. Bogaert) are being prepared.

The edition offers first the Greek text with those Greek variants that agree with the Latin text, which appears under the Greek text according to the different text types. Thus, in Isaiah, we find the standard text from the end of the second century or beginning of the third (sigla x), followed by the African types: Cyprian’s text known in Africa during the mid-third century (κ) and a revised form thereof, used by African authors in the fourth and fifth centuries (c); then come the European types (ε), in two different forms, one attested by authors who were oldest and furthest from Rome such as Lucifer of Cagliari and Hilary of Poitiers; and that transmitted by Jerome and some authors of the fifth century. Augustine’s text is at times African and at times European. ο indicates the LXX translation that Jerome reproduces as the second lemma (the first one is the Vulgate) in his commentary to Isaiah. In some books, though seldom in Isaiah, it is possible to determine the European text: M represents a form of text particular to the region around Milan, witnessed mostly by Ambrose. Finally, r corresponds to Lucifer’s text and s to the Spanish type. Therefore, the edition of VL does not reconstruct an original or an archetype. Generally speaking, neither is it possible to reconstruct the archetype of the different recensions and text types. Cyprian’s VL text in the third century is not closer to VL than the text read in the Roman church during the Passover Vigil around 600 C.E.35

1.4.1.7 Auxiliary Tools
Fundamental instruments for the study of VL are the repertoires of manuscripts and quotations of Latin Fathers published in the Vetus Latina series from Beuron: Fischer, Verzeichnis; Gryson, Répertoire général; Gryson, Altlateinische Handschriften, Vols. 1–2. The repertoire attempts to collate, as much as possible, all quotations until the implantation of Carolingian reforms (800), thus showing the transition from Old Latin to the Vulgate.

To the previous works, should be added the Vetus Latina Database edited by Gryson, which is available on CD-ROM and also accessible online (www.brepols.net/vld_en.html), References to Fathers should be verified and checked in each case, as the identification of non-explicit biblical references is always delicate, given that Vulgate concordances are not valid for the Greek-translated VL.

The Beuron Institute has produced thirty-nine monographs on the history of the Latin Bible: From the History of the Latin Bible: Complement Monograph Series, edited by Roger Gryson. This series includes editions of patristic texts and studies of particular questions concerning the transmission of the Bible. As a conclusion to the complete work, a large Latin-Greek and Greek-Latin concordance of the whole Latin Bible is planned, whose progress follows that of the edition (http://www.vetus-latina.de). The Bulletin de la Bible Latine published by P.-M. Bogaert since 1955 is extremely useful.

1.4.1.8 Translation Technique
VL is characterized by its extreme literalness. In Ps 73(MT 74):5 sicut in exitu super summum “as though into the upper entrance” the expression super summum “upper” reflects literally ὑπεράνω. This literalness is far away – stylistically speaking – from the precepts that governed classical Latin literature. It has been interpreted as a reflection of the translator’s lack of skill or of his inability to carry out a literary translation. Nevertheless, present research has partially modified this assessment, justifying literalness in the light of aesthetic principles different from those of classical

31 Fischer, Genesis.
32 Gesche, Ruth.
33 Gryson, Esaias 1–39; Gryson, Esaias 40–66.
34 Haelewyck, Hester.
35 Fischer, Genesis, 24*.
literature. The first translators had a rather high cultural level. But it is true that the typical Vt translation “to the letter,” laden with Hellenisms and vulgarisms, inspired rejection among the cultured classes. Also, this version enriched the lexical patrimony of the Latin language through the coinage of new words, the development of new meanings, and the diffusion of lexical combinations that enabled new compounds.\footnote{Boscherini, “Sulla lingua delle primitive versioni latine dell’Antico Testamento.”}

The ancient version was written in the vernacular of the people, as shown by the frequent carelessness in pronunciation (famis for fames “famine” in Gen 41:37), the use of vulgar or late Latin terms (manducare for comedere “eat” in Hos 9:3), Greek loanwords (agoniare “strive” Sir 4:33; zelus “zeal” Wis 5:18), imitations of Greek (paranymphus “advisor” lit., “bride’s male attendant” Gen 26:26), Aramaic loanwords (mammona “mammon/wealth” Matt 6:24), grammatical or syntactical deviations with respect to classical Latin (magis bonus “more good” Wis 8:20), constructions introduced by quo or quia, instead of the classical construction with accusative and infinitive (et vidit deus lucem quia bona est “and God saw the light, that it was good” Gen 1:4), etc. Frequently, a fluctuation can be seen between a Greek loanword and a Latin term with different shades of meaning: diabolus “devil” – adversarius “adversary”; synagogae “synagogue” – congregatio “congregation”; eleemosyna “mercy” – iustitia “justice.” Some Latin terms acquire new meaning owing to biblical influence: gentes “nations” is applied to “pagans” (Ps 79:10); peccatum “failing” also means “sin” or “fault” (Gen 18:20); fides “trust” also means “religious faith” (Hab 2:4). In Gen 17:12, Vt translates διαθήκη “covenant” as testamentum “will/testament,” whereas Jerome, translating from the Hebrew, renders νῶτρι “covenant” as foedus “treaty” or pactum “agreement.”

In this semantic field, numerous words acquired a new meaning but also preserved the former meanings; sacramentum “oath” in classical Latin, translates the many meanings of מְשָׁרְפִּים in LXX: “hidden truth,” “salvific divine ruling,” “featured teaching of the doctrine,” and “typological prefiguration”; dilectio and caritas take the meaning of “love” which in turn represents that of נְדַב (lit., “love between spouses” in Canticles); gloria “glory” translates דְּרוֹזָא, which matches the Hebrew נְדַב “transcendent majesty of God,” giving word to the neologism glorificare “glorify.” Many other terms acquired new meanings in different associations. Such is the case, e.g., of uita “life”; mors “death”; salus “health”; iustitia “justice”; spiritus “breath/soul/life”; caro “flesh”; paenitentia “repentance/penance”; etc.

Greek loanwords are frequent: plasmare “form”; abyssus “abyss”; blasphemia “blasphemy”; scandalum “temptation/inducement of sin”; brabium “prize in games”; exstasis “terror/amazement/ecstasy”; etc. Some attempts at style are not rare either, such as interpretatio per circuitum in bona voluntas “good will” = εὐδοκία “favor” (Nets) in Ps 51:3 or the rhetorical variatio in Isa 9:22 where the Greek kai ἐλέεται ἄτοις ἐλέει “and he will heal them with healing” is turned into et sanabit eos sua misericordia “and he will heal them with his mercy.”

Through Greek, some Hebraisms have entered into the Old Latin text, such as the use of etymological pleonasm (gaudens gaudebo “rejoicing I will rejoice”; dixit dicens “saying he has said”) or others such as acceptīn in (εἰς = ἔν) uxorēm “he accepted as wife”; minus ab (ἀπὸ = ὀπὸ) angelēs “less than the angels”; murmuratorum super me “they have complained against me” (ἐπὶ/ὑπὸτέρον = ἐν). In this way, explanations can be given for the usage of feminine instead of neuter in unam (μίαν = μία) petītī a Domino, hanc (τῶν τῆν) requīrīm “One thing I have asked from the Lord, this will I seek” in Ps 27(26):4 or the expression of the comparative via a positive and the preposition a: a vocibus (ἀπὸ φωνῶν = ἀπὸ φωνῆς) aquarium multarum “than the noise of many waters” (Ps 93:4). Lexical Hebraisms...
are the divine names Sabaoth, Eloim, Cherubim, Satan, or the liturgical expressions alleluia, hosanna, amen.38

1.4.1.9 Inner-Translational Phenomena
In the study of Vl, as in that of any other version, the first task consists in identifying the internal variants produced during the textual transmission: copy errors, omissions and additions, linguistic or stylistic revisions, influences of the Vulgate tradition in the pre-Jerome text, etc. For example, in Judg 9:20, the Vl reading (Lugdunensis) exeat ignis et Abimelec et mecaedat uiros Sicimorum “may fire come and Abimelech and strike me the men of Sikima” contains two errors: et for ex and mecaedat for comedat. Both can be corrected easily with the Greek ἐξέλθοι πῦρ ἐξ Αβιμελεχ καὶ καταφάγοι τοὺς ἄνδρας Σικιμων “may fire come from Abimelech and devour the men of Sikima” (*NETS) and with the reading in the following context et exeat ignis a principibus Sicimorum comedat domum Abimelec "may fire come from princes of Sikima and devour the house of Abimelec." In Cant 11:5, vide si speciosa “look, if beautiful” translates ὅσον εἶ καλή “look, you are beautiful” (*NETS) confusing the verbal form εἶ “you are” with the conditional particle εἴ = si “if.”

The history of Vl is the history of a continuous revision of its text to adapt it to a Greek text that differed from those used in the primitive version as well as to tastes, style, and vocabulary that changed with the development of the Latin language. For example, the term cenapura "Friday/Sabbath" was replaced by parasceue (παρασκευή "Friday"); sacramentum "secret" by mysterium “mystery”; itaque "accordingly" by ergo "therefore" and igitur "thus"; etc. African vocabulary was replaced by European vocabulary.39 The differences among these recensions should not create the impression that different original translations existed, since they all retain traces of the archetypal African text. This is particularly certain in the case of books that underwent a slow process of development, such as Proverbs and even Genesis.

1.4.1.10 Reconstruction of the Parent Text(s)
In spite of the scant and fragmentary material preserved, its complex recensional history, and the mix of vulgar and literary style, Vl is a witness of great value for the Greek text before the period of the great uncial manuscripts of the fourth century.40 The textual tradition of Vl is much richer and more varied than the Greek tradition. Vl translates a Greek text of the second century, i.e., a text that is earlier than the recension of Origen. Its text therefore has considerable text-critical value. Vl contributes to the knowledge of the oldest text of the Septuagint version and even at times of Hebrew variants unknown in the remainder of the manuscript traditions.41 In Samuel–Kings (→ 3–5.2.1.2), Vl readings, especially when attested also by Josephus (→ 21.3), the Coptic (→ 3–5.2.2), the Hexaplaric stratum of the Armenian (→ 3–5.2.3; → 3–5.2.4) and Georgian (→ 3–5.2.7) versions, as well as by the Hebrew parallel readings of Chronicles (→ 5.3.2; → 5.3.3; → 20.2.2), go back to a pre-Lucianic text that preserves the Old Greek (→ 5.4; → 5.5) and help to recover a Hebrew Vorlage that differs from MT. In Judges and Samuel–Kings, the Vl textual tradition contains readings that correspond to the Greek kaiye text, juxtaposed to the old readings based on the pre-Lucianic and Old Greek original.42

A typical example is the double translation of the Hebrew נָשָׁרַיִם "over the army" in 1 Kgs 4:4 and LXX-3 Kgdm 2:46h: ἐπί τῆς δυνάμεως "over the force" (kaiye) = dux virtutis "commander of the force" (recensional reading) and ἐπὶ τῶν στρατιῶν "over the army" (Old Greek) = dux militiae "commander of the army" (original Vl reading).

41 Trebolle, “From the Old Latin through the Old Greek to the Old Hebrew.”
42 Trebolle, “Textos ‘Kaiye’ en la Vetus Latina de Reyes (2 Re 10.25–28).”
1.4.1 VETUS LATINA

Qumran biblical manuscripts (→1.2.2) demonstrate that until 70 C.E. several books of the Bible circulated in two or more editions or different textual forms. It is meaningful that in those books the VL text witnesses the oldest LXX (→1.3.1), reflecting a Hebrew text different from MT (→1.2.2) and, at times, readings unknown to the rest of textual traditions, both in Hebrew and in other ancient versions.

- **Exodus.** VL (Monacensis, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek clm 6225 = vl104) attests to a different version of Exodus 36–40, where LXX lacks some sections of MT, and in a few places also adds details. Monacensis reflects a Greek text representing the oldest Greek form.43

- **Deuteronomy.** In Deut 27:4, “even though only one surviving Greek witness attests ‘Mount Gerizim,’ VL was translated from some form of an ancient LXX manuscript which read ‘Mount Gerizim’.”44

- **Judges.** VL (Lugdunensis), followed by Lucifer of Cagliari, represents a Greek Antiochene text (LXX45 5975314), attesting a purer pre-Hexaplaric text than the LXXa and LXXb texts.

- **1–4 Kingdoms.** VL (Vindobonensis) represents a pre-Lucianic Greek text, very close to the original Greek version, which was based on a Hebrew text different from that of the Masoretic tradition.

- **Jeremiah.** VL (Wirceburgensis) omits Jer 39(46):1–2, marked with an asterisk in Origen’s Greek text. This agreement shows that these verses did not appear in the Old Greek (→7.3) and neither did Jer 39(46):4–13 (→6–9.2.1).45

- **Ezekiel.** VL (Wirceburgensis) and the Greek manuscript LXX467 (→8.3) are the only witnesses preserved that show that the order of Ezekiel 37–39 according to MT is not original. The oldest text followed the sequence 38; 39; 37 and omitted Ezek 36:23c–2846 (→6–9.2.1).

- **Daniel.** Papyrus LXX467 represents the more original form of the Greek text (→18.3.1), showing the order of chs. 1–4; 7–8; 5–6; and 9–12, followed by the stories of Bel and the Dragon and Susanna. This arrangement is found in the Latin writer Quodvultdeus.

- **Canticles.** VL presents the same verse order in Daniel 5 as LXX467 and some Coptic witnesses (Cant 5:12, 14b, 13, 14a, 15).

- **Job.** VL quotations of the Latin Fathers attest a shorter text (as compared with MT) very close to the Greek original.

- **Esther.** “The Greek model of the Old Latin (LGrIII) represents the first Greek translation of the book, and the other two forms, the L text (GrII) and the LXX text (GrI), are later.”47

- **Ezra–Nehemiah** (Esdras B in LXX). Several VL readings witness a lost Greek model.

The VL textual tradition of the deuterocanonical books is purer than that of the books of the Hebrew Bible, whose translation by Jerome (→1.3.5) contaminated their VL text. The VL version provides information about early versions of the texts of these books. Thus, the VL text of Baruch (→11.2.1.4), transmitted together with Jeremiah, knew four textual forms, two of them dependent on the Old Greek (→11.2.1.4). In Ecclesiasticus/ Ben Sira (→11.4.5), VL preserves the original order of the text against the whole Greek manuscript tradition (→11.4.3) that has Sir 33:13b–36:10 before Sir 30:25–33:15a.Judith has been transmitted in three forms: that of “LXX,” the “Lucianic” text, and that of manuscript LXX58 (→11.9.3; →11.9.1), followed by VL (→11.9.5). The closer the variants are to the text of LXX58, the higher is the guarantee of originality. In Tobit (→11.14.8), VL, although not free of corruptions and contaminations, contributes to the reconstruction of the text of the Sinaitic recension (G12), the

---


44 Ulrich, “The Old Latin, Mount Gerizim, and 4QJosh*.”


46 Bogaert, “Le témoignage de la Vetus Latina dans l’étude de la tradition des Septante.”

oldest of the three types of Greek texts (→ 11.14.4). In 1 Maccabees (→ 11.10.1.4+ ), the vL text often departs from the known Greek manuscript tradition (→ 11.10.1.2). In many cases, it is attesting a lost Greek text, superior to the one we know. In 2 Maccabees (→ 11.10.2.4), vL and the Armenian version (→ 11.10.2.6) bear joint witness to a now-lost short form of Greek text (→ 11.10.2.2). Most of the vL additions in Wisdom (→ 11.15.4) go back to the first Greek translation (→ 11.15.2).

1.4.1.11 Relevance for Exegesis

The vL version underscores above all the importance of taking the Greek version into consideration (→ 1.3.1.1). Jerome himself, before converting to veritas hebraica, took his first steps as translator by revising the vL version according to Origen’s Greek text (→ 1.3.5). The Old Latin version does not present exegetical phenomena of the Targumic kind, which might reflect particular interpretations on the translated biblical passages. The translation came out of the version of texts read in liturgy and from collections of testimonia that give an idea of which passages were used the most in Christian teaching and which were more often retained in memory. The first testimonia (→ 21.8) were transmitted in the context of anti-Jewish polemics, a fact that indicates the importance of Jewish communities and their proselytism in Africa during the second and third centuries. They are earlier than Tertullian, who incorporates them into his works Adversus Judaeos and Adversus Marcionem (Book IV). Later, Commodianus collected around sixty testimonia in his Carmen apologeticum, among them one of messianic content composed of the passages Num 24:17; Isa 11, and Isa 11.10 (Carm. 291–92); the text of Num 24:17 was already part of a testimonia at Qumran (4Q175; → 2.1.7). Also, Cyprian’s testimonia aid anti-Jewish polemics (ad Quirinum) or develop messianic prophecies in reference to Jesus Christ (11). Others of a later period allude to Christian discipline (111) or disposition for martyrdom (Ad Fortunatum). These collections of testimonia practice a typological exegesis according to which the Bible interprets itself via cross-references between books.

Tertullian also developed the typology of Adam and the tree of paradise until Christ’s cross, going through Abel, Isaac, Judah, and, especially, Moses. Cyprian draws from Abel different lines of succession, such as Abel, Jacob, Joseph, David, Eliah, and Zechariah; or Abel, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, David, and the prophets. The books quoted most often by Tertullian, Cyprian, and the Latin Fathers are the Pentateuch, Isaiah, and Psalms.

Exegesis in the Latin tradition is developed through the plurality of coexisting versions of a same word or expression. Thus, Ambrose collects in De Isaac 3:6 four different versions of the Greek word ἀδολεσχῆσαι “to meditate” (*nets) in Gen 24:63: abalienari “to abstract”; deambulare “to take a walk”; exerceri/exercere “to practice”; and halucinari “wander in mind.” In this way, Isaac’s going to meet Rebecca becomes a spiritual search, meditatio et exercitium, best expressed by the word halucinari. Despite Augustine’s insistence for pietas “piety” (Θεοσέβεια “fear of God,” Enchiridion 2), Jerome’s version timor domini “fear of the Lord” following the Hebrew prevailed (On Christian Doctrine 11.8). We lack studies on the interpretation of the Old Testament or the Hebrew Bible made by the vL version through the vocabulary and the translation options preserved in its rich textual tradition.


50 “De Isaac vel anima,” in Sancti Ambrosii Opera (ed. C. Schenk; csel. 52.1; Vienna: Tempsky, 1896), 646, lines 8–10.

1.4.1.12 Relevance for Literary Analysis

In the books mentioned above in which the Greek version and manuscripts from Qumran prove the existence of textual forms different from the Masoretic text-type (→ 1.2.2; → 1.3.1.1), the testimony of \textit{vl}, which is usually shorter or characterized by a different layout and order of the units that compose the text, contributes to the study of those textual forms. \textit{vl} omits 2 Sam 5:4–5, which is missing also in 4QSam\textsuperscript{a}, Josephus, and 1 Chronicles 11, indicating a pre-Lucianic and probably Old Greek reading.\textsuperscript{53} For the literary criticism of 2 Kings 10–17, it would be risky not to take the \textit{vl} text into account, which reflects a particular form of these chapters. Namely, the episode of Elisha’s death (2 Kgs 13:14–21) appears between 2 Kgs 10:30 and 31, in relationship to Jehu’s reign and not that of Joash, as is the case in \textit{mt}. Also, the doublet in 2 Kgs 10:25–28 indicates the complexity of the Greek model followed by the Latin translation. The Hebrew \textit{mt} locates the battle against the Arameans in Apher (2 Kgs 13:27), while \textit{vl} places this battle in Aserot, Hebrew י��ועו \textit{Hatseroth}, a place mentioned in the Samaria ostraca (\textit{Ostracon 22}), dated about two decades later than the events in the biblical story.\textsuperscript{54}
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1.4.2 Coptic Translations

1.4.2.1 Name and Nature

The Coptic translation of the Old Testament renders the Septuagint into the Egyptian-Coptic language. In its beginning (third and early fourth centuries), there must have been several translation attempts since we possess different biblical translations in different Coptic dialects. But only a single complete translation of the Old and New Testaments in the Sahidic dialect has survived because this translation represented an organized and concentrated initiative authorized very probably by the Orthodox Church in Egypt and it became the standard version of the Bible until the twelfth century. From the twelfth century onwards, the Bohairic version replaced the Sahidic. The textual-critical value of the Coptic translations lies in their antiquity and in the fact that they seem to transmit several stages of the textual development of LXX (→ 1.3.1.1; → 1.3.1.2). Like Vl (→ 1.4.1), the Coptic versions are important for the textual history of the Greek text as they were translated before most extant Greek manuscripts were copied. These versions may open a window to early Greek text traditions, which are not transmitted in the Greek manuscripts. We have both, text types that reflect the earliest Greek text type (og),1 and text types that reflect early recensions2 of lxx. We should also bear in mind that the Coptic translations emerged in Egypt parallel with the earliest extant Greek manuscripts of the Old and New Testaments. However, the crucial problem of the Coptic translations is the fragmentary state of their transmission and the dispersal of the extant manuscript leaves practically all over the world. Consequently, the majority of research must still be dedicated to the reconstruction of the manuscripts. There are, therefore, only few modern text editions and almost no critical editions.

1.4.2.2 Scope of the Corpus

The corpus of the Sahidic Coptic Bible comprised the Old Testament according to the Septuagint, including the deuterocanonical books, and the New Testament. We have every reason to believe that the corpus of the Sahidic Coptic Bible corresponds to the canon of biblical books given by Athanasius in his thirty-ninth festal letter (367 C.E.; → 1.1.2.2), of which we possess a Coptic translation.3 The Bohairic Coptic version, i.e. the version of the Coptic Bible used in the Coptic Church since the twelfth century and until today, transmits merely the Pen-
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1 CopBoh-MinP (→ 6–9.2.2.2), CopSa-Job (→ 11.4.2).
2 CopSa-Jer (→ 6–9.2.2.1.3).
tateuch, Job, Psalms, and the Prophets in complete form. The remaining texts⁴ are attested only in excerpts mostly in the form of readings in liturgical books. From the other dialects of Coptic, we have only sparse attestations and their transmission generally ends in the fifth century.⁵

1.4.2.3 Sequence of the Books

As far as the fragmentary state of the manuscripts allows us to see, the sequence of the books follows LXX closely (→ 1.3.1.1; → 1.1.2.2). The sequence of books in the Pentateuch and the Latter Prophets was apparently fixed at an early date; however, there are some exceptions that are not present in all witnesses and that probably reflect a Greek Vorlage.⁶ The sequence of the Wisdom Books seems to have been somewhat flexible, e.g., Job sometimes appears before and sometimes after Proverbs.⁷

It is very likely that the canonical sequence of books corresponded to the aforementioned enumeration in Athanasius’ thirty-ninth festal letter. At least, this seems to be confirmed by a book catalogue on an ostraka from the Theban area (seventh to eighth century) in Upper Egypt that contains the catalogue of the library of the Monastery of St. Elijah.⁸ The catalogue displays the following sequence of books: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1–4 Kingdoms, 1–2 Chronicles, (1–2) Ezra,⁹ the Minor Prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Psalms. Later, among a series of literary works, Job is added together with Proverbs. Apparently, the library did not have a complete Old Testament, but the sequence of books until Ezra corresponds exactly to that of LXX. Interestingly, the library possessed instead two volumes of Isaiah (papyrus and parchment), three volumes of the Psalms (papyrus and parchment), one volume of Job (papyrus), and one volume of Job and Proverbs (parchment). The close association of Job with Proverbs later became canonical for the Bohairic version.¹⁰ Astonishingly, the Copt-Ahb version of the Minor Prophets has adopted a particular sequence in which the first three books (Hosea, Joel, Amos) follow the Hebrew order. The Bohairic version, for its part, associates the Minor Prophets with Daniel.¹¹

1.4.2.4 Original Form, Date, and Milieu

Firstly, we have to take into account that strong bilingual milieus developed in Egypt no later than the third century B.C.E. particularly in the metropoles of the Ptolemaic and Roman eras. Numerous extant manuscripts preserve a long tradition, mostly in the priestly circles of the Egyptian temples, of translations from Egyptian into Greek and from Greek into Egyptian.¹² We also have to bear in mind that the Septuagint was translated in Egypt itself and that the famous Alexandrian school of grammarians and later biblical exegetes may also have exerted influence on those bilingual milieus.¹³

---

⁴ There is no Bohairic text of Ruth, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Judith, Tobit, 1–4 Maccabees, Ecclesiastes, Bel and the Dragon, and Susanna.
⁶ Cf. → 6–9.2.2.1.3.
⁹ Although it is most likely that the Sahidic translation included Ezra and Nehemiah (Esdras A and B) as in LXX, no manuscript witness has come to light so far. → 19.4.2.
¹⁰ → 11.4.2.
¹¹ → 6–9.2.2.2.1.
The novel approach of writing the Egyptian language using the letters of the Greek alphabet and some additional signs borrowed from the Demotic script – for the Egyptian phonemes that Greek could not render – could theoretically have been "designed" in pagan circles. But the Coptic script became standardized and used widely only in Christian circles beginning in the third but prominently so in the fourth century.14

The first attestations of a Coptic translation work of biblical texts are glosses to Greek manuscripts of Isaiah and the Minor Prophets15 dated to the third century. Among the oldest preserved manuscripts are: P. Bodmer vi, a peculiar version of Proverbs written in an archaic script and language ("Proto-Sahidic");16 a complete papyrus codex with an Akhmimic version of Proverbs;17 and a series of miscellany manuscripts combining books of the Old Testament, New Testament, and literary texts of different genres.18 The Sahidic manuscript London Bl Or. 7594, for example, contains Deuteronomy, Jonah, Acts, and the Apocalypse of Eliah,19 whereas the early Fayyumic manuscript P. Hamburg Bilinguis 1 comprised the Acts of Paul in Greek, Qohelet in Greek and Fayumic Coptic, as well as Canticles and Lamentations in Fayumic Coptic.20

All these manuscripts come from Upper Egypt because the climate and the arid ground preserved them well. However, there can be no doubt that an even greater manuscript production must have taken place in the Nile Delta, and especially in Alexandria, but due to the humid climate and moist soil of that area almost no traces have survived. In light of the fact that the Bohairic dialect was used in the western Nile Delta, it is all the more astonishing that two early Bohairic papyrus codices (also labelled as "Proto-Bohairic") have survived: P. Vatican Copto q, a papyrus codex of the Minor Prophets,21 and P. Bodmer 111 containing John and Gen 1:1–4:2.22

As P. Bodmer 111 belongs to a collection from Upper Egypt known under the name Bodmer Papyri, we may assume that exceptionally these Bohairic manuscripts were produced in or transferred to Upper Egypt.

To sum up, the earliest witnesses of Coptic biblical texts are dated paleographically to the late third century and first half of the fourth century. These are almost exclusively papyrus manuscripts (frequently still without the later-preferred quire structure) combining often the Old Testament, New Testament, and other texts to form miscellany-like compilations. Although examples of codices of a single biblical book already existed, they do not yet seem to have been the preferred format. There are extant biblical texts from this early period in all the Coptic dialects, often with different text types, and therefore it seems likely that there were different and probably unrelated initiatives to translate the Bible into Coptic.23 However, for
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15 Cf. →6–9.2.2.1 and →6–9.2.2.2.1.
16 Cf. →12.4.2.1; R. Kasser, Papyrus Bodmer vi: Livre des Proverbes (cSCO 194/195 Scriptores Coptici 27/28; Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus cSCO, 1960).
17 Cf. →12.4.2.1; A. Böhlig, Der achmimische Proverbientext nach Ms. Berol. orient. oct. 987 (Studien zur Erforschung des christlichen Aegyptens 3; Munich: Robert Lerche, 1958).
21 Cf. →6–9.2.2.2.1; the manuscript is still unpublished. See N. Bosson, “Le Papyrus Vatican Copt 9 des Petits Prophètes,” in *Coptic Treasures from the Vatican Library: A Selection of Coptic, Copto-Arabic and Ethiopic Manuscripts: Papers Collected on the Occasion of the Tenth International Congress of Coptic Studies (Rome, September 17th–22nd, 2012)* (eds. P. Buzi and D.V. Proverbio; Studi e Testi 472; Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 2012), 73–84.
22 Cf. →2.5.2.2; R. Kasser, Papyrus Bodmer 111 (cSCO 177 Scriptores Coptici 25; Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus cSCO, 1958).
23 Feder, “Die koptische Übersetzung des Alten und Neuen Testamentes im 4. Jahrhundert”; cf. Diebner and Kasser, Ham-
CopHp, the early biblical translations of this Coptic dialect depend generally on CopHa.

It is also important to mention that the biblical translations in the fourth and fifth centuries were produced at the same time and often in the same region as the translations of famous Gnostic and Manichean texts from Egypt. So, we can assume a certain competition between theological rivals also in translating Scriptures, which, by the way, confirms exactly our historical knowledge of this period in Egypt.

Many of the manuscripts mentioned above have no known provenance, and, particularly in the case of the miscellany manuscripts, they were probably formatted for private ownership. Nevertheless, the primary source of the biblical manuscripts are monastic libraries. The oldest monastic library (third to fifth centuries) we know of is the library of a Pachomian monastery at Dishna in Upper Egypt, not far from the Theban region. The heterogeneous composition of this collection, pagan literary texts (e.g., Menander) and Christian literature (Bible, Apocrypha, and miscellaneous literary works) in Greek (39%) and Coptic (58%) side by side, however, leaves doubts about its monastic origin. Nevertheless, we find in the Pachomian monastery at Dishna the first examples of biblical Old Testament manuscripts in Sahidic Coptic on parchment with the expected sequence of books (according to LXX) and codicological arrangement.

Unfortunately, the Dishna find seems to have been an isolated case since no other known monastery of the pre-Arab Conquest period (before 641 C.E.) has preserved such a high number of biblical manuscripts. We have no more than scarce traces of the biblical Scriptures of the better-known Pachomian monasteries such as Tabennese, or other big and important monastic sites such as Bawit (Apa Apollo), Deyr el-Bala'aizah, or those in western Thebes. Also the eminent Monastery of Apa Jeremiah, not far from the old Egyptian capital Memphis, yielded only a few codices found by chance.

However, by far the most comprehensive sources of Coptic Christian literature are the once-outstanding libraries of the Monastery of St. Shenoute, widely known as the “White Monastery,” near Sohag in Upper Egypt, and the Anchangel
Michael Monastery at Phantoou (al-Hamuli) in the Fayyum Oasis.\textsuperscript{34} These monasteries continued to flourish under Muslim rule (since 641 C.E.) and the bulk of the preserved manuscripts date from the eighth to twelfth centuries. Their libraries have contributions especially in biblical manuscripts and increased our knowledge of the Sahidic version of the Old and New Testaments.

The “White Monastery” alone probably possessed about 100 biblical codices (Old and New Testaments).\textsuperscript{35} Unfortunately, the leaves and sometimes even parts of leaves of the manuscripts were sold separately and dispersed almost all over the world between the eighteenth and twentieth centuries.\textsuperscript{36} This dispersal remains today the major obstacle to a reconstruction of the Sahidic Bible. However, the remains of the library of the Archangel Michael Monastery, although they also suffered from dispersal, had a better fate because the bulk of the 1910 find was purchased by the wealthy American collector Pierpont Morgan for his collection in New York. Morgan’s acquisitions preserved for us the few examples of intact or almost intact Sahidic Bible manuscripts (Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy; 1–2 Samuel; Isaiah) from the ninth or tenth centuries.\textsuperscript{37}

These later manuscripts, if compared with those from the much older Bodmer find, may serve to test whether the Sahidic version was translated in the fourth or fifth century and if this version was still in use in the tenth to twelfth centuries. Although the lack of critical editions and pertinent studies on the textual history makes a definitive view of the development of the Sahidic Bible almost impossible, some editions and studies allow at least in the case of some books for a comparison of the published Bodmer manuscripts with the text of the younger ones from the “White Monastery” or the Archangel Michael Monastery.

E.g., for the Pentateuch (cf. \textsect{2.5.2.1}), Jeremiah (\textsect{6–9.2.2.1.3}), and Lamentations (\textsect{13–17.2.2}), we can observe that their text remained almost unchanged (some visible revision efforts did not change the base text in principle) from the fourth or fifth century to the twelfth century, and therefore their text must be based on an original translation from no later than the fourth century.

But the Coptic textual history of other biblical books suffered a different fate. When compared with other well-recorded early dialectal versions (CoptPalBo, CoptAkh), it is clear that an early Sahidic text form of Proverbs (\textsect{12.4.2.3}) and the Minor Prophets (\textsect{6–9.2.2.2.3}) had been replaced or thoroughly revised subsequent to the fourth century.

For most of the other books, any estimation would be based merely on speculation. The conclusions drawn for the few books mentioned above should as well be at least reconsidered when further investigation based on critical editions provides more detailed data.

Thus, based on the number of extant manuscripts, the Sahidic version was the standard Bible for the Coptic Church for the post-Arab conquest era from the seventh to the twelfth centuries. That the Sahidic version was in use across Egypt is demonstrated by the Archangel Michael Monastery whose surviving manuscripts can be dated by colophon to the ninth or tenth century.
The Archangel Michael Monastery is situated in the Fayyum Oasis where the Fayyumic dialect was spoken and written but it possessed almost exclusively Sahidic manuscripts of the Bible. Apart from an early manuscript of the Minor Prophets (→6–9.2.2.2.1) and an excerpt from Genesis (→2.5.2.2), the Bohairic version is late (the earliest witnesses date to the ninth century) and does not cover the whole Old Testament (cf. →1.4.2.2). It replaced the Sahidic version as the standard Bible for the Coptic Church after the twelfth century. It remains unknown when the Bohairic version was created and if there were more early translations into Bohairic.

The Fayyumic version is only attested sporadically, mostly in witnesses from the third to the fifth centuries. However, there has been no comprehensive evaluation of the extant biblical manuscripts in Fayyumic to date. For that reason, we do not have a detailed overview of the timespan covered by the Fayyumic manuscripts.

As already pointed out, the Mesokemic version could have been produced in heretical Melitian circles, and the Akhmimic version seems to depend completely on the Sahidic. Both versions are not extant after the fifth century.

1.4.2.5 Evidence (Direct and Indirect)

Considering the antiquity and richness of the Coptic versions, the fragmentary state of preservation and extreme dispersal of the manuscripts can only be termed lamentable. As already mentioned, our principal manuscript source, the library of the “White Monastery,” may have possessed around 100 Bible codices, but not a single codex seems to have survived intact. For the most part, less than a half of the leaves of a manuscript are extant and are, as a rule, dispersed among several collections. Therefore, indirect attestations of the biblical text are indispensable for a reconstruction of the Coptic version. By chance, the only examples of complete codices come from the Monastery of Archangel Michael (Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy; 1–2 Samuel; Isaiah) are housed today in the Morgan Library and Museum in New York.

Horn provided a scheme with four principal lines of transmission for the Psalms manuscripts that is exemplary in this respect and is outlined here. As a rule, only the Sahidic manuscripts reflect all four types of transmission.

1) Text manuscripts: These are codices of a complete book or a sequence of books or single leaves/fragments from dispersed codices.

2) Bible texts in the service of the Coptic Church (ritualia): This concerns pericopae in lectionaries, horologia, and other liturgical manuscripts.

3) Quotations and allusions in Coptic literature (→21.10): Old Testament quotations appear in patristic-ecclesiastical literature, Coptic-Gnos-
tic literature, and in the New Testament. Non-biblical Coptic literature suffered from the same dispersal as the biblical manuscripts. For that reason, to date there is no systematic compilation of biblical quotations. The only pertinent study pertains to the Old Testament quotations in the Gospels. Therefore, the only way to search for biblical quotations in Coptic literature is to consult the individual publications. However, publications without indices and with wrongly identified quotations make this a time-consuming enterprise. Moreover, it is sometimes not a trivial question to decide from which biblical book a quotation is taken if its actual use in a (con)text conceals its clear identification.

4) Casual texts (occasionalia): These are texts, for private reading, exercises, or for magical purposes (esp. as amulets). The many lacunae that one encounters when editing a book, particularly of the Sahidic Coptic Bible, necessitates the exploration of this textual group, and sometimes astonishing results can be obtained from it.

Additionally, a speciality of groups 1 and 2 are Greek-Coptic (mostly Greek-Sahidic) bilingual texts, which naturally play an important role in Septuagint studies.

1.4.2.6 Editions

Again, the extreme dispersal of the manuscripts and the extraordinary effort needed for the reconstruction of most codices has up to now limited the number of edited manuscripts and, in particular, edited biblical books. The quality and reliability of the nineteenth- and some early twentieth-century editions, particularly of the Bohairic texts, is comparatively limited as well, and in some cases the manuscript basis of the editions is not obvious. Specialized surveys must be consulted (→ 1.4.2.7) for the innumerable number of fragments published in periodicals and series.

1.4.2.6.1 Sahidic Version

1) Editions

a) Based on the whole manuscript tradition and indirect evidence, including variae lectiones to LXX:


b) Based on a selection of manuscripts and some indirect evidence:


c) Editions of individual manuscripts with consultation of a limited number of other witnesses:


---


49 This is the only critical edition in the sense of an editio critica that systematically refers to LXX.
1.4 Secondary Translations


2) Manuscript Editions


3) Miscellany Publications

Many Sahidic manuscripts have been (sometimes randomly) published in miscellany volumes with biblical texts from one (larger) collection, but, unfortunately, often without any effort to reconstruct the codicological context of the manuscript leafs. Until we possess critical editions of the individual biblical books, these miscellanies must be consulted:

Ciasca, *Fragmenta Copto-Sahidica.*


50 The text edition of this publication is not reliable.

51 The text edition of this publication is not reliable and can only be used together with H. Thompson, *The New Biblical Papyrus: A Sahidic Version of Deuteronomy, Jonah, and Acts of the Apostles from MS Or. 7394 of the British Museum: Notes and a collation by Sir Herbert Thompson* (printed for private circulation, 1923); Peter Nagel is preparing a new edition of Deuteronomy from this manuscript.
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1.4.2.2 Bohairic Version

1) Editions

a) Based on a selection of manuscripts and some indirect evidence:


Bosson, N., R. Kasser (†), and H. Quecke (†), *Le Papyrus Vatican Copte 9 des Petits Prophètes* (Documents e riproduzioni; Vatican City, forthcoming).

2) Manuscript Editions


1.4.2.3 Akhmimic Version

1) Manuscript Editions


Böhlig, *Proverbien-Kodex/The Book of Proverbs: Faksimile des Codex Ms. or. oct. 987 der Deutschen

53 Peters’ planned complete edition of the Bohairic Pentateuch stopped after Exodus, possibly because his editorial methods and the reliability of his text presentation had been repeatedly criticized; cf., e.g., W.-P. Funk, “Peters’ Coptic Pentateuch,” *JQR* 79 (1989): 243–47.
1.4.2.6.4 Fayyumic Version

1) Manuscript Editions


2) Miscellany Publications


1.4.2.6.5 Mesokemic Version

1) Manuscript Edition


1.4.2.7 Auxiliary Tools

The fundamental and most recent auxiliary tool for the Sahidic Old Testament manuscripts is the *Biblia Coptica* catalogue by Schüssler, whose last fascicle appeared in 2015.54 Despite all efforts by Schüssler and his collaborators to catalogue at least the Sahidic manuscripts – for the other dialects nothing comparable is available – there is still an incalculable number of manuscripts hidden in collections and remote publications that are not yet catalogued systematically. Thus, for a complete overview (although a really complete overview is probably not more than a wish), one has to consult all older repertoires and lists.

After the First World War, when the flood of different publications of Coptic biblical texts had almost reached the state of dispersal of the manuscripts, an overview of these publications became an indispensable need. Arthur Vaschalde published a repertoire of Coptic biblical texts, which must still be consulted:
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Vaschalde’s list was followed by two sequels, which also must still be consulted today:


In addition, studies on the reconstruction of manuscripts and their provenance, catalogues of museums and collections, and the plenary reports on the Coptic Bible in the acts of the International Congresses of Coptic Studies (ICCoptS) provide information about Coptic biblical texts.55

A very welcome development in Coptic and biblical studies is the new long-term German project that began in January 2015 at the Göttingen Academy of Sciences and Humanities: *The Complete Digital Edition and Translation of the Coptic Sahidic Old Testament*.56 The project uses and further develops the online database system and the Virtual Manuscript Room (VMR) that was created initially for the edition of the Greek New Testament at the Institut für neutestamentliche Textforschung (INTF) at the University of Münster.57

The technological revolution of the digital age promises to fulfill the hopes and dreams of one hundred years of scholarly efforts for the reconstruction and edition of the Coptic-Sahidic Old Testament. The project objectives are:

- Collection and cataloguing of Coptic manuscripts of the Old Testament in an online database system;
- Transcription and analysis of the manuscript texts to create a digital edition;
- Comparison and analysis of the textual tradition for the production of a critical edition of the individual books of the Coptic Old Testament;
- Translation of the Coptic text of the edition into English, German, and Arabic.

The close cooperation with the colleagues of the INTF at Münster, working on the same standards for the Coptic-Sahidic New Testament, will permit in the future to display the manuscripts online and to search the texts of the whole Coptic Bible within the VMR. Subsequently, on the basis of international cooperation, the biblical texts of the other Coptic dialects also will be included so that one day the complete Coptic transmission of the Bible will be available online. The progress of the project can be followed on its website.58

1.4.2.8 Translation Technique and Inner-Translational Phenomena

The transmission of the Coptic translation in the earliest period (third to fifth centuries) in several dialectical witnesses presents in itself a certain diversity in translations in Egypt. The high percentage of Greek loanwords in all Coptic dialects is not a safe criterion for a judgment on the translation technique because this is to a large extent also due

---


56 https://adw-goe.de/forschung/forschungsprojekte-akademienprogramm/koptisches-altes-testament/.

57 http://ntvmr.uni-muenster.de/.

to the bilingual situation in Egypt following the Ptolemaic rule over Egypt (→ 1.4.2.4).  

However, the widespread presence of Greek loanwords must have had an influence on the translators when searching for the right equivalent in a difficult case, enabling them to make use of the Greek lexeme. Closer investigation reveals that sometimes Coptic translators “translated” one Greek loanword with another more common Greek-Coptic loanword. This complicates the assessment of textual variants because in such a case we do not have a variant reading from a different Greek text form, but a variation within the Coptic language. In particular, the translation of καί “and,” for which there is no single direct equivalent in the Egyptian-Coptic language, could mislead scholars who have little or no knowledge of Coptic to assume a variant reading when καί is, for example, rendered with δέ. On the other hand, it is a criterion of striving for formal equivalency if, as in the case of the Bohairic translation, υογ was patterned on the Greek usage for translating καί directly though this is inconsistent with the norms of Coptic.

Nevertheless, the percentage of Greek loanwords in Coptic may be higher in translated literature – together with the Bible and with Patristic literature this is certainly a major part of Coptic Christian literature – than in literature written genuinely in Coptic (works of Pachom, Shenoute, and their successors). The Database and Dictionary of Greek Loanwords in Coptic (DDGLC) project will investigate and analyze statistically whether or not this is true.

The lack of pertinent studies based on editions excludes a synthetic description of the translation technique of the Coptic translations. However, for some books, we do have such studies and their results will be summarized here. Mink and Askeland for the Coptic New Testament and Feder for the Corpus Jeremiae have already provided some general observations embedded in the framework of biblical translations. Nevertheless, most of the conclusions drawn here are of a preliminary nature and hopefully will be developed further in more detailed studies.

1.4.2.8.1 Sahidic Version

The Sahidic version is early (fourth century) and translates its Greek Vorlage in a literary manner, respecting the norms of the target language rather than striving for formal equivalence with the source text. Later, this early translation obviously appeared to be too free and underwent sporadic unsystematic revision in order to make it correspond more closely to the Greek model. But the original translation was not changed profoundly in this way.

1.4.2.8.2 Bohairic Version

The comparison with the Sahidic version of Jeremiah, Lamentations, Epistle of Jeremiah, and Baruch uncovered an obvious striving for formal equivalence with the source text, sometimes to such an extent that the rules of the Coptic language were no longer observed. According to studies on literalism in ancient biblical translations, the Bohairic translation uses the most obvious criteria for literalism: copying of the word order in the

---

59 It can be estimated reasonably that the proportion of Greek loanwords (on all semantic levels) in the Egyptian-Coptic language in late antiquity was about 40 percent.  
60 Feder, “Biblia Sahidica,” 86–94.  
61 http://research.uni-leipzig.de/ddglc/index.html; the project was recently transferred to Berlin.  
63 These observations are based completely on the investigation of Jeremiah, Lamentations, and the Epistle of Jeremiah; cf. Feder, “Biblia Sahidica,” 55–64. The text of Baruch (→ 11.2.1.6), however, was revised thoroughly; cf. Feder, “Biblia Sahidica,” 56, 64–69.  
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source text (division into elements and segments, and the sequence in which these elements are represented) and regular lexical equivalents (consistency of rendering). Although this is not always observed strictly, it forms a clear contrast to the Sahidic version.65

The two known early Bohairic witnesses reveal a different picture.66 The Genesis passage in manuscript P. Bodmer 111 was clearly “translated” from a Sahidic Vorlage (→ 2.5.2.2), and manuscript P. Vatican Copto 9 (Cop\textsuperscript{palBoh-MinP}) seems to be an original translation based on a Greek model with a strong connection to Old Greek. In the Minor Prophets, we can follow several early Coptic translations and it cannot be excluded that the later “classical” Cop\textsuperscript{Boh-MinP} text is a revision of the older text (→ 6–9.2.2.2.3).

1.4.2.8.3 Akhmimic Version

Although the Akhmimic version is early (third to fifth centuries), the few extant or partly extant books, Exodus (→ 2.5.2.2), Proverbs (→ 12.4.2.3), and the Minor Prophets (→ 6–9.2.2.2.3), seem to prove its dependence on a Sahidic model, however not without features of its own that point to an intermediate position in the textual history.

1.4.2.8.4 Mesokemic Version

Despite its limited extant remains, the Mesokemic version belongs to the earliest attestations of Coptic biblical translations, as third-century glossaries to Isaiah (→ 6–9.2.2.1.1) and the Minor Prophets (→ 6–9.2.2.2.3) prove. Although this version seems to have become obsolete by the fifth century, it is of note that there are Mesokemic fragments of Genesis, 2 Kingdoms, Job, Isaiah, Hosea, and Amos. But only the complete preserved text of Psalms allows a study of its translation character. The Mesokemic Psalm book, extant in only one manuscript, seems to be based partly on the Sahidic version (→ 10.4.2.2). However, pending more detailed studies that could shed light on the question, it remains unknown whether it represents per se an original translation based on a Greek Vorlage similar to that of the Sahidic text.

1.4.2.8.5 Fayyumic Version

Fayyumic fragments of a number of books are preserved (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Job, Psalms, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Baruch, Daniel, and Susanna) but only Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and Lamentations are almost completely transmitted in two old manuscripts, P. Michigan 3520 (fourth century)67 and P. Bilinguis 1 Hamburg (third or fourth century).68 Although we possess two Fayyumic versions of Ecclesiastes and one of Canticles with a parallel Greek text, no pertinent study on the translation technique exists so far. One study on Lamentations revealed that the early version in P. Bilinguis Hamburg seems to be an independent translation, whereas later Fayyumic fragments show a revised text form tending towards Cop\textsuperscript{Boh-Lam} but not free of the influence of Cop\textsuperscript{Sa-Lam}.69 Detailed investigations of the translation technique of the Fayyumic version would profoundly improve our knowledge of the early Coptic translations as compared to the standard Sahidic version.

1.4.2.9 Text-Critical Value and Reconstruction of the Parent Text(s)

We are still at the very beginning of an exploration of the textual history of the Coptic translations and their Greek source texts. We possess proper editions and/or pertinent studies only for a few books. However, Nathalie Bosson’s formulation concerning the Minor Prophets also applies more generally:


---

68 Diebner and Kasser, *Hamburger Papyrus Bil. 1*.
The Coptic versions are characterized by their "extrêmede rigueur" ("interlaced pattern"). They belong obviously to a phase in the textual history of the Coptic Bible subsequent to the first translations from a Greek base text (→ 9.3). This phase is marked by an intense activity of revision/recension. Indeed, it is often difficult to connect the Coptic ÏC witness to a well defined Greek textual family. Nevertheless, many of them are of particular importance for the history of the biblical text because some of their readings certainly give evidence of ΟΓ (→ 6–9.2.2.2.3).

The Sahidic version, which is dominant in the Coptic biblical tradition, seems to be characterized by an early recension of Old Greek that adapted its text somewhat to MT. This means that the Greek parent text of CopSa contained a pre-Hexaplaric recension. This discovery was the result of a closer investigation of Jeremiah (→ 6–9.2.2.1.3) and Lamentations (→ 13–17.2.2).

However, some early witnesses display an earlier text form that was obviously later replaced: manuscript Crosby-Schøyen ms 193 (CopSa-MinP), which shows a common textual substratum with CopPtoBoh-MinP (manuscript Vatican Copto 9), an early papyrus of Qohelet (→ 13–17.2.2.3), manuscript P. Bodmer XXI (CopSa18) of Joshua (→ 11.4.2.3), and manuscript P. Bodmer VI of Proverbs (→ 12.4.2.3). A textual relation of these witnesses to the Old Greek (→ 1.3.1.1) is likely.

The Bohairic version in its "classical" form may be late and seems to depend mostly on a Greek parent text of the LXXλ and LXXε family (Pentateuch, Psalms, Proverbs) or of the Alexandrian group, LXXε-λ MIN (MinP). Nevertheless, it is not clear if the Bohairic version was always translated independently from CopSa. At least, the old Bohairic manuscript P. Bodmer 111 (Genesis → 2.5.2.2) definitely had a Sahidic Vorlage.

However, regular interferences appear in Jeremiah, Lamentations (→ 6–9.2.2.1.3), and the Minor Prophets (→ 6–9.2.2.2.3) that set CopBoh apart from the Greek uncial "mainstream" and also display that CopSa and CopBoh share a common substratum. These relations may never be fully revealed as the Bohairic version does not transmit the whole Old Testament.

As for the Akhmimic version, a general dependence on CopSa has been observed in all extant witnesses. However, in Proverbs and the Minor Prophets, CopAkh seems to display traces of an older stratum of CopSa that was probably closer to Old Greek (→ 9.3).

Although the Fayyumic and Mesokemic dialects transmit fragments and sometimes almost complete texts of several books, unfortunately with very few exceptions their text-critical value still remains unknown today.

Some text-critical observations may be added here that result from the few books that have already been investigated.

Rahl's supposition that CopSa-Ps is an important witness of an Upper Egyptian recension and CopBoh-Ps is a representative of a Lower Egyptian recension, in Greek (→ 10.3.1) mainly attested by the uncial codices LXXλ and LXXXε, has been profoundly challenged by manuscript P. Bodmer XXIV (Greek) and a recently discovered Coptic Psalm codex in the Middle Egyptian dialect (→ 10.4.2.2). In fact, there were no Upper and Lower Egyptian recensions in the Coptic translations. The Greek parent text of CopSa-Ps is still unknown while CopBoh-Ps belongs to the LXXλ and LXXε family, and CopMes-Ps represents a mixed text type. Therefore, we are dealing with different textual traditions in Coptic that cannot be ascribed to a certain geographical region.

The Coptic Minor Prophets are attested in old witnesses and in a number of different dialects. Thus, the Minor Prophets are particularly suitable candidates for a closer investigation of the early text history (cf. → 6–9.2.2.2.3). CopSa-MinP and CopAkh-MinP present numerous readings that align with MT-MinP. These readings go back to a Greek model of a text like 8HevXII gr (→ 9.3). CopAkh-MinP is obviously the result of a revision/recension. Mistakes due to a wrong interpretation of the lectio continua prove that CopAkh-MinP is based on CopSa-MinP. CopBoh-MinP is connected with the Alexandrian group (LXXXε) and derives either from a Hesychian Vorlage (→ 1.3.1.2.7)

\( ^{70} \rightarrow 1.4.2.8. \)
1.4.3 Ethiopic Translation(s)

1.4.3.1 Background

The earliest account of the arrival of Christianity in Ethiopia comes from Rufinus of Aquileia who produced a set of additions to Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History (Hist. eccl. 1, 9 and 10).


Several projects have been undertaken to create comprehensive bibilographies of Coptic manuscripts. The dispersal of Coptic manuscripts and their publications complicates the organization of a comprehensive bibliography. A continuous list in alphabetical order could be endless and even an intelligent selection would leave the reader with a toilsome search for their desired materials. Therefore, it appeared preferable to offer the bibliographical references in the text and at the point where they are appropriate. Reading the article the advantage of this distribution will become obvious. Thus, the entries given here are limited to the most compact and global accounts that offer an overview over the Coptic translations and, likewise, structured references.

1 An English translation of the account by Rufinus (ca. 345–410 c.e.) can be found in M. Jones and E. Monroe, A History of Ethiopia (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955), 26–27. His account was repeated variously by Socrates of Byzantium (ca. 380–450 c.e.), Sozomen (early-fifth century c.e.), Theodoret of Cyrus (ca. 393–ca. 450 c.e.), and Gelasius of Cyzicus (active 498–523).


shipwreck, the survival of two young brothers, Frumentius and Edesius, who were taken captive and grew up in the court of the king of Axum and became trusted with advising the king’s young son. When they and the prince had grown they were allowed to leave the country and Frumentius returned to Alexandria where Athanasius made him bishop and sent him back to the region. Further literary evidence comes from a letter of Emperor Constantine preserved in the writings of Athanasius of Alexandria.  

A second category of evidence is provided by the inscriptions of Ezana, the King of Axum, from the second quarter of the fourth century. These mention a host of local deities but later shift and make reference to the Lord of Heaven. To this is added a third category of evidence in the coins minted late in Ezana’s reign in which there is a shift from pagan symbols to the Christian symbol of the cross.

The Axum inscriptions contain quotations from the Ethiopic Bible, including brief texts from Job (→11.4.3), Psalms (→10.4.3), Isaiah (→6–9.2.3.1), Matthew, and John. These quotations provide us with the latest possible starting point for the translation into Ga’az of at least portions of the Ethiopic Bible: the late-fourth and early-fifth centuries C.E.

Ethiopia has several traditions regarding translators and revisers of Scripture in Ethiopic. These include Saint Frumentius, the founder of Ethiopian Christianity, the so-called Nine Saints who purportedly arrived in Ethiopia in the late-fifth or early-sixth century C.E. and, besides translating Scriptures, introduced monastic life to Ethiopia, and Metropolitan Sălama (ca. 1348 to ca. 1390), called “the Translator,” who is known to have translated many works from Arabic to Ga’az. Dillmann and many others have tried to set forth accounts of some chapter or another of the textual history of the Ethiopic Old Testament based on these traditional accounts, but all of these proposals have been provisional and await the full description of the textual history that can only be developed on the basis of textual data, i.e., established families of manuscripts bound together by shared variants.

1.4.3.2 Canon and Manuscripts of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church

Ethiopia is known for having the largest canon of biblical books within Christianity. In Ethiopian tradition, this canon is referred to collectively as “the eighty-one books.” These include everything in the West’s canonical and deuterocanonical lists, as well as works accorded pseudepigraphical status in the West. Most notable among these are the books of 1 Enoch and Jubilees. Beyond these, it becomes impossible to clarify the exact extent of the Ethiopian canon since competing systems designate different works, coming to the total of eighty-one by different means.

The earliest extant manuscripts of the Ethiopic Bible that can be dated with any certainty come from the mid-fourteenth century. Other manuscripts may come from as early as the twelfth century, but only a handful. This means that there is much about the early manuscript history and book culture of Christian Ethiopia for which there is no

---

2 Details of the sources of the literary evidence, and the following epigraphic and numismatic evidence can be found in W. Hahn, “Ezana,” EAF 2:478–80.
5 The fifteenth-century work called Book of Mystery tells of the arrival of the Nine Saints in Ethiopia with books of the law and doctrine. But the work also claims that most of the books of the Old Testament were translated from Hebrew into Ethiopic in the days of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba.

---

H. Zotenberg comments on the work in his Catalogue des manuscrits éthiopiens (Gheez et Amharique) de la Bibliothèque Nationale (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1877), 127–31. For information on Sălama’s life and work, including a thorough list of the translations attributed to him, see P. Marrassini, “Sălama,” EAF 4:488–89.


9 Uhlig, *Introduction.*
direct evidence. In the nineteenth and for most of the twentieth century there were not sufficient quantities of manuscripts available in Europe to produce a truly critical edition of any Old Testament book, and certainly not enough to localize with any precision the identity and character of discreet families of manuscripts.

In the last few decades, though, the situation has changed dramatically. From the 1960s through the 1990s, several microfilming projects produced image sets for thousands of Ethiopian manuscripts: the Ethiopian Manuscript Microfilm Library (some 9,600 manuscripts), Ernst Hammerschmidt’s Lake Tana project (nearly 200 manuscripts), the UNESCO mobile microfilming unit (over 350 manuscripts), to mention three. And the twenty-first century has seen the rise of several digitization projects to produce digital-image sets for several thousand more manuscripts: for instance, the EthioSpare project (Denis Nosnitsin, dir.), the Ethiopic Manuscript Imaging Project (Steve Delamarter, dir.), the Ethiopian Manuscript Digital Library (Meley Mulugetta, dir.), and several sponsored by the British Library’s Endangered Archives Programme. The result is that scholars can assemble with relative ease at least thirty manuscripts of every book of the Ethiopic Old Testament, with half of these coming from the sixteenth century and earlier. This means that evidence is now at hand that represents the full manuscript history. At least one project – the Textual History of the Ethiopic Old Testament (THEOT, under the direction of the authors) – is currently under way to sketch the textual history of the Ethiopic Old Testament manuscript tradition.

1.4.3.3 The Socio-Political Environment That Affected Literary Production in Ethiopia

By its nature, any account of the textual history of the Ethiopic Bible will have to accord plausibly with what is known about the political, social, and literary history of Ethiopia. The evidence for the history of the Ethiopian church is not plentiful, especially before the fourteenth century. But there is clearly enough evidence to locate Ethiopia’s historical setting generally within a network of social and literary developments that include Coptic Orthodoxy, with its Coptic and Christian Arabic literatures, as well as with Syrian Orthodoxy and even with Armenian Orthodoxy. Scholars have posited to one degree or another influence on the Ethiopic biblical tradition from all of these traditions. But, certainly the location of the Ethiopic Orthodox church under the hierarchy of the Coptic Orthodox Church, centered in Alexandria, provides the primary wider context for understanding the development of Ethiopia’s theological and literary traditions.

But beginning in the sixteenth century we must take into account the arrival of the Portuguese generally, in the 1540s, and the Jesuits, in particular, in the 1550s. These were followed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by other European explorers (like James Bruce) and emissaries of governments and Bible Societies (such as Nathaniel Pierce and Henry Salt) and by a host of Protestant missionaries in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Each of these groups brought their own theological agendas to Ethiopia that they then proceeded to press, and the Ethiopians were not always completely resistant to these influences; they were often quite open to hearing and considering the views of the outsiders. Thus, the Ethiopian understanding of the task and outcomes of the textual transmission of the Bible may have been shaped somewhat by external influence in the later centuries of her history.

At the same time, it should be clear that Ethiopia has never accepted a Western text-critical program for the transmission of its Bible. The character of the forms of the Bible that they produced must be understood to be consonant with their own vision for what constitutes the most desirable form of the

---

10 See, for instance, the account by Caraman, *Lost Empire*, which introduces the reader not only to the history, but to the nature of the sources from which the history can be derived.
Bible. In this regard, the traditional Ethiopian commentaries, the andəmta – and especially that subset of notes called the abǝnet – are particularly revealing of the typical attitude toward textual variation. In short, instead of attempting to determine the oldest or best reading by some process of critical discrimination, the tendency is to list the variations and detail the usefulness of each one for right interpretation. Such an attitude tends to produce, in the standardized text and in the modern Textus Receptus, a conflationary text.

1.4.3.4 Printed Editions of the Books of the Ethiopian Old Testament

The earliest print edition of any Ethiopian biblical book was of the Ethiopian Psalter, which includes the 151 Psalms of David according to the LXX tradition (→ 10.4.3) and Canticles (→ 13–17.2.3.2). These were published in Europe by Potken in 1533. But it was the edition of the Psalter produced by Ludolf in 1701 that became the standard work on which subsequent European editions of the Psalter have been based, including that of the British and Foreign Bible Society’s edition in 1815.

Eventually, print editions of the full Bible were produced in the twentieth century. A typeset, four-volume edition was produced between 1922 and 1926 in Asmara by Da Bassano. A decade later, by order of Emperor Haile Selassie, a great pandect was produced in the government scriptorium and a photolithographic edition was produced and circulated from that codex, which is still held at the Institute of Ethiopian Studies (shelf mark Eth:77) in Addis Ababa.


15 Potken, *Psalmi et Cantica*.

16 Ludolf, *Psalterium Davidis Aethiopice*.


18 Bassano, “Belay Kidan.”

1.4.3.5 History of Scholarship and the Production of Editions of Individual Books

Several obstacles have hindered the production of critical editions of books of the Ethiopic Old Testament. The first set of challenges has been methodological and ideological. Scholars in the West have judged the value of the Ethiopic Old Testament first on the basis of its relevance for the textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible. As a daughter version of LXX (→ 1.3.1.1), it clearly had none. Because of its Greek Vorlage, Septuagintalists have seen a certain value in the Ethiopic, but they have been interested in it only or mainly for the light it might shed on the textual history the Greek Bible. What this has meant in practice is that they have been interested not in the full textual history of the Ethiopic, but only in its earliest form – what they have dubbed the “Old Ethiopic” – and its Greek Vorlage. It has been standard practice in dissertation work to eliminate all manuscripts after the seventeenth century, which is to say just about half of the duration of the extant manuscript tradition. The relatively recent dissertations by Clear (→ 20.4.3.3) and Edele (→ 2.5.3.4) are but two examples of this practice. However, some of the most interesting developments we know of take place after the seventeenth century. One can argue that this practice has led to an incomplete, if not distorted, view of the textual history. The second obstacle has to do with the lack of manuscripts described above. A third obstacle has to do with the narrow field of people trained in the languages necessary to explore the external relationships of the Ethiopic: in addition to Greek and Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, and Coptic would all have some evidence to commend themselves as possible influences on the Ethiopic.

Thus, the textual history of most of the books of the Ethiopic Old Testament has never been analyzed critically. Of those that have received some...
attention, far and away the majority were performed on too few manuscripts.\textsuperscript{22} Mercer’s study\textsuperscript{23} used sufficient numbers of manuscripts, but employed faulty method (→ 13–17.2.3.3).\textsuperscript{24} Thus, there are only four or five studies that have been based on sufficient quantities of manuscripts to be able to draw reliable conclusions about the nature of the textual history of a book of the Old Testament.\textsuperscript{25} The most sophisticated demonstration of method probably goes to Fuhs who has produced successful critical editions for Micah and Hosea (→ 6–9.2.3.4)\textsuperscript{26} based on eighteen and twenty manuscripts respectively.\textsuperscript{27}

But not even the studies by Fuhs have been able to avoid the accidence of available evidence. Two of the oldest and consequently most influential manuscripts available to Western scholars, Eth\textsuperscript{Hunt 625} and Eth\textsuperscript{Cam 1570}, have turned out to be problematic. Despite its age, Eth\textsuperscript{Hunt 625} is not representative of the earliest attested textual family (widely called the “Old Ethiopic”) but of a later, transitional form of the text. And the family affiliations of Eth\textsuperscript{Cam 1570}—important not only for its age but because it contains so much of the Ethiopic Old Testament—are among the most ambiguous of any of the early manuscripts, i.e., it is not a good representative of any of the known families of manuscripts. The actual positions of these two manuscripts within the textual history of the Ethiopic Old Testament have only become clear from the vantage point of studies that contain between twenty-seven and fifty manuscripts.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{22} S. Grébaut (Les Paralipomènes: Livres 1 et 11 version éthiopienne [Po 23.4; Paris: Firmin-Didot et Cie., 1924]) edited 1–2 Chronicles on the basis of only two manuscripts; J. Bachmann (Dodekapropheton Aethiopum oder die zwolf kleinen Propheten der aethiopischen Bibelübersetzung [2 vols.; Halle: Niemeyer, 1892–1893]) produced editions of Obadiah and Malachi on the basis of only three manuscripts; Dillmann’s work (“Biblia” on the Octateuch (1853)), the four books of Kingdoms (1866–1872) and the deuterocanonical books of Baruch, Letter of Jeremiah, Tobit, Judith, Wisdom of Solomon, 4 Ezra, and 3 Ezra were based on only a few manuscripts; Dillmann’s edition of Joel (1879) was based on only five manuscripts; O. Boyd’s work (The Octateuch in Ethiopic according to the Text of the Paris Codex with the Variants of Five Other Manuscripts [2 vols.; ed. E. Littmann; Bibliotheca Aethiopica 3; Leiden: Brill, 1909–1911]) on Genesis (1909), Exodus and Leviticus (1912) was based on only a few manuscripts; O. Löfgren’s editions (Jona, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Hagga, Zechariah, and Malachi Aethiopisch unter Zugrundelegung des Oxforder Ms. Huntingdon 625 nach mehreren Handschriften [Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1930]) of Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi (1930) were based primarily on one fourteenth-century manuscript (Eth\textsuperscript{Hunt 625}); F.M. Esteves Pereira produced works on Job (“Le Livre de Job: Version Éthiopienne,” Po 2 [1997]: 565–688), Esther (Le livre d’Esther: Version éthiopienne [Po 9.1; Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1911]), Amos (O livro do profeta Amós e a sua versão etíope [Academia das ciências de Lisboa Separata de “Boletim do Segundo Classe” 11; Coimbra: Imp. da Univ., 1917]), and Ezra and Nehemiah (“Le Troisième Livre de Ezrâ (Esdra et Néhémié Canoines) Version Éthiopienne,” Po 13 [1999]: 643–736) on the basis of only a few manuscripts.


\textsuperscript{24} See the critiques recorded by Weninger, Go’aż Bible Editions,” 150.

\textsuperscript{25} O. Löfgren’s edition of Daniel (Die äthiopische Übersetzung des Propheten Daniel [Paris: Paul Geuthner, 1927]) was based on twelve manuscripts and was, perhaps, the first edition that has held up well. H.C. Gleaves’s The Ethiopic Version of the Songs of Songs: Critically Edited (London: Taylor’s Foreign Press, 1951) was based on twenty manuscripts, six printed editions, and twenty-three of what are called in this edition

\textsuperscript{26} “service books.” B.A. Edle’s edition of Genesis (“A Critical Edition of Genesis in Ethiopic” [PhD diss., Duke University, 1995]) is based on twenty-two manuscripts and though the identification of families and analysis of the textual history have some weaknesses, the text of Genesis seems to be reliable.


\textsuperscript{28} Studies currently under way in the framework of the Textual History of the Ethiopic Old Testament project have transcribed such quantities of manuscripts for Deuteronomy, Judges, Psalms, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadadla, Jonah, Micah, and Habbakkuk. Reports on these studies will appear, e.g., under the title Studies in the Textual History of Ethiopic Jonah in the series Ethiopic Manuscripts, Texts, and Studies (Eugene: Pickwick Publications).
1.4.3.6 Tentative Nature of Any Conclusions regarding the Textual History of the Ethiopic Old Testament

Given the state of the field when it comes to reliable critical editions of the books of the Ethiopic Old Testament, we must be careful to stress that any conclusions regarding the stages of the textual history of the Ethiopic Old Testament must be regarded as tentative. What Ullendorff has said about the oldest form of the Ethiopic Bible is actually true of the entire textual history: “no views on the time, authorship, and Vorlage of the Ethiopic Bible translations can lay claim to any measure of finality.”
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1.4.3.7 Textual History of the Ethiopic Old Testament

1.4.3.7.1 An Overview

The biblical citations embedded in the Axumite inscriptions leave little doubt that by the fifth and sixth centuries there existed an Ethiopic version of the Bible in Axum, translated from the Greek Old and New Testaments. That the Vorlagen were Greek (→1.3.1.1) has been established beyond doubt. Previous theories about Syriac influence, failure to distinguish between Old Ethiopic witnesses and those having been revised against an Arabic translation (→1.4.11) of the Peshitta (→1.3.4), and uncritical interpretation of the Nine Saints legend.30 But beyond this quite general statement about a Greek Vorlage, very little can be said about its scope or the precise nature of the Axumite Bible. Until recently, scholars have been willing to equate it with the text in the earliest extant manuscripts from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. But, given that the 700 years of extant manuscripts we do have bear clear witness to at least four major developments in the history of the Ethiopic text, to believe that the prior 1,000 years of manuscript history was essentially uniform is highly implausible. Thus, claims about the precise Greek Vorlage of the Axumite Bible are, in many cases, going beyond the evidence. Still, the translations of the various books bear some of the distinctive readings of the various Vorlagen from which they were translated. Even where representations are relatively free, portions of the underlying text can often be reconstructed. For example, Eth-Dan derives from a text similar to minuscule LXX130 (→18.4.3) and Eth-3 Ezra (= Mt-Ezra–Neh) was copied from a Greek manuscript virtually identical to Codex Vaticanus (LXXb; →19.4.3). However, Eth-2 Chr may attest to a Lucianic or proto-Lucianic recension of the Greek (→20.4.3). What this means is that the corpus of Old Testament books was probably not translated from a standard form of the Greek text; individual books are therefore likely to have an individual character with reference to the Greek. But, regardless of their varying Vorlagen, the character of the inner-Ethiopian textual history is likely to have similar patterns as the entire corpus was taken up by successive programs of revision.

Having said this, probably the first impression that one should have about the textual history of the Ethiopic Old Testament has to do with the degree of uniformity that dominates the extant manuscripts. Though it is possible through the analysis of shared variants to identify at least four distinct branches among the extant indigenous manuscripts, the amount of text shared in common by all of them is well above 90 percent in absolute terms. Consequently, it may be misleading, in all but a few cases, to call any of these families a recension, if by this term we mean to imply the production of a form of the text that is quite new in relation to that which came before. Innovation, in any deep sense, is not characteristic of any of the stages of the textual history of the Ethiopic Old Testament. This point is made all the clearer with the discovery of three Gəʿəz manuscripts (Ethemip 949, unes 10.34, emml 7942) whose characteristics as Ethiopian books appear in every way to be normal, and yet were translated from the Sixtine Vulgate (→1.3.5). The degree of innovation in these three manuscripts sets them apart from the rest to

1.4.3 Ethiopic Translation(s)

such a degree that it is clear that they stand not just as a distinct family of manuscripts, but that they stand completely outside the indigenous tradition.

The second major impression we should have about the textual history of the Ethiopic Old Testament is a corollary to the first: Among the extant manuscripts, the shape of the entire indigenous tradition is dominated by fidelity to the oldest text that emerges as the earliest extant.

For the biblical materials, Greek manuscripts made their way to Axum, presumably through the agency of Frumentius. As best we can tell, these codices may have attested to a lxx text, although a few books may have exhibited (proto-)Lucianic influence or include Hexaplaric readings. Eth-Dan (→ 18.4.3), as expected, preserves Theodotion’s text (→ 1.3.1.2), but Eth-Job (→ 11.4.3), too, contains numerous Theodotionic additions. Although the quality of translations varies widely and from book to book, in general the linguistic capabilities of the translators were poor. In some cases, large portions of text were therefore left untranslated (see, e.g., Daniel 11).

Unfortunately, we know little about the text before the fourteenth century. Recent dating of the EthAbb Gar gospels to the sixth century may provide a window into that period, as also might EthEMML6977, a manuscript containing Eth-Job and Eth-Dan, which must date between then and the eleventh century. Inscriptions also provide some evidence, although often random and fragmentary, as well as biblical citations in earlier literature (e.g., the Kebra Nagast). However, what evidence does exist suggests that Ethiopia’s history of transmission remained rather static and conservative for centuries.

International commerce and dialogue, the first clear signs of which reappear around the eleventh century, must have created opportunities for Ethiopians to recognize the deficiencies of their Bible. By the time the manuscript evidence appears, we see evidence of scribes introducing sporadic “improvements” under the influence of the Arabic (→ 1.4.11).

One cannot speak reliably of any recension during these early centuries, despite early tendencies by some scholars to speak of a first “Syro-Arabic” edition. “Transitional Text” better describes this slow collapse of the Old Ethiopic (if by this term we mean to indicate the form of the text that survived into this era.) During this period some books certainly received more attention (e.g., 1–4 Kingdoms; 3–5.2.3.3), whereas others, such as Job (→ 11.4.3) and Isaiah (→ 6–9.2.3.1), perhaps because of their overall readability, were little affected. Still, by the fifteenth century, some of the major lacunae in the original biblical text still had not yet been filled in.

Interestingly, those books showing the greatest diversity between lxx (→ 1.3.1.1) and MT (→ 1.2.2) were the least modified. This state of affairs changed, however, with the advent of what we call the Standardized Text (also labeled the second Syro-Arabic or vulgar recension). Details about its origin are unclear, but the text type was demographically widespread and homogenous by the seventeenth century, so it must have had authoritative backing. The standardized form of the text was certainly the most copied well into the nineteenth century. Other factors continued to impact the development of the text, though. For example, the multiple versions of the Ethiopian Bible then circulating resulted in continued conflations. Indeed, the Andemta is an oral treasury of many of the text-critical discussions and decisions made throughout this period. Greater participation in global Christianity also drew attention to the differences between the Bible of the Ethiopians and other believers. Arabic literature too continued to exert its influence.

Under all these influences, a certain degree of innovation continues to take place in the tradition. We mention here only three examples. First, in the seventeenth century both Eth-Job (→ 11.4.3) and Eth-Dan (→ 18.4.3) were significantly revised towards yet another Arabic text (→ 1.4.11). In the case of Eth-Dan, this included an accompanying

33 On the Andemta, see Cowley, Apocalypse.
commentary. Second, an old and very long recension of Eth-Cant (→ 13–17.2.3.2), which is preserved for us in Eth\textsuperscript{EMML} 2064, developed a medium-sized form that was not infrequently copied in manuscripts of the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries, alongside the common version that corresponds to the size of LXX (→ 1.3.1.1) and is the usual form of the book copied throughout the extant manuscript tradition. Although some Ethiopians refer to this expanded version as the “Hebraic Edition,” it has little to no connection with the Hebrew.\textsuperscript{34} Instead, its base text seems to be a transitional text, glossed with additional Ga’az strophes, perhaps stemming from Abba Giyorgis, who died in 1425.\textsuperscript{35} Third, a cluster of pluses in Ps 151:6–7 developed into a longer recension that became fairly standard in the modern Textus Receptus.

For reasons we do not fully understand, royal scriptoria in the late-nineteenth century began to produce a form of the text that is distinguishable from the others that had come before. Grounded on the standardized form of the text, this effort, or more likely efforts, produced what we call the modern Textus Receptus. How successful this version will ultimately be remains to be seen, but the “Haile Selassie Bible” (Eth\textsuperscript{ES} 77) has given distinct shape to the modern Ethiopian Bible.

1.4.3.7.2 The Axumite Bible

As we have explained above, there is enough evidence to believe in the existence of a Ga’az translation of some or all of the Bible in Axum by the fifth and sixth centuries. But, as we have also made clear: 1) we know very little about it; and 2) we can no longer simply equate it with the earliest attested text carried by the extant manuscripts of the fourteenth century and following. For this reason alone, it is perhaps important to name this form of the text Axumite Bible – though an entity with slight and indirect attestation – precisely so that we can differentiate it from the forms of the text to follow.

As evidence accrues, it becomes clearer that the Greek Bible (→ 1.3.1.1) and related religious literature was translated into Ga’az earlier than some had previously expected. The wider range of dates previously espoused range from 350 to 678 C.E. They rested on errors and certain \textit{a priori} assumptions. We now know that the year 678 often assigned to the translation of Ben Sira was a scribal error and not referencing the earliest translation.\textsuperscript{36} Also, the supposed silence of Ethiopian Christianity during the fourth and fifth centuries must now be questioned. Organized Ethiopian monastic groups inhabited the Nitrian desert in 407 C.E., inscriptions reflect intimate knowledge of Scripture in the fifth century, and a “corpus canonum” of early-fourth-century Greek texts has been identified.\textsuperscript{37} If the Nine Saints legend were historical, any religious impact they had was more social than textual.\textsuperscript{38}

1.4.3.7.3 Earliest Attested Form of the Text, or the Old Ethiopic

Scholars have been accustomed to refer to the earliest recoverable form of the text as the Old Ethiopic, or the \textit{Versio Antiqua}, to equate it more or less with the Axumite Bible, and to believe that it had circulated for over a millennium virtually unchanged. Given that we can document the development of at least four major forms of the Ethiopic text in the last seven centuries (i.e., within the manuscripts extant from the fourteenth to the twentieth centuries), it seems implausible, on the face of it, that the previous thousand years should have seen no major developments. Further, in those few cases where we may possess manuscripts older than the usual fourteenth and fifteenth century (the Abba Garima Gospels, or Eth\textsuperscript{EMML} 6977 in the Old Testa-

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Discovered through private conversations with Dr. Mersha Alehegne and Kesis Melaku Terefe.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} Cowley, \textit{Interpretation}, 94–101.
  \item \textsuperscript{36} Piovanelli, “Aksum and the Bible,” 5–6; and Rahlfs, “Bibelübersetzung,” 679–81.
  \item \textsuperscript{37} On Axumite monks in Egypt, see Synesius, \textit{Epistula} 122; for epigraphic evidence, see Knibb, “Translating the Bible, 46–54; on the “corpus,” see Bausi, “Background,” 532–41.
  \item \textsuperscript{38} Marrassini questions the Syrian identities of these saints (“Considerations,” 35–46); and Zuurmond suggests the legend might be thirteenth-century propaganda (\textit{Novum Testamentum Aethiopicum}, 1.117).
\end{itemize}
ment), these manuscripts stand off from the rest to form their own witness, i.e., not as a perfect member of the remaining earliest extant manuscripts. There is growing awareness, then, that we must leave open the possibility that with the discovery of even older manuscripts, we may yet discover additional stages in the history of the text between the Axumite Bible and the earliest extant manuscripts today. In the articles on the books of the Ethiopic Bible in THB vol. 1, then, we may employ the common term Old Ethiopic, but when we do so we intend to limit it to mean simply the earliest extant form of the text, without perpetuating the assumption that it represents the Axumite Bible of old.

Judging by the nature of the transitional form of the text that follows, everything would suggest that the Old Ethiopic form of the text was highly revered, if the number and relative uniformity of the manuscripts are evidence for this. The biblical passages in homilies, liturgies, and other religious works cite a form of the text that is essentially identical to the Old Ethiopic.39 And all other iterations of the Bible in Ga‘az that come later descend from this one version.

Because the translators lacked facility in Greek, the Old Ethiopic is particularly marked by omission, from the deletion of problematic words to nearly complete chapters (e.g., Ezekiel 42–48; → 6–9.2.3.3). Otherwise, the character of the translation ranges from slavish rendering (where the Greek was relatively simple) to free paraphrase (where the original language proved more challenging). Even when the Greek was straightforward, the translators favored parataxis, the addition of words to balance phrasing, and making minor changes for clarity. As a result, transpositions, the presence or absence of ሠ“and” and the inclusion of pronominal suffixes can only rarely be used to determine the reading of the Vorlage.40

### 1.4.3.7.4 Transitional Form of the Ethiopic Text

In most instances, the earliest extant manuscripts always cluster into two families, suggesting that at the time when the extant text moves into view there is already a process of development under way. Alongside the “Old Ethiopic” form of the text – and highly dependent on it – there has already emerged a form of text that is moving in a slightly different direction. We call this the “Transitional” form of the Old Ethiopic and believe this term better captures the agenda behind the text than other terms currently employed (i.e., Syro-Arabic Recension).41 The Transitional Text is a hodgepodge of Old Ethiopic manuscripts with varying degrees of Arabic-language influence. It seems reasonable to believe that rather than produced from a single monolithic effort, the text was slowly adapted concurrent with the renaissance of literary production associated with the increased contact between Ethiopian and Coptic (Arabic-speaking) clerics.

At first, freedom to alter and correct the biblical text developed very slowly, but the rapid expansion of religious literature in the fourteenth century attributed to Abba Salama may have accelerated the pace of change. Although he did not touch the biblical text, he and those working with him translated a number of Arabic works that contained citations of Scripture.42 Instead of translating the imbedded biblical texts from the Arabic, scribes supplied excerpts from their own Scriptures. That practice, though, could only have fur-

39 The gospel of Matthew is the only exception; see Zuurmond, *Novum Testamentum Aethiopicum*, 1.143–54 and Niccum, "Citations," 1–11.
40 One may question whether an Ethiopian “translation technique” exists, but there are general proclivities. For discussion and description, see Hofmann, “Limitations,” 240–56.
41 See Löfgren, Daniel, xlii–xlv.
42 The absence of any evidence of biblical translation or major revision during Abba Salama’s time (1348–1388) suggests that the attributions are erroneous, contra Ullendorff, *Ethiopia and the Bible*, 32–34 and 57–58. However, they need not be regarded as completely legendary, contra Zuurmond (*Novum Testamentum Aethiopicum*, 1.48–49). In the synaxarium for 20 or 21 Nahase, Abba Salama is credited with translating የጽሐፍ “writings” a term encompassing much more than the canon. Since a large number of Arabic works appeared around his heyday, he likely led a movement that significantly increased Ethiopia’s spiritual repertoire without necessarily touching the biblical text.
ther highlighted the discrepancies. If nothing else, his activity likely sparked a desire for an updated version.

Surprisingly, though, some of the passages that would have invited the most attention, the major omissions, eluded "correction." This raises questions about the motivations for making changes. It may be that contemporary theological debates or work on religious literature, including the liturgies, may have predetermined scholars’ perceptions as to which passages needed to be "fixed."

There are no distinct characteristics of the transitional form of the text. It is an aggregate of sporadic "corrections" that took place over centuries from multiple Arabic sources (→1.4.11), and these show up as shared variants in one family of very old manuscripts.

1.4.3.7.5 Standardized Form of the Ethiopic Text
By the late sixteenth century, these developments had coalesced into a wide program that brought forth the Standardized Text, also identified by various scholars as the second Syro-Arabic Recension (and occasionally, though probably mistakenly, as the Academic Recension),\(^{43}\) representing the culmination of the trajectories begun in the transitional era. Granting that the deficiencies of the Old Ethiopic sufficed to invite revision, it is also likely that the theological debates of the fifteenth century, particularly during the time of Zarʾa Yaʾaqob, who, interestingly, quoted the Old Ethiopic version of the Old Testament exclusively, underscored Ethiopia's lack of a uniform Bible. It is probable also that the socio-political and literary developments taking place in Ethiopia because of energized relations between Ethiopia and her Coptic neighbors in Egypt played a role.\(^{44}\)

Whatever the underlying causes, this work was not a haphazard attempt to bring the Old Ethiopic text in line with other known witnesses. Perhaps the most important thing we can say is that it almost certainly took place with royal or ecclesial sanction, for the manuscripts of the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries are dominated by large numbers of manuscripts bearing their distinctive readings. The text type exhibits a high degree of uniformity and quickly prevails as the text in Goʾaz.

One of the more remarkable traits of the Standardized Text is the reviser’s use of Hebrew (→1.2.2) in addition to Arabic (→1.4.11). Therefore, Marqoryos is perhaps to be connected to this revision. It is unknown whether he was responsible for all, part, or any of the work, but colophons and marginalia attribute to his erudition comparisons of at least Job, Daniel, and 3 Ezra (= MT–Ezra–Neh) with the Arabic (→1.4.11), Coptic (→1.4.2), and Hebrew versions (→1.2.2). Marqoryos was a common name, but Ullendorff proposes identification with a monk living in Palestine in the late-fifteenth century.\(^{45}\)

With regard to the text, although at times introducing radical changes, respect for the traditional Ethiopian Bible continually surfaces in the standardized form. Thus, the revisers retained many of the lacunae in the Old Ethiopic. Also, they frequently appended translations of the Arabic Vorlage (→1.4.11) to the Old Ethiopic rather than replacing its readings, producing a number of doublets as a result.

The new version was marked by Arabic grammatical constructions, some of which left their mark on the evolution of the Goʾaz language. Otherwise, Arabic and Hebrew loanwords or transliterations joined their Greek counterparts. Where the reviser had difficulties deciphering the Arabic script, he also introduced a number of misreadings. Textually, the revision added Lucianic flavor (→1.3.1.2) to the Old Testament text.

The manuscripts that bear the standardized form of the text often divide into two or even three sub-groups. That is, there is a set of readings that bind these sub-groups together and set them apart from the other forms of the text; but there


\(^{44}\) For more on this, see A. Gori, "Arabic," *E.A.E 1.301–04.

are also shared readings that define distinct subgroups within the family. It is too early to know for sure, but these may be some of the first indications of regional variation within the tradition.

1.4.3.7.6 Modern Ethiopic Textus Receptus

The paucity of attention given to the recent stages of textual transmission can, at last, be rectified. This is due in part to the recent access gained to excellent manuscript evidence for the modern Ethiopic Textus Receptus, found particularly in exemplary manuscripts from the government scriptoria of Emperor Menilek II (1868–1913), Empress Zewditu (1917–1930), and Emperor Haile Selassie (1930–1970). Some of the most impressive of these would be EthEx77 (the so-called Haile Selassie Bible), and EthCer75 (ordered by Cerulli in 1939), both of which were monumental projects of the early Selassie scriptorium. However, the best representatives of the modern Textus Receptus remain manuscripts from Menilek's scriptorium and now preserved at Addis Alem (e.g., EthEmip1095, owned by Nebura 'Ed Kifle; and EthEmip1070, dated to 1914).

Although the extent of revision varies from book to book, the guiding principles of this version appear to be: 1) conflation, i.e., the preservation of significant textual variations known from elsewhere in Ethiopia's transmission history (producing at times triple readings); 2) greater conformity to MT (→ 1.2.2); and 3) alignment, to the fullest extent possible, with European published editions, including chapter and verse divisions and updated names of books. Again, though, a conservatism toward the traditional text remains, so that, for example, even the corrupted incipit of Nehemiah goes uncorrected.

1.4.3.7.7 Question of a Hebraic or Academic Form of the Text

Several references exist among traditional and Western scholars to an Academic, or Scholars, or Hebraic edition of the Ethiopic biblical text. Although the theory of such a form of the text has become almost commonplace, two factors complicate its identification. First, traditional and Western scholars apply the same terminology to two different text forms. The former apply the nomenclature to a text related to a tradition of scholarly opinion (see the discussion of Andemta commentaries below) that more often than not closely approximate the Textus Receptus.46 The latter employ the language to identify a text indelibly shaped by collations against a Masoretic Hebrew source.47

Perhaps the best case for a Hebraic “recension” could be made for the considerably longer form of Eth-Cant that became common from the late-seventeenth century onward.48 It appears in many Psalters, in at least three biblical manuscripts, and even in one manuscript of the Lec- tionary for Passion Week (for Saturday morning) (→ 13–17.2.3.2.1). In contrast, a less intrusive and expansive adjustment of a Transitional Text toward MT appears in two manuscripts of Daniel (EthEn Abb35 and EthEn Add. 24,991).49 Likewise, EthEn Abb35 and EthEmip881 stand off from the rest of the manuscripts attesting to Eth-Prov, and may provide a witness to an Academic Text (→ 12.4.3.5).

Beyond these three cases, though, we are unable to document another book of the Ethiopic Old Testament in which multiple manuscripts (i.e., a family) bear witness to something that may fit the description of such a form of the text. In many of its books, EthCam1570 presents a form of the text that defies integration into any of the other families. According to a colophon in this manuscript, Empress Maryam Sanä (sixteenth century) commissioned the royal scribe, Ya’aqob the Israelite, to create a Bible corrected against the Hebrew version (f. 146v). But until we find at least one more manuscript carrying the same text, we cannot claim that it represents a distinct family of manuscripts. Similarly, EthBruce75 carries a unique version of Eth-Lam (→ 13–17.2.3.4.5) that has as yet no counterpart to make it a family.


47 See, in particular, the discussion in Löfgren, Daniel, xlv–xlvii.


49 Löfgren, Daniel, xlv–xlvii.
Nevertheless, the most recent studies based on large quantities of manuscripts fail to document the existence of such a form of the text apart from the exceptions noted above. The question, then, of the existence of an Academic or Hebraic edition remains one of the great desiderata for Ethiopian textual studies.

1.4.3.8 Traditional Commentaries (Andəmta) and Later Text History

The andəmta commentaries, so named because of the repeated use of the Amharic word እንድም, meaning “and [there is] one [who says]” to introduce different views, is a corpus of commentary on the whole Ethiopic Bible, as well as other important literature, such as the Books of the Monks, and important prayers such as the Wudasse Maryam attributed to St. Ephrem. The commentaries give explanations verse by verse, giving first the Gəˈəz text known as ከሚቃውንት ዘር “the scholars’ text,” which is often referred to as just the ዘር “seed” or ከባብ “reading.” This is followed by an often colloquial translation into Amharic called ከሳል; and then a commentary or የትርጉማ in the form of ሲትና “explanations”; ሲረክ “illustrative stories”; and የትኳ “quotations.” The biblical text used in the andəmta closely resembles Ethiopias, completed in 1927. The commentary sections are sometimes extensive, with the most notable being the notes on Rev 6:2, which lists thirteen different interpretations of the “white horse.” The interpretations are quite varied, and sources are rarely given. For instance, the “white horse” interpretation is taken as referring to the time of Tiberius and the crucifixion, and then to the time of Constantine and the official adoption of Christianity by the Roman Empire, reflecting a view that any interpretation of the Bible is incomplete, and that there is more to discover.

The tradition is fundamentally oral. According to Ethiopian tradition, however, it was by an imperial decree of 1674 that the andəmta commentaries were committed to writing to resolve some disputes on interpretation, but it seems likely that the tradition substantially predates this. There is no direct evidence of the tradition’s earlier development, but there are some rare Gəˈəz commentaries bearing some similarity to the andəmta. There is, however, no Tigrinya commentary tradition, but it seems logical that the Amharic commentary became necessary as Gəˈəz ceased to be widely spoken. All of the internal evidence of the andəmta corpus, through its use of “language, historical references to named Ethiopian emperors, other references to Ethiopian history, Ethiopian geographical references, Ethiopian teachers named in the commentary, general outlook, and ms evidence, conclusively demonstrates that the Gondar kingdom is the temporal and geographical provenance of the definitive formulation of the Andəmta Corpus.”

Digitized copies of fifty-four andəmta manuscripts are deposited in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church’s Mahibere Kidusan Research Centre, the Monastic Library of Debre Dimah St. George (East Gojjam), the British Library, and Hamburg University. Editions of commentaries on most books of the Bible are available printed by the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, used by Cowley in his work on Revelation. In recent years, several translations have been published by Harrassowitz in Germany, but
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51 Cowley, Apocalypse, 229–32.

52 Cowley, Apocalypse, 231.

53 Cowley, Apocalypse, 231.


55 For a discussion of these unpublished documents, see Cowley, Apocalypse, 35–45.

56 Cowley, Apocalypse, 23.

57 Cowley, Apocalypse, 159.

58 M. Alehegne, The Ethiopian Commentary on the Book of Genesis: Critical Edition and Translation (Äthiopistische Forschungen 73; Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2011); M.A.
Cowley’s seminal works remain unrivalled since their publication in the 1980s. In his studies, Cowley sought to raise the deeper questions regarding the nature of the material, and its sources.

Cowley’s primary focus was on the exegetical method, and he produced surprising evidence to show that a significant portion of the commentary material was sourced in the Church of the East, and in particular in the Arabic works of eleventh-century writer Abu’l-Faraj ‘Abdallāh ibn at-Tayib al-‘Irāqī, in manuscripts mediated through Egypt most probably sourced by Metropolitan Sālama along with the biblical manuscripts mentioned above. Cowley also investigated aspects of the hermeneutics in relation to Christology, the creation, the flood, and various other aspects. He concluded more broadly that the material was firmly to be placed in the Antiochene tradition of biblical exegesis, with the ultimate source of much material being Theodore of Mopsuestia, known in the commentary as ṣemqē.tib māšafqan, a metathesis of his Syriac title, ḫrēkē “The Interpreter.”

Amongst the many details in the commentary passages are a few textual variations, technically referred to as ṣemqē.tib "example," Cowley regarded these as genuine variants, and Ralph Lee’s work together with Tadeson on Genesis confirmed that a significant proportion of the variations can be identified in the manuscript tradition. The ṣemqē.tib are of several kinds, indicating variations in the spelling of names, or others that appear to favor one theological perspective over another. A proportion of the ṣemqē.tib shows that scholars were aware of both LXX and MT readings of verses that were of didactic interest, and it is likely that they were introduced into the commentary during the production of the Academic text (→ 1.4.3.7.5).

1.4.3 ETHIOPIAN TRANSLATION(S)


60 Graf, *cal₂l* 1.60–69.

61 Faultless has identified two manuscript traditions of his Gospel commentary, one representing his original writing, and a second one revised in Egypt, and reflecting more Miaphysite views. J. Faultless, “The Two Recensions of the Prologue to John in Iban Al-Tayib’s Commentary on the Gospels,” in Christians at the Heart of Islamic Rule: Church Life and Scholarship in Abbasid Iraq (ed. D. Thomas; The History of Christian-Muslim Relations 1; Leiden: Brill, 2005), 177–98 (198). The sixteenth-century Ethiopic manuscript of the Gospel commentary, Ethii, Đk.752, appears to follow the Miaphysite recension produced in Egypt (Faultless, “Two Recensions,” 887–88).

62 In the 2012 annual sbl meeting, Ralph Lee reported on his work with Merigeta Rodas Tadeson Ababa on “Textual Variations as Recorded in the Ethiopian Andəmta Biblical Commentaries.”
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BL Add 24,991 – British Library, Add. 24,991
BL Or 484 – British Library Or. 484; eighteenth century
BL Or 493 – British Library Or. 493; eighteenth century
BL Or 501 – British Library Or. 501; fifteenth century
BL Or 732 – British Library Or. 732; sixteenth century
BN 2 – Bibliothèque Nationale, éth 2; 1666
BN 5 – Bibliothèque Nationale, éth 5; fifteenth century
BN 8 – Bibliothèque Nationale, éth 8; 1666
BN 102 – Bibliothèque Nationale, éth 102 (Zotenberg’s no. 3); thirteenth–fifteenth century
BN Abb 35 – Bibliothèque Nationale, Abbadie 35; seventeenth century
BN Abb 55 – Bibliothèque Nationale, Abbadie 55; ca. 1500
BN Abb 8 – Bibliothèque Nationale, Abbadie 8; 1666
BN 102 – Bibliothèque Nationale, Abbadie 102; thirteenth–fifteenth century
BN Abb 55 – Bibliothèque Nationale, Abbadie 55; ca. 1500
BN Abb 149 – Bibliothèque Nationale, Abbadie 149; nineteenth century
Bruce 75 – Bodleian Bruce 75 (Dillmann vi); no date given
Bruce 92 – Bodleian Bruce 92 (Dillmann xxviii); eighteenth century
Cam 1570 – Cambridge Add. 1570; 1588–1589
Cer 75 – Cerulli 75; 1930
Davies Axum 1 – Davies, Axum Church of Zion 1; late fifteenth/early sixteenth century
Davies Axum 3 – Davies, Axum Church of Zion 3; 1664
Davies Bizen 1 – Davies, Dabra Bizen Octateuch 1; 1530
Davies Bizen 2 – Davies, Dabra Bizen Octateuch 2; 1416 or 1417
Davies Kebran – Davies, Kebran Octateuch; 1417
Davies Maq 1 – Davies, Maqale Octateuch 1; 1409
EMIP 28 – EMIP 28, Eliza Codex 7; late nineteenth century
EMIP 44 – EMIP 44, Eliza Codex 19; late twentieth century
EMIP 87 – EMIP 87, Weiner Codex 4; twentieth century
EMIP 141 – EMIP 141, Weiner Codex 36; nineteenth or twentieth century
EMIP 145 – EMIP 145, Weiner Codex 40; nineteenth or twentieth century
EMIP 161 – EMIP 161, Weiner Codex 56; 1865–1913
EMIP 176 – EMIP 176, Alwan Codex 25; early twentieth century
EMIP 625 – EMIP 625, Mekane Yesus Seminary 25; twentieth century
EMIP 691 – EMIP 691, Capuchin Friary 37; twentieth century
EMIP 743 – EMIP 743, Cheleket Silasie 2; eighteenth century
EMIP 746 – EMIP 746, Cheleket Silasie 5; 1719
EMIP 754 – EMIP 754, Cheleket Silasie 13; late eighteenth or early twentieth century
EMIP 881 – EMIP 881, Cheleket Silasie 142; seventeenth century
EMIP 949 – EMIP 949, Mekele Mikael 172; twentieth century
EMIP 1029 – EMIP 1029, Mihur Gedam 54; fifteenth or sixteenth century
EMIP 1063 – EMIP 1063, Addis Alem 21; nineteenth or twentieth century
EMIP 1070 – EMIP 1070, Addis Alem 28; 1914
EMIP 1074 – EMIP 1074, Addis Alem 32; seventeenth century
EMIP 1088 – EMIP 1088, Addis Alem 46; nineteenth century
EMIP 1095 – EMIP 1095, Addis Alem 53, owned by Nebura ‘Ed Kifle; nineteenth century
EMIP 1128 – EMIP 1128, Addis Alem 86; 1895 or 1896
EMIP 1134 – EMIP 1134, Addis Alem 92; nineteenth century
EMIP 2007 – EMIP 2007, Tweed Codex 58; eighteenth century
EMML 25 – EMML 25, private library in Addis Ababa, originally from Gunda Gunde; sixteenth century
EMML 26 – EMML 26, private library in Addis Ababa, originally from Gunda Gunde; fifteenth or sixteenth century
EMML 38 – EMML 38, Church of Saint Raguel, Addis Ababa; late eighteenth century
EMML 51 – EMML 51, Church of Saint Raguel, Addis Ababa; nineteenth century
EMML 348 – EMML 348, Church of Saint Raguel, Addis Ababa; twelfth century
EMML 554 – EMML 554, Church of Saint Raguel, Addis Ababa; early twentieth century
EMML 1163 – EMML 1163, Holy Trinity Cathedral in Addis Ababa; eighteenth century
EMML 1481 – EMML 1481, church in Karan, Eritrea; seventeenth century
EMML 1768 – EMML 1768, Monastery of Hayq Estifanos; ca. 1500
EMML 2064 – EMML 2064, private library in Wallo; fifteenth century
EMML 2080 – EMML 2080, private library, Hayq Estifanos; early sixteenth century,63 or fifteenth century64

64 Thus Sergew Hable Selassie, noted in *Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts*, 6:47.
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EMMI 2082 – EMML 2082, Monastery of Ḥayq Estifanos; sixteenth or seventeenth century

EMML 2093 – EMML 2093, Monastery of Ḥayq Estifanos; nineteenth century

EMML 2388 – EMML 2388, Ankobarr Mika’el Church; 1768

EMML 2436 – EMML 2436, Ankobarr Madhane Alam Church; 1663

EMML 2545 – EMML 2545, Ankobarr Giyorgis Church; 1908–1909

EMML 3477– EMML 3477, Church of Salla Dengay, Moga and Wadarra, Shoa; 1682–1706

Frank Rüpp. ii, 1 – Frankfurt ms. orient. Rüpp. ii, 1; eighteenth century

Frank Rüpp. ii, 4 – Frankfurt ms. orient. Rüpp. ii, 4 (Frankfurt Ms Or 10); eighteenth century

GG 152 – Gunda Gunde 152; sixteenth century

GG 181 – Gunda Gunde 181; sixteenth century

Hav Cod – Haverford Codex Rendell Harris Collection 23 (EMIP 211); seventeenth century

Hunt 625 – Bodleian Aeth d.12, Huntington 625 (Dillmann VIII); fourteenth century

IES 77 – Institute of Ethiopian Studies 77, the “Haile Sellassie Bible,” Ge’ez and Amharic in parallel columns; 1934–1935

IES 436 – Institute of Ethiopian Studies 436; fifteenth or sixteenth century

IES 722 – Institute of Ethiopian Studies 722; late fifteenth century

Martini 2 – Pistoia Biblioteca Forteguerriana Martini 2 (Zanutto 5); 1438

Tana 9 – Tana 9; early fifteenth century

UNES 10.18 – UNESCO 02.18, National Library, Addis Ababa; late nineteenth century

UNES 10.04 – UNESCO 10.04, Dimma Qeddus Giyorgis Church, Gojam; seventeenth or eighteenth century

UNES 10.14 – UNESCO 10.14, Dimma Qeddus Giyorgis Church, Gojam; eighteenth century

UNES 10.35 – UNESCO 10.34, Dimma Qeddus Giyorgis Church, Gojam; nineteenth century

UNES 10.65 – UNESCO 10.65, Dimma Qeddus Giyorgis Church, Gojam; eighteenth or nineteenth century

Vat Borg 3 – Vatican Codex Borgianus Aeth. 3: 1334–1344

Vat Etio 4 – Vatican Codex Etiopic 4; fifteenth century

Vienna 16 – Vienna, Nationalbibliothek Cod. Aeth. 16; seventeenth century

Bassano, *Belay Kidan.*


Heider, A., *Die äthiopische Bibelübersetzung: Ihre Herkunft, Art, Geschichte und ihr Wert für die alt- und neutestamentliche Wissenschaft* (Leipzig: E. Pfeiffer, 1902).
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Knibb, *Translating the Bible.


Ullendorff, *Ethiopia and the Bible.


Steve Delamarter

Curt Niccum

Ralph Lee

1.4.4 Syri-Lucianic Translation

1.4.4.1 Syro-Lucianic Version: Background

The Göttingen edition of LXX gives the name Syro-Lucianic (Syl) to the fragments of a Syriac translation of the book of Isaiah (→6–9.1.6) that are preserved in manuscript bl Add. 17.106 (Isa 28:3–17; 42:17–49:18; 66:11–23), from the seventh century. It is neither the Peshitta (→1.3.4) nor the Syro-Hexapla (→1.4.5); rather, it is halfway between the two. That is, it appears to be based on the Greek (of the Lucianic recension, thus its name; →1.3.1.2), but it does not follow the Greek as slavishly as the Syro-Hexapla. The editor of this manuscript, Ceriani,¹ proposed identifying this translation with the one that is supposed to have been carried out by Polycarp by order of his bishop, Philoxenus, of whom there is attestation in the New Testament. This is based on a marginal note in Syh-Isa 9:6 in the Ambrosian Codex (ms c 313 inf.), which introduces a variant in this way: “From another version that was translated into Syriac because of the diligence (charge?) of the holy Philoxenus, bishop of Mabbug” (ܡܪܢܐ ܡܢܢܐ ܐܬܐ ܕܝܗܐܬܘܢܐ ܒܡܕܓ ܡܫܠܝܐ). It then gives the reading of this version for Isa 9:6. Ceriani thinks he sees in this verse features of the style

of the Philoxenian version as it is attested in some texts in this version of the New Testament.

1.4.4.2 A Philoxenian Old Testament Syriac Translation?
Ceriani’s identification proposal leads us to a much-discussed question: Was there ever a Philoxenian translation of the Old Testament (OTPh), such as that made by Polycarp of the New Testament? The first report of a Philoxenian translation that could include books of the Old Testament comes from a letter of Moses of Aggel, a contemporary of Polycarp (first half of the sixth century), in which he mentions “a version of the New Testament and of David that Polycarp made” (ܩܦܡܐܕܒܥܕܐܬܘܕܕܘܩܐܪܦ) for Philoxenus of Mabbug. This report seems to attest to the existence of a Philoxenian translation of the Psalter (“of David”) of which no manuscript witness has come down to us.

In addition to the variant in the margin of the Syh in Isa 9:6 and the fragments of Isaiah known as Syro-Lucianic, which Ceriani identifies with a OTPh, Gwynn proposes incorporating new witnesses to the version that Polycarp is supposed to have made of the Old Testament. In his opinion, the biblical citations in the Syriac translation of Cyril of Alexandria’s Glaphyra, attributed to Moses of Aggel (manuscript BL Add. 14,555), were taken from OTPh, thus the verbal agreements that we find between the two texts in the citations of Isaiah. Lebon takes a position against the identifications of Ceriani and Gwynn, since he thinks that an OTPh never existed.

To begin with, Lebon doubts the report about a Philoxenian translation of Psalms. He thinks that the expression “and of David” (ܐܕܒܥܕܐܬܘܕܕܘܩܐܪܦ) in the letter of Moses of Aggel occupies a strange location in the construction of the sentence, and should be attributed to a scribal error (perhaps it should be read ܩܒܠܐܬܐ “holy”) or to a later gloss (although this would be more difficult). Secondly, he considers unfounded the identification of Syl with OTPh on the basis of the marginal note in Syh-Isa 9:6. In this note, there is no allusion to Polycarp, so why should we attribute Syl to this author and not to another? Moreover, he considers the evidence to be very weak concerning a style common to some Philoxenian texts of the New Testament and the text of Isa 9:6 in the marginal note of the Syro-Hexapla. Finally, with respect to Gwynn, he observes that Moses of Aggel never speaks of a Philoxenian translation of Isaiah and that, on the contrary, in his prologue to the translation he specifies that he is translating the Syriac text of the citations from the Greek original that he finds in the work of Cyril of Alexandria.

1.4.4.3 Modern Research
The discussion concerning the existence of a Philoxenian translation suffered from a lack of serious textual studies. This vacuum has been filled by the work of Jenkins, who studies the citations of the Old Testament in the works of Philoxenus, comparing them with Syl, with the marginal variant of Syh-Isa 9:6 and with the citations of the Old Testament in the Syriac translation of Cyril of Alexandria’s Glaphyra. After collating the readings of Syl with the text of Isaiah in MT, LXX, LXX⁺ (Lucianic recension), and the Peshitta, Jenkins concludes that Syl is a translation of a Greek manuscript close to the Lucianic recension (+1.3.1.2; cf. the grouping of manuscripts that belong to this recension in Ziegler’s edition of LXX). However, Syl tends to depart from its Vorlage for two reasons: influence of the Peshitta (+1.3.4) and idiomatic (not literal) translation of its source.

Moreover, after studying the citations of the Old Testament in several works of Philoxenus, Jenkins concludes that in the works of Philoxenus’ early era his citations follow the Peshitta, although very
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2 Gwynn, Remnants.
3 Lebon, “La version philoxénienne de la Bible.”
4 Jenkins, Old Testament Quotations. Cf. also Fox, Matthew-Luke Commentary, which studies the citations from the Old Testament in a Philoxenian commentary on the Gospels.
5 Jenkins does not consider necessary Delekat’s hypothesis that opts for the existence of a Vetus Syri between the Peshitta and Syl, which is supposed to be the basis for a major revision in the direction of the Greek of Syl. Cf. Delekat, “Die syrolukianische Übersetzung des Buches Jesaja.”
freely. In the second era, however, his citations are influenced by a Syriac version closer to the Greek of LXX. Bearing in mind that the works of the second stage are later than 508 (the year in which Polycarp did his revision of the New Testament) and that in them the influence of a revision of the New Testament is found for the first time, Jenkins concludes that Philoxenus is making use of a new Syriac version of the Old Testament that could well be the work of Polycarp. In fact, another of Jenkins’ important conclusions is that the citations of Isaiah in the late works of Philoxenus agree with Syl.

Jenkins also compares the marginal reading of Syh-Isa 9:6 with MT, Peshitta, LXX (and its Lucianic variants), and other citations of that verse in the works of Philoxenus, and he concludes that this marginal variant appears to have undergone an editorial revision: its basis is probably the Lucianic recension of Isaiah, but its final form is closer to the Syro-Hexapla than to the source of the Old Testament citations in Philoxenus. Finally, Jenkins, after a textual study, dismisses Gwynn’s thesis that the Syriac translator of Cyril of Alexandria’s Glaphyra has used OTPh when translating his citations. Rather, they seem to be a direct translation from the Greek of the work.

In conclusion, it appears that Philoxenus, in his final stage, used a Syriac translation closer to the Greek than to the Peshitta. Specifically, his citations of Isaiah agree with Syl, which may be the only manuscript witness to a hypothetical OTPh.


1.4.5 Syro-Hexapla

1.4.5.1 Why a New Syriac Translation?

In order to understand the birth of a new Syriac version of the Bible, it is necessary to understand the circumstances that surrounded the Syriac-speaking Christian communities, since it was they, and not the Jewish community, who came to use and transmit the first version, the Peshitta (→ 1.3.4).

The Roman province of Syria, where Christianity was born and expanded, was bilingual for the first few centuries of the present era: Aramaic (and its dialect, Syriac) shared daily life with Greek, the language of empire and commerce. Moreover, the great theological centers of Syriac Christianity, Edessa, Nisibis, and Arbela, were very well connected to Antioch, the natural outlet to the sea in that area, a commercial center and a powerful center for the diffusion of Greek culture.1

These circumstances make it understandable that the Syriac-speaking Christian community, which used the Peshitta, should be open to the influence of the great theology of the Greek Fathers, who used the Greek translation (LXX). A testimony to this influence is the great number of Greek works translated into Syriac. In time, especially in the work of the translation into Syriac of the Greek theology based on LXX, conflict began to be felt, for the Scripture citations in the Greek Fathers did not coincide in form with those of the Syriac translation. In the background, the battle began to be waged that had already been engaged on other fronts: the tension between the Hebraica Veritas, to which the Peshitta testified, and the apostolicity of LXX (→ 1.3.1.1), which the Greek Fathers transmitted.

1.4.5 SYRO-HEXAPLA

As early as the fourth century, one of the most important representatives of the opinion in favor of LXX was Theodore of Mopsuestia, a Syriac exegete who wrote in Greek and who had an enormous influence on the Syriac church of the East and the West. His commentaries on Scripture were immediately translated into Syriac and his exegesis was followed by many authors. Theodore of Mopsuestia considered that the best way to approach the original Hebrew text was through LXX rather than through the Peshitta. The known and providential origin of LXX (seventy elders who, working independently, came up with the same translation), its word-for-word translation, and the use made of it by the apostles made it superior to the Peshitta, which was of unknown origin and which departed from the Hebrew text in its concern for the end meaning.²

As a result of this context, the Peshitta itself, which continued to be used as a version of the Bible, began to experience the influence of LXX, taking into itself, through the process of manuscript transmission, many secondary readings that originated with LXX and that were known through the Syriac translations of the exegetical commentaries of the Greek Fathers.³ It is not surprising, therefore, that as time went by the need was felt to have available a Syriac translation of Scripture made from the Greek of LXX.

The first attempt at a translation from the Greek was promoted by Philoxenus of Mabbug, at the beginning of the sixth century. At his request, a translation that seems to have consisted of the New Testament (a new translation, more literal) and a part (Psalms, Isaiah?) or all of the Old Testament (translated from LXX), was completed in 508 C.E. Unfortunately, no textual record of the complete or partial translation of the Old Testament has come down to us.⁴ A century later, Paul of Tella would carry out the only complete translation into Syriac of the Greek Bible (LXX → 1.3.1.1) that has come down to us, known as the Syro-Hexapla (Syh).

1.4.5.2 Paul of Tella and the Origins of the Syro-Hexapla

Around 612–13, the Syriac patriarch of Antioch, Athanasius, arrived in the city of Alexandria, fleeing, together with five of his bishops, from the advance of the troops of the Persian king, Khosrau II. They all found refuge in the monastery of Enaton, where two of the bishops, Paul of Tella and Thomas of Harkel, at the urging of Athanasius, were to dedicate their time to producing a new translation of the Old Testament and New Testament, respectively. This version would be characterized by extreme literalness with regard to its source, the Greek. The new version of the Old Testament prepared by Paul of Tella would be known as the Syro-Hexapla, because it was based on the fifth Greek column of Origen’s Hexapla (Hex; → 1.3.1.2).

The work must have been completed between 615 and 617, if we pay heed to the dates that are indicated by the colophons preserved in some ancient manuscripts.⁵ Be that as it may, the work had to have been completed before the devastation of Alexandria in 619. The unity of style of the whole translation leads to the conclusion that Paul of Tella was the only one in charge of the whole work, regardless of whether he may have been assisted by a team of collaborators (among them, the colophons highlight the deacon Mār Tūmā, who should not be confused with the bishop Thomas of Harkel).

The Syro-Hexapla did not manage to supplant the most widespread Syriac version, the Peshitta, and in fact, many doubt that it was intended to, given the excessive literalism with which it was conceived. Precisely because of this, it was an instrument much appreciated by theologians (in the oriental church also),⁶ who found in this
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² Cf. Ter Haar Romeny, “The Peshitta and its Rivals.”
⁴ Cf. → 1.4.4.
⁶ As can be deduced from the letter of the patriarch Timothy I and from the testimony of Isodad of Merw (ninth century).
version a means of access to the readings of LXX and the other Greek versions. In the thirteenth century, Bar Hebraeus undertook a campaign in favor of the Syro-Hexapla in which he exalted the virtues of this latter version in comparison to the Peshitta. He had little success, if we take note of the few manuscripts of the Syro-Hexapla that have come down to us.

1.4.5.3 Vorlage of the Translation
The name Syro-Hexapla derives from the assumption that the Syriac version was based, as some colophons state, on Origen’s work in six columns (Hexapla). Paul of Tella is supposed to have translated the fifth column (Origen’s recension of LXX) into Syriac and to have noted in the margins the alternative readings of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, as can be seen in the manuscripts of the Syro-Hexapla that have come down to us. Some have even gone so far as to state that Paul of Tella worked from the original of Hexapla (→1.3.1.2), brought to Alexandria from Caesarea, a hypothesis that must be discounted as it finds no support in the sources.

The question of the Greek Vorlage of the Syro-Hexapla must be considered on a book-by-book basis, since the manuscripts that have come down to us have also transmitted the colophons, translated into Syriac, that were found in their Greek sources. The information found in them varies from one book to another. In some books, no colophon at all has been transmitted, for which reason we can do no more than make suppositions based on other books. As we examine the colophons, we find that the books of the Syro-Hexapla have been translated from copies of the “Hexapla” (.setImage), the “Tetrapla” (.setImage), and even of the “Heptapla” (.setImage). In most of the cases, the colophons allude to the activity of the copyists, and even correctors, Eusebius (died in 339) and Pamphilus (died in 309), who carried out a most important labor of preservation and transmission of Origen’s work in Caesarea some decades after the death of the Alexandrian.

In the books of Proverbs, Qohelet (linked in the same manuscript as Proverbs), Canticles, and Lamentations, the colophons indicate that the Greek manuscript from which they are translated is a copy of an exemplar of Hexapla copied in turn by Eusebius and Pamphilus (→11.4.4.1). In other cases, it is indicated that the Greek copy originated in Hexapla but has been corrected or compared (by Pamphilus or Eusebius) to another manuscript (3 Kingdoms), to the Tetrapla (Joshua), or to manuscripts of SP (Exodus and Numbers).

In other books, the colophon refers to a Greek Vorlage in the Tetrapla (Judges, Ruth, Job, Minor Prophets, and Daniel), sometimes corrected with Hexapla (Genesis). The books of Job (linked by its colophon to the Tetrapla; →11.4.4.1) and Psalms (without any indication about its origin, although with Hexaplaric readings in the margins) constitute a rare exception within the Syro-Hexapla. Indeed, the Greek text of LXX to which both books testify is distinct from what we know of the fifth column of Hexapla. Perhaps this is a result of the work of recension carried out by Eusebius and Pamphilus in Caesarea, or perhaps of the Lucianic recension to which readings from the other Greek versions have been added.

Finally, in 4 Kingdoms, the colophon presents the Heptapla as the basis from which the book has been translated into Syriac, while in Isaiah...
the final inscription refers neither to Hexapla nor to the Tetrapla, but to a copy that Eusebius and Pamphilus corrected in Origen’s own library.

The disparity of information provided by the colophons makes it necessary to think that the translation of Paul of Tella is not based on a single Greek codex but on several sources, even if they are all linked to the Hexaplaric work of Origen (with the possible exception of Isaiah and Psalms?), unless we prefer to think that the only codex that Paul of Tella used is responsible for having integrated different Hexaplaric traditions into a single manuscript.

Still to be answered is the question of what the form was of the Origenian work from which the Syro-Hexapla was derived. Hexapla? Tetrapla? Heptapla? All of these? This is a question still very much discussed today (→ 11.4.4.1). It is evident that the expression Hexapla refers to the original work in six columns of the Alexandrian theologian and, in this sense, the Syro-Hexapla as a whole refers to that initial work (its body reflects the fifth column and the margins the rest of the variant readings). However, it is hard to imagine that Origen’s work was copied retaining all six columns and, therefore, that it was spread as such by Christian communities. On the contrary, the record indicates that perhaps Origen himself, and undoubtedly one of those who preserved his work, Eusebius and Pamphilus, copied the original work in the Tetrapla format, eliminating the first two columns (the Hebrew text and the Greek transcription of it).12 Concerning this, it is indicative that a good number of colophons in the Syro-Hexapla refer explicitly to this format.

So then, does Tetrapla indicate a four-column format? Not necessarily. It could instead indicate a text that testifies to four versions, that is, a format identical to the one we find in the Syro-Hexapla (and in Greek codices LXX9 and LXX88): in the body, the Origenian recension of LXX (fifth column of Hexapla) and, in the margins, variant readings of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion.13

In fact, the colophon of the Syro-Hexapla to the Minor Prophets could be read in this sense: “The Twelve Prophets were taken in transmission from a copy that was like the version of the Tetrapla.” It seems more logical that Origen’s work should have been transmitted this way, just as the manuscript tradition testifies. If this is the Vorlage of the Syro-Hexapla, it could well be called the Syro-Tetrapla, as Jenkins suggests.14

1.4.5.4 Manuscript Testimonies and Editions

The principal manuscript witness to the Syro-Hexapla is manuscript c 313 inf. (eighth–ninth century, from the Syrian monastery in the Valley of Nitria) in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, which appears to form part of a larger codex, the first part of which (Pentateuch and the Historical Books) was known by Andreas Masius (1534–1573), but is lost today. The part that has been preserved in the Ambrosian Codex contains, in this order, the Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Qohelet, Canticles, Wisdom, Sirach, Minor Prophets, Jeremia, Baruch, Lamentations, Epistle of Jeremiah, Daniel (with Greek additions: Susanna, Bel and the Dragon), Ezekiel, and Isaiah. Ceriani published a photolithographic version of this codex in 1874.15

The remainder of the books have been coming to light progressively in different manuscripts, most dating from the seventh to ninth centuries. Joshua was the only book that Masius managed to edit before the first part of the Ambrosian Codex was lost.16 It is also found, with lacunae, in manuscript BL Add. 12.133. Exodus (manuscript BL Add. 12.134), Judges and Ruth (manuscript BL Add. 17.103), 3 Kingdoms (manuscript BL Add. 14.437), and 4 Kingdoms (manuscript Par. Syr. 27) have been preserved in their entirety. Genesis, Numbers, Leviticus, and Deuteronomy (these last two with a great many lacunae) were partially attest ed in some manuscripts and were edited by

---

12 Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, 6.16.
13 Cf. Jenkins, “Colophons of the Syrohexapla.”
14 Jenkins, “Colophons of the Syrohexapla,” 268.
15 Ceriani, Codex Syro-Hexaplaris Ambrosianus.
16 Masius, Josuae.
17 Bardlam, Libri Judic antiquorum Ruth.
Ceriani,18 de Lagarde,19 Goshen-Gottstein,20 and Baars.21 In 1964, Vööbus discovered the Midyat Codex (twelfth century), which contains the books of the Pentateuch, from Gen 32:9 through Deut 32:25,22 with some lacunae within it, and with this he managed to complete the majority of the Syh-Pent, although some passages still remain unattested.

Of the books 1–2 Kingdoms (1–2 Samuel), 3 Ezra, Nehemiah, and 1–2 Chronicles, only small fragments or chapters in lectionaries are preserved and especially in chains of citations.23

1.4.5.5 Translation Techniques
The Syro-Hexapla translation is extremely slavish. It reproduces the Greek of its Vorlage word for word, including the order, constantly violating Syriac grammar (in its attempt to reproduce all the details of the Greek) and syntax.24 Most notable are the use of the separate possessive pronouns by way of the possessive particle ܕ q ܠ (departing from the custom of the Peshitta, which uses the forms suffixed to the noun), the utilization of the particle ܢ q ܐ “while” with the perfect, and the abundance of compound verbal forms. It is understandable that a translation with these characteristics would not supplant the popular or Peshitta version, and would, rather, serve “academic” functions, being used by exegetes as a means of accessing the Greek versions. Even so, in some manuscripts, indications for liturgical reading have been found. The characteristics of the translation are kept constant throughout the whole work, a sign that the hand, or at least the authority, of Paul of Tellpermeated all the labor.

1.4.5.6 Value for Textual Criticism
The slavish character of its translation represents the greatest virtue of the Syro-Hexapla in the field of textual criticism. In fact, it constitutes a privileged witness to the Greek text of the fifth column of the Hexapla (Origen’s recension of LXX; → 1.3.1.2) and of the other Greek versions (Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, and in some books such as Psalms, the sixth and seventh columns; → 1.3.1.2), which, in many cases, have not come down to us in their original language. Indeed, the work of Origen was lost and we can only gain access to it through the Syro-Hexapla and some Greek manuscripts (especially LXXq and LXX88) that attest the fifth column and the readings of the three rival Greek versions. Even so, there are a good number of variants of these three versions that have only been preserved in the margins of the Syro-Hexapla.

Another of the virtues of the Syro-Hexapla is that it has preserved the Aristarchian symbols that Origen used in his fifth column to indicate the Greek material that was not present in LXX but was in the Hebrew text, and vice versa. Thus it is understandable that the great work of reconstruction of the Hexapla carried out by Field25 (today in large part superseded by the discoveries of new Hexaplaric material) had as its main basis the witness of the Syro-Hexapla. The extreme literalness of its translation allowed Field to restore with considerable certainty the Hexaplaric text of LXX and the variants of the other Greek versions.

Although the literalness of the Syro-Hexapla translation facilitates the reconstruction of Greek readings, it is necessary to be prudent and study well the Syriac-Greek lexical correspondences in

18 Ceriani, Pentateuchi Syro-Hexaplaris quae supersunt cum notis.
19 P. de Lagarde, Bibliothecae Syriacae a Paulo de Lagarde Collectae quae ad Philologiam Sacram pertinent (Göttingen: Dietrich, 1892).
21 Baars, New Syro-Hexaplaric Texts.
25 Field, Hexapla.
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each book\(^{26}\) (especially in those cases in which the alternative readings of the three Greek versions have been preserved) in order to avoid erroneous back translations. A second caution is related to the confidence we have in both the Aristarchian symbols that the Syro-Hexapla has transmitted to us and in the attributions of the variant readings to the various Greek versions. Law has carried out an exhaustive study of the asterisked and obelized material in Syh-3 Kgdms that charts the course to follow in each book to ensure the reliability of access to the Hexaplaric material.\(^{27}\) His study has made it possible to recover our confidence in the transmission of the Aristarchian symbols, which the research of Fritsch on Proverbs had called into question.\(^{28}\) Barthélemy, for his part, has shown that, on occasion, the Syro-Hexapla erroneously attributes an alternative reading to a particular Greek version; he also offers some criteria for identifying possible errors in the Syriac version.\(^{29}\)

Moreover, the Syro-Hexapla has preserved the LXX text of Daniel that, shortly after Origen, was supplanted in the Greek Christian manuscript tradition by the text of "Theodotion." Outside of the Syro-Hexapla, only a few Greek manuscripts preserve the original text of LXX-Dan.


He devoted the last nine years of his life to making a new version (or revision) of the Old Testament at the convent of Tel ‘Adda. The revision must have covered the whole Old Testament, although the only copies preserved are of the Pentateuch (→2.5.4.3), 1–2 Samuel, the beginning of 1 Kings (up to 2:11), where the books of Samuel end in the Lucianic division; →3–5.2.4.3), Isaiah, Ezekiel (→6–9.2.4.4), Daniel (→18.4.4.2; including Susanna →11.3.3), and a fragment of Wisdom (2:12–24; →11.15.3). In the colophon to 1 Samuel, it is said that the revision of this book was completed in 705.

1.4.6.2 Vorlage of the Revision

It seems clear that Jacob of Edessa’s version is not an ex novo translation from the Greek, as the Syro-Hexapla (→1.4.5) was a century earlier. In the colophon to 1 Samuel, we are informed that the book “was corrected ((face) ... from the different traditions: that of the Syrians and those of the Greeks.” What Syriac and Greek “traditions” did Jacob of Edessa use to make his particular version? Due to the importance he attributed to the Greek text in his exegesis, it was long thought that the basis for Jacob of Edessa’s revision had been the Syro-Hexapla, corrected with other Greek sources. This was, however, an opinion not based on textual studies. Saley and Salvesen, both working on 1–2 Samuel, have carried out the first serious textual studies of the version of Jacob of Edessa and, on the basis of these, we can draw well-founded conclusions.

1.4.6 Jacob of Edessa’s Syriac Translation

1.4.6.1 Jacob of Edessa

Jacob of Edessa was born about 640 and was a member of the monophysite Syrian Orthodox Church. After a period of training in Alexandria, he returned to Syria where he engaged in fruitful labor as a translator of Greek works into Syriac, and as the author of numerous works of theology, exegesis (commentaries on biblical books), canon law, liturgy, history, grammar, and philosophy. He was elected bishop of Edessa in 684, although he resigned from this seat four years later because of disagreements regarding ecclesiastical discipline. From then on, he devoted himself to teaching in several monasteries. He died in 708, four months after again accepting the office of bishop of Edessa.


Both authors agree in pointing out that Jacob used the Peshitta (§1.3.4) as the basis for his revision. This text would have then been corrected with manuscripts of the LXX (§1.3.1.1), especially of the Antiochian or Lucianic recensions (§1.3.1.2), and with the Syro-Hexapla version (§1.4.5), through which he could have had access to Hexaplaric readings. The fact that the division of the text in 1–2 Samuel follows the tradition of the Lucianic manuscripts (that conclude 2 Samuel at 1 Kings 2:11) says much about the nature of the Greek manuscripts that Jacob utilized to revise his Syriac text. The final result was still to be completed with glosses by Jacob himself, or from the commentaries of Severus of Antioch, with the objective of clarifying difficult passages. The result is an eclectic text of little value for textual criticism, if we exclude the information that it can provide about the Lucianic manuscripts utilized to correct the text.

It remains to be clarified whether Jacob, in his work of revision, had access to the Hebrew Bible and whether he knew Hebrew well enough to consult the original text in complicated passages. Some authors, on the basis of his handling of Hebrew sources, think that Jacob was trilingual (Syriac, Greek, and Hebrew). Salvesen sums up the different opinions about this and concludes, after a study of various works by the bishop of Edessa, that nothing proves that Jacob knew Hebrew or consulted the biblical text in that language. In her opinion, access to the Hebrew sources came to him through the Greek versions of Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, and the “Hebraios,” or through commentators who, in turn, used those versions. The most that can be granted him is “a minimal knowledge of Hebrew biblical tradition.”

### 1.4.6.3 Character of the Revision

Jacob of Edessa’s revision goes beyond the production of a new biblical text in Syriac. He introduced into his work the first Syriac “Masorah,” incorporating an apparatus of marginal glosses that clarified the pronunciation of some terms (the Syriac text was not vocalized) and noted textual variants. He also incorporated a division into chapters and summaries of content.

Taking as a basis the text of the Peshitta, what were the criteria that guided Jacob of Edessa’s revision? The studies of Saley and Salvesen on 1–2 Samuel can serve as a starting point. On the one hand, the language of the Peshitta has been updated, adapting it to the Syriac of the early eighth century. For example, the word ܝܠܘܣ “city” is replaced with ܡܕܢܢ “town,” and the verb ܡܘܥܕܘܐ “inform” with ܒܕܒܐ “to make known,” changes attributable perhaps to a shift in the semantic range of the original terms in the Peshitta. The particles ܡܐ “also/and,” ܗܕ “then,” and ܘܢܘ “now” are frequently added, corresponding to the Greek particles καί “and,” δὴ “then,” and νῦν “now,” respectively. Other additions are the relative pronouns that clarify the ambiguous Syriac relative pronoun ܕ, the demonstrative pronouns to reflect the Greek definite article, and the perfect of the verb ܐܘ “to be” as an auxiliary corresponding to the Greek imperfect.

On the other hand, Jacob’s text tries to resolve the sense difficulties and ambiguities that the Peshitta (§1.3.4) presents. When the Greek alternative text is clear, he incorporates its reading (sometimes it is a reading exclusive to the Lucianic recension; §1.3.1.2) or he even corrects the Peshitta according to the sense of that reading. Sometimes an accident of translation (or of manuscript transmission) has brought about haplography in the Peshitta, which is remedied in Jacob’s revision by incorporating the missing text from the Greek. At other times, the Greek text does not clarify the difficult reading in the Peshitta, in which case Jacob of Edessa introduces explanations of his own.

---


6 It cannot always be clarified whether the Greek reading comes directly from Greek manuscripts or by way of the Syro-Hexapla. In the studies on 1 Samuel, unfortunately, the attestations of the Syro-Hexapla (§1.4.5) are very scarce and, because of this, the studies of Saley and Salvesen are limited on this point.
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However, there are times when the text of the Peshitta is not ambiguous but is different from the Greek (→1.3.1.1). When the readings are complementary, Jacob’s revision incorporates both; when they are mutually exclusive, one of them is incorporated in the margin as a variant.

In spite of the description just given, Jacob’s revision does not follow a consistent method. At times, we would expect a correction based on a Greek reading but it is not made. Or rather, we cannot find logical reasons for many of his additions and alterations. The final result is an expanded and clarified biblical text that shows that Jacob of Edessa, in his relationship with Scripture, was more concerned about the content (what the text means) than about the form (what is transmitted in the manuscripts).

What was the final objective of this revision? Was it intended to replace the other Syriac or Greek versions as a biblical text for use in liturgy, devotion, and study? It is hard to say. In some manuscripts of this revision, indications of its liturgical use are preserved. Nevertheless, we can say that his peculiar version did not prevail, as is shown by the fact that manuscript transmission was soon interrupted. Very probably, the manuscripts that are preserved come from the same exemplar, which was copied in 719, a few years after the death of Jacob and in the geographical environs where the revision originated. There are no indications that this revision had any influence at a later time or further away from this geographical area. The fact that the text contained obvious expansions, together with the decline of the Greek language in the monophysite Syrian Orthodox Church and the prejudices that surrounded the memory of Jacob of Edessa, must have been decisive in this revision being condemned to oblivion.

1.4.6.4 Manuscript Evidence and Editions

The five manuscripts of Jacob of Edessa’s version that are preserved are the following: Bl. Add. 14429 (1–2 Samuel; 1 Kings 1:1–2:11; →3–5.2.4); BL Add. 14441 (Isaiah; →6–9.2.4.4); Vat. S. 5 (Ezekiel; →6–9.2.4.4); BN Syr. 26 (Pentateuch; →2.5.4.3); BN Syr. 27 (Daniel and Susanna; →18.4.4.2; →11.3.3). In addition, Baars has published a fragment of Wisdom according to this revision (Wis 2:12–24; →11.15.3). The only complete book that has been published so far is that of 1–2 Samuel.

1.4.7 Armenian Translations

1.4.7.1 Origin and Historical Data

The story of the translation of the Bible into Armenian is related in Koriwn’s Life of Mashtots’, written in the early 440s. Here, we learn that it was Mashtots’ who, ca. 406, invented the Armenian alphabet, in Syria; the city is not named but he had met with the bishops of Edessa and Amida. Following this, he travelled to Samosata where a scribe designed the shape of the letters. The work of translation into Armenian began with the book of Proverbs, perhaps because it stood at the be-
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began to translate Constantino polo where he was received by the Greek Patriarch, Atticus, and returned home with books of the Greek church fathers. Following further preaching trips,3 Mashots’ and Sahak devoted themselves to improving the literary situation of Armenia. The Catholicos Sahak began to write and translate, as formerly. From what language(s) is not specified. Then students were sent to Syria and on to the West and sometime after the Council of Ephesus (431) these students returned to Armenia with “reliable (հաստատուն) copies of the God-given writings,” i.e., the Scriptures, patristic works, and church canons. Next Koriwn states, in ch. 19:

the blessed Sahak, who earlier had rendered the collection of ecclesiastical books from the Greek language into Armenian – as well as much true wisdom of the holy patriarchs – again, with Eznik, set himself to establish (հաստատէր) the earlier, chanced-upon and hurried translations by means of the true (ճշմարիտ) exemplars that had been brought. And they also translated much commentary on the Bible.

The question is, what does հաստատէր (lit., “he was establishing”) mean? Did they revise the earlier translations and, if so, all of them? Indeed, had all the Scriptures been translated by that time? What is meant by հաստատուն “reliable” and ճշմարիտ “true”? Were the manuscripts brought back from Constantinople thought to contain, say, the most highly regarded form of the text in that city? In the light of modern textual research, I am inclined to think that reference is being made, for the Old Testament, to manuscripts that reflected the work of the great Origen and Lucian (→ 1.3.1.2): for details, see the contributions devoted to individual books (e.g., → 2.5.5; → 11.4.5).

This two-stage presentation of the work of translation, i.e., initial translation and “establishing” it, has led to a frequently repeated generalization that the Armenian Bible was translated from Syriac (→ 1.3.4) and then revised on the basis of Greek witnesses. What actually occurred is a far more complex process than this simple assertion suggests (for example, → 2.5.5 [Pentateuch]; → 10.4.5 [Psalms]; → 18.4.5 [Daniel]; → 20.4.5 [Chronicles]).

1.4.7.2 Scope of the Corpus; Manuscripts
Armenian manuscripts of the Bible generally contain the books included in the LXX, with the books of the so-called Apocrypha following the historical books, and with the Twelve Prophets following Isaiah. There are about one hundred complete Bibles extant; in addition, there are partial Bibles that contain only the Pentateuch, the Wisdom books, the Old Testament or part of it, other combinations, or, in the case of Psalms, sometimes a single book. For example, about one hundred manuscripts preserve Deuteronomy, 150 contain Job, and 125 contain Daniel. These manuscripts are preserved largely in four major manuscript libraries: the Matenadaran (Yerevan), the Jerusalem Patriarchate, San Lazzaro (Venice), and Vienna, in order of size of collection.

Dating of the Textual Tradition
Though the Armenian translation of the Bible was made in the fifth century, manuscripts date predominantly from the medieval period, from the thirteenth century and later. In the Cilician period, there was a massive growth in manuscript production and, as it happens, rather developed text forms came to dominate the textual tradition by the sheer number of witnesses attesting them. A few earlier text fragments are extant, such as the eighth-century fragment of Job that contains

3 For examples, see Cowe, “Two Armenian Versions.”
4 Koriwn, Life, chs. 16–18.
about two dozen verses from Job 37 and 38 (→ 11.4.5) or the fragments preserved as fly leaves in later manuscripts.

1.4.7.3 Zohrapian’s Edition
The principal edition of the Armenian Bible is that of Zohrapian, published in 1805. It is a diplomatic edition: manuscript Venice 1508, dated 1319, is printed as text and, for the Old Testament, six other manuscripts and the edition of Oskan (1666) are cited in an apparatus. Zohrapian uses imprecise terminology like “some witnesses” or “one exemplar” to identify readings at variance from his base text in an apparatus, but his edition stands head and shoulders above many editions of texts in his day because he does not tamper with the text: it is a faithful copy of his base manuscript. Manuscripts can change their textual character from one book to another and that is true of manuscript Venice 1508: in Deuteronomy (→ 2.2.5) and Job (→ 11.4.5), its text is a developed text with many secondary readings, but in Psalms (→ 10.4.5) it is a first-rate witness to the original Armenian text; in Ecclesiastes (→ 13–17.2.5.3) it again preserves an early form of the text. That is, as is true of all manuscripts, collations are required to assess the textual purity of individual witnesses.

1.4.7.4 History of Research: Arm 1 and Arm 2
The modern study of the Armenian version began with Lyonnet. His Les Origines has deservedly influenced all subsequent scientific research because of the methodology that Lyonnet adopted. He attempts to “get behind” the late type of text preserved by Zohrapian’s manuscript, and the text of the Gospels in his edition, to recover evidence of a translation of Tatian’s Diatessaron. In order to recover the earlier text form, he examines quotations of the Gospels in Armenian historical and ecclesiastical authors; Armenian translations of Greek and Syriac ecclesiastical writings, under the assumption that translators would replace rather than translate quotations of the text; the Georgian version (→ 1.4.8), often thought to derive, at least in part, from the Armenian; and, finally, the text as preserved in Armenian liturgical books, such as lectionaries. This was a groundbreaking approach. Lyonnet designated the earlier text form as “Arm 1,” and the later as “Arm 2.” Both his methodology and his terminology have been used in attempts to recover the earliest form of the text in other parts of the Bible.

Translation Technique
Arm 1 and Arm 2 differ in terms of translation technique. In contrast to Arm 2, which tends toward literalism and the reproduction of grammatical forms of the parent text, Lyonnet called attention to a different set of translation traits in Arm 1: the use of a finite verb rather than circumstantial participle; addition of personal pronouns after the verb; the frequent use of ete “that” to introduce a citation, corresponding to d in Syriac; phrases like “land of the Egyptians” rather than “Egypt”; the orthography of proper nouns (e.g., Isahak in Arm 1, as opposed to Sahak in Arm 2); Syriacisms, like the repetition of cognates, as in գործ գործէ “(our Father) works work” (John 5:17). Cowe made an insightful comparison of the translation technique of Arm 1 and Arm 2 in Chronicles.

Zohrapian’s edition of Ecclesiastes reproduces Arm 1 in the text and extensively cites Arm 2 in the apparatus (→ 13–17.2.5.3). That Arm 1 and Arm 2 are extant for some books does not mean that both translations exist, or ever existed, for all books of the Old Testament. Preparation of the critical edition of Job (→ 11.4.5) did not uncover two forms of text, Arm 1 and Arm 2; Job does not display the literalism characteristic of Arm 2 but has features identified with Arm 1.

1.4.7.5 Text-Critical Value: Textual Allegiances
Most of the Armenian Bible awaits a critical edition. Zeytunian’s editions of the pentateuchal books are not “critical” in the sense of an eccl-
tic text as close to the original as possible, like the Göttingen lxx. Their principal gain over Zohrapian lies in their more extensive collations, evidenced in the apparatus. Only Job exists in a critical edition among books that are part of the Hebrew Bible. However, on the basis of work done prior to the Textual History of the Bible, the following textual allegiances have been identified:

- Deuteronomy – Byzantine Greek text, influenced by the Hexapla (→ 2.5.5)
- Ruth – kaige Greek (→ 13–17.2.5.1)
- 1–2 Samuel, i.e., 1–2 Reigns – Lucianic Greek text (→ 3–5.2–5.3)
- 1–2 Chronicles, i.e., 1–2 Supplements – (→ 20.4.5)
  Arm 1: based on a Lucianic Greek text
  Arm 2: based on a Hexaplaric Greek text
- Epistle of Jeremiah – Greek (→ 11.2.4.7)
- Job – Lucianic Greek text (→ 11.4.5)
- Daniel – (→ 18.4.5)
  Arm 1: derives from the Peshitta and a Lucianic Greek text simultaneously
  Arm 2: revision on the basis of another Greek text
- The Canticle of Azariah (= Dan 3:26–45) – (→ 11.3.7)
  Arm 1: Lucianic Greek text (and Peshitta)
  Arm 2: revision on the basis of a Greek text

It appears that the parent texts of the Armenian version of the Old Testament as it now exists were predominantly Greek and thus it is a witness to the text of the LXX (→ 1.3.1.1). Some traces of the Peshitta (→ 1.3.4) exist in Genesis (→ 2.5.5), though these may not be text-based; in Psalms there is also evidence of such a connection (→ 10.4.5). See further in Cowe’s entry for Arm-Lam (→ 13–17.2.5.4), the Peshitta element he has identified in the Armenian translation of that book.

Cowe has noted various kinds of agreements with the Peshitta in Arm-Dan (→ 18.4.5) that have the support of all fifteen manuscripts he used for his edition of Daniel and still more that are attested by part of the Armenian tradition: for example, at Dan 8:7, the majority of Armenian manuscripts attest ἐκ χειρὸς αὐτοῦ “from its hands,” i.e., “its power” (= Theodotion’s ἐκ χειρὸς αὐτοῦ) whereas several manuscripts attest ἐκ ὄρου ὁικὴ “from the he-goat.”

1.4.7.5.1 Text-Critical Value
The text-critical value of the Armenian version lies in its early date, its textual affiliations, and the facility of Armenian in rendering Greek. In the case of Job (→ 11.4.5), it is as early as our earliest witness to the Lucianic text of that book (→ 11.3.6). From the standpoint of the Hebrew Bible, any remnants of Peshitta-based readings (→ 1.3.4) are of special interest. As it is often a Hexaplaric witness, the Armenian version preserves the literal translation of Theodotion (→ 1.3.1.2) where Origen added it to the LXX as, extensively, in Job (→ 11.3.5). The Hexaplaric character (→ 1.3.1.2.7) of the Armenian version is especially strong in Genesis and Exodus, as the frequent preservation of the Hexaplaric sign tradition indicates (→ 2.5.5). Finally, some Armenian manuscripts preserve as marginal readings translations of “the Three,” Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion (→ 1.3.1.2), in substantial numbers (181) and sometimes uniquely (in sixty-nine instances).13

1.4.7.5.2 Theological Interpretations in the Armenian Translation
Like its parent text(s), the Armenian version is a large collection that is the work of various trans-

---

12 Cox, Daniel, 250–89 (285).
13 Cox, Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, 402.
lators. There is no single theological tendency that extends across the corpus. At times, a certain nuance is introduced; at other times, there may be a word or two or a few words of interpretive addition, as in Arm 1 in Ecclesiastes; at still other times, there are more significant changes, as with the changes of the verb tenses in Arm-Pss. Occasionally there are notable exegetical shifts, as at the Arm-Ps 45:6, where God is said to be in the midst of the inhabitants of the city, “in the midst of them,” rather than “in its midst,” i.e., in the midst of the city. But broad generalizations should be avoided, especially because much of this type of analysis remains to be done.


Anassian, H.S., Biblia Sacrae Versio Armena (Bibliographia) (Yerevan: Academy of Sciences, 1976), 305–668 (Armenian; published as a monograph taken out of Haykakan Matenagitutʿiwn b).


Cox, C., Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion in Armenia (SBLSCS 42; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996).
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1.4.8 Georgian Translations

1.4.8.1 Background

The textual history of the Old Georgian (Old Kartvelian) translation of the Scriptures starts in the fifth century and stretches up to the early eighteenth century. This manuscript heritage has hitherto escaped academic attention on the whole, especially in Western scholarship. This is particularly evident when considering its exclusion from the critical apparatus of the Göttingen editions, in which no use of this corpus has been made. The Georgian *HTR* articles, besides offering a reference survey of this vast and still almost-unexplored material, represent an attempt to fill the lack of interaction between Kartvelology and contemporary LXX studies. In accordance with the purposes of the present project, which foresees an interdisciplinary approach to the various traditions, particular attention is paid to the problem of establishing the relevance of the Georgian translation for comparative analysis.2

Research undertaken for the *THB* had to reckon with a number of limitations that represented an obstacle toward the achievement of such an ambitious goal. Firstly, to date, several Georgian translations, redactions, and subredactions of the biblical texts are awaiting study and critical publication. Secondly, manuscripts are normally stored in libraries to which access is limited. Thirdly, studies produced to date in the Georgian language belong almost exclusively to the category of bibliographical rarities, and translations into Western languages are not available. Moreover, collation (on a sampling basis) with Greek and other Eastern sources had to be produced expressly in order to formulate preliminary conclusions.

1.4.8.2 Manuscript Sources

Manuscripts of the Old Georgian Bible survive from late antiquity up to the modern period. However, before the late tenth century, documentary evidence is very limited and consists merely of a few fragments. The existing testimonies are described in several catalogues, depending on where they are stored today. The information offered in the first volume of the critical edition of the Old Georgian Octateuch is the most complete and updated and should be consulted for a more detailed study.3

1.4.8.2.1 Earliest Sources (Palimpsest Leaves and Other Fragments)

Earliest fragmentary sources can be divided into two categories: palimpsests of the fifth to seventh centuries; single parchment leaves of the ninth to early-eleventh centuries (in both cases, dating is susceptible to some fluctuations depending on the paleographic views of scholars).

The so-called Khanmeti ("xanmet’?) texts belong to the first category. This term was coined in the eleventh century by George the Athonite (Giorgi Mtac’mideli, ca. 1009–10654) and can be

---

1 On the Georgian literary language, its periodization, and writing system, see Tuite, "Early Georgian," 145–48.
2 The discussion here includes only books of the Georgian Old Testament that correspond to the Hebrew canon; deuterocanonical Scriptures are examined in *THB* 2.
3 Cignoni, 1557–639.
rendered as "superfluous’x’s." It refers to the archaic use of ◦- as a verbal prefix. Over the centuries, it was expunged since copyists perceived it as being redundant.\(^5\) The presence of the Khameti forms in the translations enables them to be dated to the earliest period of the history of the Georgian language, namely the fifth to seventh centuries. Khameti texts of the Georgian Bible are to be found in palimpsests Georg\(^{Pa}\) (Oxford, ms Hebrew 2672, fifth to sixth centuries: Jeremiah); Georg\(^{Pd}\) (Cambridge, Taylor-Schechter ms 12.183, fifth to sixth centuries: Jeremiah); Georg\(^{Pb1}\) (Cambridge, Taylor-Schechter ms 12.741, fifth to sixth centuries: Jeremiah); Georg\(^{Pb2}\) (Cambridge, Taylor-Schechter ms 12.741, fifth to sixth centuries: Jeremiah); Georg\(^{Pc}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, h-999, fifth to sixth or sixth to seventh centuries: Genesis, Proverbs); Georg\(^{Pd}\) (Cambridge, Taylor-Schechter ms 12.183, fifth to sixth centuries: Jeremiah); Georg\(^{Pc}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, h-844, fifth to sixth centuries: Isaiah); and Georg\(^{q}\) (Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, geo. 2, seventh century: Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, 1 Esdras/3 Ezra).

The following manuscripts constitute the second group of sources, namely the single parchment leaves: Georg\(^{l}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, s-104 ninth century, lectionary: Num 24:5–27:18); Georg\(^{m}\) (Sin. 34, tenth century: Gen 1:24–27); Georg\(^{n}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, a-1119b, tenth century: Exod 3:1–13); Georg\(^{x}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, q-208a, tenth century, lectionary: Exod 19:14–20:17); Georg\(^{a}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, q-208b, tenth century, lectionary: Ruth 1:1–4, 8–11, 14–17); Georg\(^{b}\) (Cambridge, add. 1890.1: 1 Kgdms 24:6–10). Additional manuscript evidence dates to the eleventh century: Georg\(^{h}\) (Kutaisi no. 671: Gen 27:1–12); Georg\(^{z}\) (Athos, Monastery of Zographou, first half of the eleventh century: Num 2:11–14, 16–19, 30–32).

### 1.4.8.2.2 Tenth-Century Lectionary Sources

Besides the abovementioned fragments, the earliest translations of the Georgian lectionary are also to be found in four manuscripts of the tenth or eleventh century: Georg\(^{La}\) (Tbilisi, National Parliamentary Library of Georgia, "Lectionary of Lagurka," tenth century); Georg\(^{La}\) (Mest’ia, Historical-Ethnographic Museum, "Lectionary of Lat’ali," tenth century); Georg\(^{a}\) (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, geo. 3, 1040 C.E.); and Georg\(^{Sin}\) (Sinai, Geo. 37, 982 C.E.).

### 1.4.8.2.3 Codices of the Tenth to Seventeenth Centuries

The first codex presenting a full Bible is Georg\(^{a}\) (Mount Athos, Library of the Iviron Monastery, geo. 1, 978 C.E., in two volumes), which originally contained the entire Old Testament with the exception of Psalms, 1–2 Chronicles, and 1–4 Maccabees.\(^6\) An eleventh-century collection consisting mainly of prophetic books in the earliest translation is today split into codices Georg\(^{b}\) (Jerusalem, Library of the Greek Patriarchate, geo. 7: Obad 9–21, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Isaiah, Jeremiah 1–28) and Georg\(^{c}\) (Jerusalem, Library of the Greek Patriarchate, geo. 11: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obad 1–9, Jeremiah 28–52, Baruch, Lamentations, Epistle of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, 1 Esdras/3 Ezra, Ezra, Nehemiah, 4 Ezra/Apoc).

The “Gelati Bible,” written between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, represents the main testimony of the middle-Georgian corpus of Hellenophile translations made from LXX (→ 1.3.1.1). It is to be found in manuscripts Georg\(^{a}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, q-1152, twelfth or thirteenth century: Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Minor Prophets) and Georg\(^{b}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-1108, twelfth century: Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth). In both cases, the biblical versions are flanked by the translation of Byzantine exegetical commentaries. Two codices containing only Canticles may be attributed to the same period: Georg\(^{a}\) (Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-65, 1188–1210 C.E., folios 211v–214v) and Georg\(^{a}\) (Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, geo. 2, seventh century: Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, 1 Esdras/3 Ezra, Ezra, Nehemiah, 4 Ezra/Apoc).

---
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A group of manuscripts dating from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries presents short redactions of biblical books: Georg\(^{a}\) (= Jerusalem, Library of the Greek Patriarchate, geo. 113, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries: 1–4 Kingdoms, Qohelet); Georg\(^{b}\) (= Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-243, 1672 C.E.: Deuteronomy); Georg\(^{c}\) (= Kutaisi, no. 28: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy); and Georg\(^{d}\) (= Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-179, 1669 C.E.: Genesis, Exodus), which also represents one of the more recent manuscripts of the “Gelati Bible.”

The third full corpus of the Georgian Scriptures is the 1743 Moscow printed edition, widely known as the “Bakar’s Bible” (= Georg\(^{e}\)).

1.4.8.3 Date, Versions, Editions

The Bible must have been translated first into Georgian between the fifth and early seventh centuries. Establishing the origin of the earliest strata is an extremely challenging question that is far from being resolved.

On approaching this task, the influence of different traditions in the formative stages of the Georgian Bible should be taken seriously into consideration. Firstly, Greek Antiochian and Jerusalemian models have played a central role in the development of the corpus. At that time, Georgia, besides being subordinated to the Apostolic See of Antioch, had close ties with the Jerusalem church. Furthermore, translation activity from Greek was undertaken directly in the monasteries and in the scriptoria of the Holy Land. On the other hand, until the early seventh century, Georgian culture was constantly exposed to the influence of the Syriac and Armenian churches.

Editorial interventions were a constant feature of the textual history of the Georgian Bible. This resulted in the formation of several textual layers that reflected the use of various sources, among which were different recensions of LXX (→ 1.3.1.2).

---

\(^{7}\) Melikishvili, Targmanebi, 100; Kurcik’te, Biblia, 24.
\(^{8}\) Šaniże, Psalmunis, 093–099; Šaniže, Psalmunta; Melikishvili, Targmanebi, 186–202; Kharanauli, “Einführung,” 249–50; Celiže, Psalmunni.
\(^{10}\) Garitte, “Une édition,” 15.

\(^{11}\) Biblia: Brʒanebita da c’arsagebelita sapasetata sakartvelos mepis.
1.4.8.3.1 Fifth- to Eighth-Century Translations

In the absence of a historiographical tradition concerning the origins of the Georgian translation of the Scriptures, conclusions about exactly when it was written can only be drawn on the basis of an internal and comparative analysis.

The Psalms are generally considered to be the first book translated into Georgian, since they are cited in the Martyrdom of the Holy Queen Shushanik, an original work of Georgian literature that may be attributed to 476–483 C.E. The manuscript evidence provided by the Khanmeti palimpsests indicates that a full version of the Octateuch and the Prophets was carried out no later than the fifth century. The earliest translation of the lectionary was carried out in Jerusalem and dates to the same period (however, it was revised repeatedly and expanded up to the eighth century).

An intermediary redaction between the Khanmeti texts and Georgian can be found in the eleventh-century collection Georg. The Prophetic Books contained in these testimonies were most likely translated in the seventh century, due to the detectable traces of Haemeti (“Haemet’i”) forms. By analogy with the Khanmeti sources, Şaniže has labeled with this term a group of texts of the seventh and eighth centuries. It means “superfluous ‘h’s” because of the use of h- as a verbal prefix.

1.4.8.3.2 Eleventh-Century Translations

A new period in the history of the translation of the Scriptures opens in the eleventh century, when several books were retranslated from LXX. The first work produced was the version of Psalms undertaken by George the Athonite (Giorgi Mta'c'mideli, ca. 1009–1065). The second is known as the “Gelati Bible” (Georg) composed by Sulkhan Orbeliani (Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani, 1658–1725) and his close collaborators. In this ambitious project, a key role was played by Prince Archil 11 (Prince Arčil 11, 1647–1713), by King Vakhtang VI (King of Kartli and Kakheti Vaxt’ang VI, 1675–1737) and, later, by his sons Bakar and Vakhusti (Princes Bakari 11, 1700–1750 and Vaxušt’i, 1696–1757).

The earliest printing was developed virtually simultaneously in Georgia and Russia, where it was strongly influenced by the contemporary revision process of the Slavonic Bible promoted by Peter the Great. Initially, only a few books of the Georgian Bible went to press. Extant are the 1705 and 1737 Moscow publications of the Psalms and, thanks to the launch of typography in Tbilisi, the 1709–1711 and 1722 editions of the Psalms, the New Testament, and the Prophets. Bakar and Vakhusti fulfilled the project started several decades earlier by Sulkhan, Archil, and their father Vakhtang: the first full Georgian Bible (Georg) was published in Moscow in 1743.
1.4.8.3.4 Editions
The text of the lectionary Georg is to be found in the 1987 printed edition,\(^\text{25}\) which has replaced Tarchnišvili's previous publication,\(^\text{26}\) while that of Georg is available in Čxenk'eli's book.\(^\text{27}\)

Synoptical critical editions including ancient and middle Georgian translations of the Bible, based on the whole manuscript tradition, are available for the Octateuch,\(^\text{28}\) Jeremiah,\(^\text{29}\) Ezekiel,\(^\text{30}\) Qohelet,\(^\text{31}\) and, apparently, also for Esther.\(^\text{32}\) The Psalms are accessible in critical editions covering both versions.\(^\text{33}\) The earliest recensions of Isaiah, the Minor Prophets, Daniel, and Lamentations have been published with a Latin translation in Patrologia orientalis.\(^\text{34}\) Diplomatic editions of the ancient versions of Job and Canticles exist today, too.\(^\text{35}\) In several other cases, texts belonging to the oldest and middle corpus of translations are still unpublished (1–4 Kingdoms, Proverbs, Ezra–Nehemiah, 1–2 Chronicles).

The "Mxceta Bible" is available in Dočanasvilvili's edition.\(^\text{36}\) Only a few of the original 300 copies of "Bakar's Bible" have survived until the present day (one of them is currently kept at the National Centre of Manuscripts in Tbilisi and has the call number 2-455).

An electronic version of the existing scholarly editions of the Georgian Bible is also available online within the "Thesaurus Indogermanischer Text- und Sprachmaterialien."\(^\text{37}\)

1.4.8.3.5 Overview Studies
The most comprehensive account of the history of the Georgian Bible is given in Melikišvili's book, published in 2009.\(^\text{38}\) This work summarizes scholarly research produced in this field since the nineteenth century. A second monograph was published recently by Kurcik'je.\(^\text{39}\) Vatešvili gives a detailed description concerning the history of the printed Bible.\(^\text{40}\) Several overview articles focusing on the Georgian Bible have also been written in Western languages.\(^\text{41}\)

1.4.8.4 Translation Character, Translation Technique, Inner-Translational Features
In the Old Georgian manuscript heritage it is possible to find each single book of the Bible in different translations that basically reflect the above-outlined phases in the history of this tradition. Two sets of texts are available for Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Daniel, Lamentations, and 1–2 Chronicles; three have survived of Genesis, Jeremiah, Psalms, Ezra–Nehemiah, Proverbs, Job, Qohelet, and Esther. In other cases, up to four (1–4 Kingdoms) or even five versions (Canticles) are to be found in the manuscript sources. Furthermore, as a consequence of the text being continually revised, even multiple redactions of the same work have survived until this day.

Translation technique is an issue still requiring thorough research, in particular when dealing with the earliest versions. As scholars have al-
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ready acknowledged, a necessary precondition for investigating this problem correctly is a collation of the Georgian evidence with the Göttingen editions. In those rare cases in which the prototype was properly identified, it has been shown that the earliest biblical texts were rendered using a literal translation technique; for instance, this is especially evident in the rendering of double preverbs.

1.4.8.4.1 Early Versions

Scholars have argued for the existence by the sixth century of a full Khanmeti corpus of the Scripture, currently preserved only in a few palimpsest fragments. Nevertheless, the origin of the earliest Georgian Bible should not be understood as the result of a single moment of translation, since the various Khanmeti manuscripts that have survived seem to belong to diverse late antique textual traditions. The oldest group of Georgian translations is more likely the work of a number of authors who operated in various centers and who made use of prototypes that were heterogeneous from the point of view of textual filiation.

Agreement between Khanmeti and later sources dating from the tenth to the seventeenth centuries varies significantly in each case. Manuscript Georgo features several linguistic archaisms and often coincides with the readings of the earliest palimpsests; this might indicate the ancient origin of the translations contained in this codex. However, cases can be found in which Georgo deviates from both the Khanmeti version and the fifth-century lectionary (e.g., see Georg-Jer). Moreover, the available Haemeti traces in codices Georgo point to the existence of a seventh-century intermediary tradition, which must be placed between the fifth- or sixth-century Khanmeti texts and the tenth-century codex Georgo. Therefore, it is not always easy to establish to what extent the text of the latter may be attributed to the original fifth- or sixth-century version or if, on the contrary, it should be seen as the result of subsequent revisions.

Similar conclusions can be drawn with regard to the relationship between Georgo and the later sources. In several books, the former presents minuses or even major gaps (see in particular: Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, and Judges) that seem to have existed in its antigraph. Textual lacunae usually can be filled thanks to the late codices, namely Georgo. Nevertheless, this group cannot in each case be understood as a testimony of the same textual tradition as Georgo since, for its part, it contains omissions not attested elsewhere.

It is therefore possible to argue that multiple redactions may have existed already in the fifth and sixth centuries or, alternatively, that several editorial revisions occurred that may have led to major alterations of the original stratum. It can be assumed that, in order to achieve reliable results, each single book should be studied separately both from the point of textual criticism and translation technique.

1.4.8.4.2 Eleventh-Century Versions

Unlike the ancient corpus, the eleventh-century texts of the Psalms and of the “Gelati Bible” can be reconstructed easily thanks to the direct witness of contemporary manuscripts. They stand out for the use of only LXX prototypes (→ 1.3.1.1), as well as for the literal translation method adopted by their authors. In some instances, the earliest translations were used as a base source that was corrected according to contemporary Byzantine models containing Hexaplaric material and exegetical catenae.

---

43 Melikišvili, Targmanebi, 73.
45 Kurčik’je, Biblia, 13.
46 Melikišvili, Targmanebi, 36, 68; Xaranauli, “Ein Chanmeti-Fragment,” 181.
47 In classifying the Georgian translations, it was decided to label them according to a conventional criterion: for instance, Georg-Job 1 indicates the ancient translation, while Georg-Job 2 refers to the second translation, and Georg-Job 3 is the third one.
48 Melikišvili, Targmanebi, 37.
49 Kurčik’je, “Kartuli biblia,” 613.
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1.4.8.4.3 Late Versions

The philological and editorial work that led to the creation of the “Mcxeta Bible” started in the last third of the seventeenth century, as shown by codices Georg\(\text{A,C,D}\), which were commissioned by Sulkhan's father Orbel.\(^{52}\) In the following years, Sulkhan gathered additional material from the ancient and middle corpus of translations, as well as from the lectionary. Besides revising the text, he divided the Bible into chapters and verses, because this subdivision was missing in Georgian medieval sources. As a model for correcting the Scriptures, he chose the 1666 printed Armenian Bible (→1.4.7.3).\(^{53}\) Reliance on the latter is also reflected in the insertion of titles in Hebrew at the beginning of each book. From a textual point of view, translations contained in manuscript Georg\(\text{E}\) are highly contaminated; therefore, they cannot be regarded as reliable witnesses to the ancient versions.

In preparing the first printed edition of the Georgian Scriptures, Archil retranslated twenty-two books from Slavonic using as a model the 1663 Moscow printed Bible (→1.4.10). As the text of this edition is not split into verses, he was able to divide the Georgian version into chapters only. Archil’s new translations were fully revised by Bakar and Vakhustia after his death in 1713. This became necessary when Peter the Great issued a decree requiring a revision of the 1663 Moscow printed Bible (1712). As Archil’s work was based on the 1663 version, the Georgian editors were compelled to emend it using the drafts of the corrected version of the Slavonic Scriptures that was being prepared at that time (the Georgian edition appeared several years before the revised Slavonic version, which was only printed in 1751).\(^{54}\)

1.4.8.5 Text-Critical Value of the Georgian Bible

Establishing the text-critical value of the Georgian translation for philological inquiry into the history of the Bible is a key issue in approaching this tradition. Studies produced during the last forty years contributed significantly to a complete revision of the early twentieth-century theory about the Armenian origin (→1.4.7) of the Georgian Scriptures.\(^{55}\) On the one hand, they demonstrated convincingly that several translations belonging to the earliest textual stratum of this corpus clearly depend on Greek models (→1.3.1.1; →1.3.1.2);\(^{56}\) on the other hand, they have led to a reassessment of the relationship between the Armenian and Georgian versions, since the latter was shown to offer an insight into the early history of the former (→18.4.6.4).\(^{57}\) Moreover, scholars started collating Georgian witnesses with the critical apparatus of the Göttingen editions.\(^{58}\)

Research produced for the \textit{THB} here achieved a number of results that may be summarized as follows: a) collection of further evidence of the direct reliance on Greek prototypes; b) identification of the filiation from specific LXX text types (Lucianic, Hexaplaric, etc.; →1.3.1.2); c) detection and documentation of unique textual features against the background of other traditions; d) further proof of the need for rethinking strategies of comparative study with the Armenian translation (→1.4.7). Nevertheless, despite the progress achieved, many

\(^{50}\) Čeliże, \textit{3veli kartuli}, 93–96; Gigineišvili and Todua, \textit{Gelaturi}.


\(^{52}\) Vatejšvili, \textit{Gruzija}, 16; Melikišvili, \textit{Targmanebi}, 274–81.

\(^{53}\) Oskan, \textit{Bible}.

\(^{54}\) \textit{Biblija, sirěč’ knigi svjaščennago pisanija vetchago i nowago zavěta}. See Vatejšvili, “Pervopečatnaja,” 179–90.


\(^{57}\) Childers, “The Bible,” 172.

questions inevitably remain unanswered and considerable work has yet to be accomplished before the parent text of the Georgian versions can be identified safely in each single case and definitive conclusions reached with regard to their relevance for LXX studies.

1.4.8.6 Appendix: List of Georgian Manuscripts

Georg⁴ = Tbilisi, National Center of Manuscripts, H-1207, seventeenth century;
Georg⁵ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-38, thirteenth-fourteenth centuries;
Georg⁶ = “Bakar Bible,” i.e. the Moscow 1743 printed edition
Georg⁷a = Sinai 42, tenth century
Georg⁷b = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-179, 1669 C.E.
Georg⁷c = Cambridge, add. 1890.1
Georg⁷ = Sinai 29, tenth century
Georg⁸ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, H-885, seventeenth century
Georg⁹a = Sinai 22, tenth century
Georg⁹b = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-243, 1672 C.E.
Georg⁹c = Graz University Library, no. 2, tenth century
Georg⁹ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-646, fifteenth to sixteenth century
Georg⁹b = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, H-1798, eleventh centuries
Georg⁹c = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, H-1359, eleventh century
Georg⁹d = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, Q-1152, twelfth–thirteenth century
Georg⁹e = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-1108, twelfth century
Georg⁹f = Kutaisi, No. 671, eleventh century
Georg⁹g = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-570, 1406 C.E.
Georg¹⁰ = Jerusalem, Library of the Greek Patriarchate, geo. 113, thirteenth and fourteenth century
Georg¹¹ = Jerusalem, Library of the Greek Patriarchate, geo. 7, seventh century
Georg¹² = Jerusalem, Library of the Greek Patriarchate, geo. 11, eleventh century
Georg¹³ = Kutaisi, No. 28, seventeenth century
Georg¹⁴ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, S-104, ninth century
Georg¹⁶ = Mest’ia, Historical-Ethnographic Museum, “Lectionary of Lat’ali,” tenth century
Georg¹⁷ = Sinai 34, tenth century
Georg¹⁸ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-119b, tenth century
Georg¹⁹ = Mount Athos, Library of the Iviron Monastery, geo. 1, year 978, in two volumes
Georg²⁰ = Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, geo. 3, 1040 C.E.
Georg²¹ = Oxford, ms Hebrew 2672, fifth to sixth centuries
Georg²² = Cambridge, Taylor-Schechter ms 12.183, fifth to sixth centuries
Georg²³ = Cambridge, Taylor-Schechter ms 12.741, fifth to sixth centuries
Georg²⁴ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, H-999, fifth to sixth centuries
Georg²⁵ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, H-844, fifth to sixth centuries
Georg²⁶ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, Q-208h, tenth century lectionary
Georg²⁷ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-51, “Mcxeta Bible,” seventeenth-eighteenth century
Georg²⁸ = Sinai, Geo. 37, 982 C.E.
Georg²⁹ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-65, 1188–1210 C.E., folios 211v–214v
Georg³⁰ = Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, geo. 2, seventh century
Georg³¹ = Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, geo. 4, 1160 C.E., folios 255r–366r
Georg³² = Athos, Monastery of Zographou, first half of the eleventh century
Georg³³ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, A-61, thirteenth century
Georg³⁴ = Tbilisi, National Centre of Manuscripts, Q-208a, tenth century

In Georgian:
Biblia: Bryanebida da c’arsaqebelit’a sapasetata sakartvelos mepis bakar vax’t’angis ʒisata (Moscow: Bakaris st’amba, 1743).
Biblia, c’ṅi c’insc’armet’q’velta da saxareba (Tbilisi: Vax’t’angis st’amba, 1709–1710).
Čeliže, E., Sve’ kartuli sak’k’lesio lit’erat’ura (Tbilisi: Axali ivironi, 2005).
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Ck'išvi, T., Ezekeiela c'ignis ʒveli kartuli versiei (Tbilisi: Mecniereba, 1976).

Čxenki, S., Lagurki'is lekcionari (Tbilisis ucxo enata pедакогиури инст'i'tufis ირომები 2; Tbilisi, 1990).


Danelia, K., (ed.), Ieremiais c'inasc'armet'q'velebis ʒveli kartuli versiei (Tbilisi: Tbilisis universit'et'is gamomcemloba, 2012).


Dočanašvili, E., (ed.), Moxeturi xelnačeri (mepeta 1, 11, 11, 11, iv, nešta 1, 11, ezeas 1, 11, 11 ćignebi) (Tbilisi: Mecniereba, 1982).

Dočanašvili, E., (ed.), Moxeturi xelnačeri (t'obis, ivditas, esteris, ibois c'ignebi, psalmun'i, igavta c'igni) (Tbilisi: Mecniereba, 1983).
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1.4.9 Christian Palestinian Aramaic Translation

1.4.9.1 Origin and Historical Data

The version of the Bible known as Christian Palestinian Aramaic (CPA) and also designated Palestinian Syriac is the Palestinian Aramaic dialect of Judea and Sinai. This dialect was most prevalent between the fifth and eighth centuries, but it continued to serve as a liturgical language for the Christian Melkite community into the thirteenth century. The written dialect is transmitted through the translation of Greek literature such as the Old and New Testaments as well as patristic texts. Furthermore, some inscriptive relics that have been preserved in churches and monasteries (mosaics, stones, graffiti). The inscriptive testimonies are helpful for the localization of CPA's geographical distribution.\(^1\) What makes the CPA Bible material unique and important is that it comprises textual witnesses of the first (fifth to eighth centuries) and the second (tenth to thirteenth centuries) periods for the Old Testament. They were transmitted in their original manuscripts without ever being copied, thus reflecting the original fourth-century written dialect. The reading and publication of the early-period manuscripts has been partially hindered by the fact that they are only extant in the form of palimpsests, overwritten in Arabic, Georgian, Greek, Hebrew, and Syriac. It has been less helpful that Syriac lexemes, forms, and syntactical constructions have been read into the first palimpsest publications, disguising important textual variants for Bible critics.\(^2\)

In the chronological order of transmitted biblical textual witnesses of the Old Testament, the CPA translation is the second to youngest that has come to our attention. Most of the texts are biblical, but the remaining Old Testament corpus is rather scanty in contrast to the New Testament material, and most of it stems from lectionaries.

A short outline of the extant Old Testament CPA material shows what has been discovered to date. It was not until 1875 that the first Old Testament specimens were edited (Deut 6:4–5, 7–10, 11–12, 14–16 [Lectionary = Lec]; 7:25–26 [Lec]; Job 6:1–13 [Lec]*; 7:21 [Lec]*; 9:32–34 [Lec]*; 21:1–22 [Lec]; Prov 9:1–11 [Lec]; Isa 11:6–10; 14:28–15:5; 40:1–7, 9–12 [Lec]; 50:4–5 [Lec]*). They stem from lectionaries except for two Isaiah fragments (Isa 11:6–10; 14:28–15:5), which were presumably written in the Monastery of St. Sabas, near Jerusalem. They are housed today in the National Library of Russia (St. Petersburg, Syr. 16).\(^4\)

\(^1\) See Müller-Kessler, Grammatik, pl. 1. Quite a number of new inscriptions displaying a similar distribution have come to our attention; cf. Puech, “Notes d’epigraphie,” 75–94, fig. 205. Some of them even contain quotations from the Old Testament, e.g., the mosaic inscription with Ps 130:13–13a in Di Segui and Naveh, “Greek-Aramaic Inscription,” 77–78.

\(^2\) Recent corrected text passages have not yet been integrated into the critical variant apparaets of the relevant Old and New Testament editions. Similar omissions can be observed in Goshen-Gottstein and Shirun, Syro-Palestinian Version, which is editted posthumously by M. Bar-Asher in 2008. The edition was not updated by using the latest readings in the editions of Müller-Kessler and Sokoloff (Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament and Catechism of Cyril of Jerusalem) and displays still the outdated readings of Land, Anecdota, and Pigoulewska, “Fragments syro-palestiniens,” and omits the vital shelf numbers after the sigla. This applies also to the new fragments from Brock, Catalogue, which have not been integrated.

\(^3\) The passages indicated with an asterisk were identified much later. Job 7:21 was only edited in Müller-Kessler and Sokoloff, Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament, 145.

\(^4\) Land, Anecdota, 165–67, 173, 182, 185–87, 222–23; fully republished with improved readings and previously unpub-

Lewis’ *Lectionary* was edited with critical notes on the underlying Greek Vorlage by Nestle, but the manuscript is late and dates to the tenth or eleventh century. The *Liturgy of the Nile*, which was published at the same time, contains three more biblical passages (Gen 2:4–19; 2 Kgs [4 Kgdms] 239–22; Amos 9:1–14) but dates to the thirteenth century. Further examples came to our attention from a late horologion dated 1187 C.E., which was published in 1954 (Exodus 15:1–19; 1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 21–10; Isa 8:9–14; 9:2–7; 26:9–19; 38:9–20; Jonah 2:3–10; Habakkuk 3; Psalms 3–6; 16; 22:8a; 26:15–16; Jer 8:3–10; 14:1–4; 21:12–13:6a; 25:12; 2 Kgs 239–77; 1 Kgs [3 Kgdms] 1421–15:44; Josh 7:1–13; Jer 1:11–17; 23:6; Deut 31:3–8a, 11c–14, 19c–21, 25b–29a; 2 Sam [2 Kgdms] 6:19–77; 1 Kgs (3 Kgdms) 14:21–15:44; Ps 26:7 [Lec]; Dan 3:24b–37 of the same manuscript as Codex Sinaiticus). The recent identification of Sinai, Arabic 588, fol. 35 has the nearly complete Lucian addition of the Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament.

Already 1896, two fragments from St. Catherine’s Monastery were published, attesting to the text of 1 Kgs (3 Kgdms) 2:35k–36l; 35n–35o; 94–95 and Job 22:3–12.10 Further two fragments with Ps 26(27):7 [Lec]; Prov 1:3b–19 [Lec]; Jer 11:1–17 [Lec]; Dan 3:24b–37 of the same manuscript as Codex Sinaiticus, Syr. 16. The other fragments from two Bible manuscripts (Vatican, Sir. 623, 627) with Exod 12:28b–51; 14:18–27a; 15:7–20a; 16:1b–16:33; 16:34–17:37; 26:3b–11, 26b–36; 38:4b–18; Deut 12:27–12:29a; 1 Kgs (3 Kgdms) 8:18–18,12 probably originating from St. Catherine’s Monastery, were edited in the same volume as St. Petersburg, Syr. 16. All are excellent witnesses of the first language stage of CPA.

In 1893, the first biblical fragment with Num 4:46–47; 4:49–52a; 53–4, 6–8 was issued.11 It was the first CPA manuscript among the finds from the Cairo Genizah, of which more specimens were edited over the following one hundred years: Gen 49:24; 49:33–50:14; Exod 28:1–12; Num 22:37–23:6; Deut 31:3–8a, 11c–14, 19c–21, 25b–29a; 2 Sam (2 Kgdms) 6:19–77; 1 Kgs (3 Kgdms) 14:21–15:44; Ps 26:7 [Lec]; Dan 3:24b–37 of the same manuscript as Codex Sinaiticus. The distribution of Codex Sinaiticus Rescriptus, consisting of diverging original manuscripts over many localities and hidden under various Georgian manuscripts, is a complex matter. It was described in Müller-Kessler, *Codex Sinaiticus Rescriptus.*

---

9 The recent identification of Sinai, Arabic 588, fol. 35 has the nearly complete Lucian addition of the Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament.


11 Duensing, *Texte und Fragmente,* 126–27, kept in today the Martin Schøyen Collection, Oslo (MS 35). Improved readings were added in Müller-Kessler and Sokoloff, *Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament,* 128, 149–50, 187–88. More unpublished fragments of the same codex were recently identified by the author in the pilot of the Sinai Palimpsests Project (Exod 4:31–5:3a; 53–4a, 6–7a, 8b–10a [Georgian NF 71, fol. 1+8]; and from another MS 1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 8:25–9:15 [Greek NF M14, fol. 21] all unattested). The distribution of Codex Sinaiticus Rescriptus, consisting of diverging original manuscripts over many localities and hidden under various Georgian manuscripts, is a complex matter. It was described in Müller-Kessler, *Codex Sinaiticus Rescriptus.*


14 Jer 22:4–8a (Bodleian, Heb. e. 73, fol. 42) is still unpublished, but with modern technology some more words have come to light.
37(44)10;37(44)39–38(45);12,14–22;52:22–29; Ezek 22:1–20; Lam 1:10–18; Hos 14:4–10; Joel 1:1–6; 2:10–20.15

The Umayyad Mosque in Damascus also yielded CPA Bible manuscripts, but their origin is still obscure. The following fragments have been published: Gen 19:1–10; 49:24–50:12; Exod 36:16–18, 20–23; 39:11, 14, 39–40; 40:4–17; Num 13:39–33; 1 Sam (1 Kgdms) 7:14–8:9.16


A fragment of CPA-Josh came to light among the manuscript finds in Khirbet Mird. The exact text passage could not be identified but is possibly Josh 22:6–7, 9–10. More evidence from the Psalms dating to the late period has recently become known (Psalms 73: 80–82; 84–88; 101; 136; 145).18 In addition, earlier text witnesses from St. Catherine’s Monastery were discovered in the form of palimpsests.19 Among them are the previously unattested passages Exod 4:31–5:1a; 5:3–4a, 6–7a, 8b–10 (Georgian NF 71, fol. 1+8) from the lectionary that is also preserved as St. Petersburg, Syr. 16 and in the Martin Schøyen Collection (ms), fol. 27, 64/65. Further specimens are two fragments from Bible manuscripts with 1 Sam (1 Kgdms) 8:22b–9:8; 18:15–19:5. It is uncertain whether these two recently identified folios (Greek NF mg14, fol. 28, 21) belong to the same Bible manuscript as 1 Sam (1 Kgdms) 19:9–20 (Vatican, Sir. 627).20 Among the new Greek manuscripts found in St. Catherine’s Monastery on Mt. Sinai surfaced Job 3:11c–4:4a and Prov 11a–16a (Greek NF mg14, fol. 19, 20; unpublished) as well as an unattested lectionary with passages from Gen 8:9b–9:6; Exod 6:28–7:9; 14:22–15:9a; Deut 10:12–17; 1 Sam (1 Kgdms) 21:11–15; Isa 42:1–4; Jeremiah 1–10; Joel 3:11–4:8; Jonah 4:11; Ps 74(75):3; 129(130):1–2; Prov 9:7–10; Job 14:15b–22; 28:2–32 (Greek NF mg32; unpublished).

1.4.9.2 Scope of the Corpus

The CPA Bible is structured according to the LXX arrangement (→ 1.3.1.1), i.e., it contains all the MT books and the deuterocanonical texts. Not all biblical books have been preserved in the CPA version. Hardly any of the CPA manuscripts are complete except for two lectionaries,21 the horologion (1188 c.e.),22 and the Nile Liturgy (thirteenth century),23 which comprise some excerpts of

[snip]

16 Schulthess, Fragmente.
17 Lewis and Gibson, Codex Climaci Rescriptus.
19 Brock, Catalogue, 87–88, figs. 418–35.
20 All new palimpsest manuscripts are catalogued and photographed using various innovative spectral-imaging technologies to highlight the erased texts in the Sinai Palimpsest Project under the scholarly director Claudia Rapp, University of Vienna, in collaboration with the authorities of St. Catherine’s Monastery Sinai and under the technical director Michael Phelps of the Early Manuscript Electronic Library with an international team of experts who read and identify the texts. The catalogue is prepared in an electronic form for publication. The unpublished text passages are quoted here with the permission of the St. Catherine’s Monastery. There is bound to be more unknown CPA Old Testament material.
21 The fragments were identified during the preparation of this article by the author.
22 There are more lectionaries extant, but they comprise only the Gospels.
23 Black, Horologion, 23–46, added critical notes for the Old Testament passages and chapters. Schulthess, “Fragment,” 249–51, published the now-missing fragment containing Ps 143:8–12; Exod 15:3–5. It is doubtful that this missing fragment is parchment.
24 Margoliouth, Palestinian Syriac Version.
the CPA Bible. The only extensive Bible manuscript, containing Jeremiah, Lamentations, Epistle of Jeremiah, and Baruch was preserved as a palimpsest in the Cairo Genizah overwritten with rabbinic literature (Talmud Yerushalmi; Gen. Rab.). This manuscript is dispersed today in a number of collections (University Library, Cambridge; British Museum, London; Bodleian Library, Oxford; National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg). A number of complete fragments with Exodus and Deuteronomy are preserved in another palimpsest manuscript (Vatican, Sir. 623). Most of the Old Testament books survive only via lectionaries. Only the book of Jonah from the Lewis Lectionary is complete. Some books of the Prophets, Zephaniah and Malachi, are exclusively known through quotations from the New Testament the catecheses of and Cyril of Jerusalem. In some cases it is not clear whether the folios belong to a Bible manuscript. In the meantime, the improved readings from the Genizah and other collections demonstrate that a number of folios carry headers of the biblical book dmnpqr “of Exodus,” dl̊w’y “of Leviticus,” nby “prophet,” ʾ̇rmn “Jeremiah,” mn ʾ̇rmn “Epistle of Jeremiah.” Most telling is the double folio T-s 16.325, in which the final chapter of Hosea (14:4–10) is followed directly by Joel like in MT and in disagreement with the LXX arrangement.

The CPA translation does not conform to a fixed textus receptus as was demonstrated by three variant texts of Isa 50:4, two deriving from lectionaries, early and late, and one Bible fragment. The three witnesses have different geographical origins and scribal hands. This textual diversity is confirmed by the new finds from St. Catherine Monastery, Sinai.

1.4.9.3 Dating of the Textual Transmission
To define the precise date of the first translation of the CPA Old Testament is a moot question. The whole situation is hampered by the fact that the early palimpsest manuscripts never carry colophons. However, it must be in the period between the end of the fifth and the beginning of the sixth century. This is evident from a description by St. Egeria (Aeteria) connected with her pilgrimage to Palestine at the end of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century. She observed a Greek-speaking bishop who was accompanied by a presbyter who translated the Bible lessons as well as the sermon into “Syriac.” The need to translate the Bible into Christian Palestinian Aramaic might have satisfied the needs of the lower clergy who wanted to be able to comprehend the Bible and preach it in an understandable mode.

1.4.9.4 Translation Character
For the CPA translation, one has to differentiate between passages appearing in lectionaries and those in Bible manuscripts. There are also quotations extant in New Testament verses and in the catecheses of Cyril of Jerusalem. In the biblical manuscripts, the CPA version is in most cases a literal translation of LXX (→ 1.3.1.1). An example can be found in Gen 49:24 wʾštr̈w g̈ydyʾ dʾ̇drʿyʾ byʾdh /καὶἐξελύθη = τὰ νεῦρα βραχίων χειρῶν αὐτῶν “And the sinews of the hands (CPA omits the hands) of the arms were released” (T-s AS 78.405). It is all the more significant that in 1Sam (1 Kgdms) 18:26–30 the CPA translation adds one-and-a-half verses only attested in Lucian and Origen:

25 A detailed manuscript description is found in Sokoloff and Yahalom, “Christian Palimpsests.”
26 Duensing, Texte und Fragmente, 113–23.
31 They were initially published randomly by Lewis and Gibson, Taylor-Schechter Collection, 34–40; improved readings are found in Goshen-Gottstein, Syropalestinian Version, 92–94, and more, including previously unpublished fragments identified by Müller-Kessler, followed in Müller-Kessler and Sokoloff, Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament, 889–93.
32 Cf. Duensing, Fragmente, 91.
33 See Metzger, Early Versions, 77.
2:14 from the Lewis Lectionary corresponds to the text of Joel 2:10 – 2:14:

The Bible manuscript with the text of Joel 2:10 – 2:14 from the Lewis Lectionary corresponds to the Peshitta. The Cairo Genizah variants of these passages have more ancient lexemes, e.g., the verb ntn in wʿ ytn lkwn “and he will not give you” (Joel 2:19), whereas both lectionaries show here Syriac influence by employing the verb ytl, wʿ ytl ytkwn “and he will not give you” (CCR3) and wʿt n yhk lkwn “I am not giving you” (Lewis Lectionary). The direct dependence on LXX in CPA-Joel 2:16a is demonstrated by the phrase knʿw qhd ʾqdš kyny shtn syʿ wlyn ʿwtn ṣdy “assemble the people, sanctify the congregation, choose the elders, assemble the young, sucking the breasts” corresponding to συναγάγετε λαόν, ἁγιάσατε ἐκκλησίαν, [ἐκλέξασθε πρεσβυτέρους] συναγάγετε ἁγιάζαντα μαστούς “assemble the people, sanctify the congregation, choose the elders, assemble the young, and (which) are sucking the breasts.” Sometimes CPA shows deviations from LXX as in the gloss ὡς κρίνον “like the lily, which is grikon’/ῶς κρίνον “like a lily” (Hos 14:6; T-S 16.325, 1r). The expression ἁγιάσατε ἐκκλησίαν, συναγάγετε ἑπιά θηλαζόντα μαστούς “assemble the people, sanctify the congregation, choose the elders, assemble the young, and (which) are sucking the breasts” in CPA-Joel 2:16a is not based on LXX (per πάντων τῶν γειτόνων τῶν ποιηρῶν “over all evil neighbours”) and in Targum Jonathan (עָלָה דְּלֵסֶךְ וְחֵן דְּלִיאֶסֶךְ “over all evil neighbours”). In Hos 14:4, the singular forms ὁ ψός “horse” and ὦς ὀρφανόν of MT as well as of LXX ἤπειρον “horse” and ὀρφανόν “orphan” are rendered by plural equivalents in CPA σώσων “horses” and ὑγίης “orphans.” The plural forms in CPA correspond to the Peshitta and to Targum Jonathan. Baumstark argued that the CPA version corresponds often to the Targum, but this cannot be upheld, since there does not seem to be such a connection. Baumstark did not have many of the CPA fragments at hand, as they were only published much later. In reading שורדו ממלך “from the hand of the king of Assyria” in Isa 36:7, the Peshitta and Targum Jonathan agree with MT, which reads בְּיַד מָלֵךְ מָלֵךְ Assyria “from the hand of the king of Assyria” while CPA has ṣn ᵵ yḏwy dmlkhw n dwṣ̄y “from the hands of the king of the Syrians”.

34 Information provided by Sebastian P. Brock.

35 Baumstark, “Christlich-palästinensisch Pentateuchtextes.”
and is thus clearly based on LXX in this verse (ἐν χειρὸς βασιλέως Ἀσσυρίων “from the hands of the king of the Assyrians”). Cpa always employs swry’ for ἄστυριος. Similarly, in Isa 36:16, the ‘n lytwn ἵψυν τυβρίκων “if you want to be blessed” of CPA is a literal translation of εἰ σου βούλεσθε ἐυλογηθῆναι “if you want to be blessed.” Furthermore, CPA adds in Isa 36:19 dmdynt “of the city” as does LXX (τῆς πόλεως “of the city”).

1.4.9.5 Translation Technique and Inner-Translational Features

In its translation technique, the CPA version has to overcome certain incongruences of the Aramaic with the Greek language. Apart from non-existing case endings in CPA, complex Greek verbal expressions and abstract nouns cannot be rendered. However, in contrast to Syriac, CPA differentiates between undetermined and determined words. Whereas Greek has a tense system, CPA bases tense constructions “of an active participle with the same expression is rendered with the future tense l’ ὁ μετ’ ὄντως ἰδρύμων “I shall not smite again.” The so-called present tense is an “auxiliary construction” of an active participle with the independent personal pronoun. Greek participle constructions are quite often imitated with the particle ἐν plus the active participle as predicative, e.g., mn mpqd = ἐπιτάσσω “ordering” Gen 49:33, mn mmll = λαλῶν “idle babbling” Job 9:27 (Lec), mn np = ἐκφανεροῦμεν “falling” Job 38:8 (Lec), mn npým = ζῶντας “breathing” Ps 123(124):3. This questions the originality of this syntagm in Western Aramaic in general and points to Greek influence. There is no Semitic equivalent for many Greek particles; in most instances they were borrowed from Greek, but they do not occur on a regular basis in the Greek Vorlage. One notes γ’ = ἄρα “then” (Ps 123[124]:3, 4); ‹γ’ = ὀτ; wn = οὖν “then”; gr = γάρ “but”; ὤν = ὃ “now”); ὅγγρ = καί γάρ “but”; and τκ’ = τάχα “perhaps” (Jer 36[43]:3). Semitic languages tend towards parataxis and not to hypotaxis as does Greek. Such syntactical constructions are awkward to translate into CPA.

CPA borrowed many Greek words, but they are not necessarily direct borrowings from the textual Vorlage of the translation. There are certain Greek lexemes that are employed for central religious terms: ἔλεγξεν = διάβολος “testament”; ἱερωτάτος “arch”; νομῦς = νόμος “law.” Special terms for certain objects were also borrowed: ἱμέρας = ἰμαχός “chariot” (1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 6:7; Lec); αὐτὸν = θάλασσα, “basket” (Exod 39:39); qsv = κρίνον “jew” (Exod 26:13); ἰμπάλων = θάλασσα, “lamps” (Exod 38:6); ἰδρύμων = θάλασσα “vessel” (Jer 113; Lec). Terms for objects of clothing were often borrowed from Greek: ἓλεν = ζώνα, “belt” (Exod 28:4); ἰμπάλων < περίπωμα “belt” (Jer 132); ἰδρύμων = θάλασσα “garment” (Exod 28:3). The same is true for architectural terms: βάσις = βάσις “base” (Exod 26:32); ἰδρύμων = βασιλέως “altar” (Num 23:2); qpyld = κεφαλίς “capital” (Jer 52:22); ἰμπάλων = κύριος “clasp” (Exod 26:6); qpylnh = τοῦ κοιτῶν “his chamber” (Joel 216); ἰδρύμων = ναοῦ “his temple” (1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 139); ἰμπάλων < θάλασσα “frameworks” (Deut 69; Lec). Greek military terms are widespread in late Aramaic, even in the Eastern Babylonian dialects; an example is ἄργων θύμων < οἱ δρακόντες “their leaders” (1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 18:30). Certain flowers (qpylnh = κύριος “lily”; Hos 146), and animal names are employed: γνυρίσκων = ἀιθωνίς “vipers” (Isa 11:8); ὅπως ἔστω = ἀποφαγημένα “dragons” (Jer 146); ἰμπάλων = κύριος “whales” (Job 9:13; Lec), ἰμπάλων = πάρδαλις “panther” (Isa 11:6). Other Greek loanwords are: ἰμπάλων = ἄκαστομοι “speechy” (Jer 31[38]:16); κρύος = χρυσίν “writing sheet” (Jer 36[43]:4); ἰμπάλων = θάλασσα “islands” (Jer 31[38]:10). The word καράσι “time” and cultural interloans such as αὐτο[υ]ς “emerald” (Exod 28:9) occur frequently. Despite CPA’s dependence on Greek Vorlagen, such loan words are less frequent than in contemporary Jewish Aramaic texts. They are rather an indication of the Hell-

---

The first to point this out was Kutscher, Studies, 57, but it had already been treated by Schulthess, Grammatik, 90.
enization of Western Aramaic, with the exception of the particles, than a direct influence through translation.\(^{37}\)

Certain proper names appear in the Greek transcriptions but in non-inflected forms: *bywd* = Βάβους “Abioud” (Exod 28:1); *rq* = Ἀφεξ “Aphek” (1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 9:1); *rmy* = Ἰσραήλ “Jeremiah” (Jer 11:1; Lec); *rmtm* = Ἀρμαθαι “Harmathaim” (1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 11:9); *zrd* = Σαρεί “Sared” (1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 9:1); *bkrr* = Βαχίρ “Bachir” (1 Sam [1 Kgdms] 9:1); *hlqv* = χέλκιου “of Chelkias” (Jer 11:1; Lec); *ywym* = Ἰωσάκιμ “Ioakim” (Jer 36:13:2); *ywrr* = Ἰωσία “Iosia” (Jer 1:3[Lec]; 36:13:2); *ypgw* bn mwtʾ ʾʾ̇ hrbʾ = “Saul, my father tries to kill you.” Heziricadianadditions (+1.3.1.2) are noted in the Prophets. Sometimes the CPA translation was even remodelled according to Heziricadian texts. An example can be found in the double folio (T-S 16325), where Joel immediately follows Hosea. Often, CPA is simply a straightforward translation from LXX: *mk qhl* sgd “the people bent down praying” = χύψας δὲ ὁ λαὸς προσε-κύπας δὲ. “the people bent down praying” (Exod 43:1); *ypgw* bn mwtʾ “ḥrbʾ” “death or sword might hit us” = μήποτε συναντήσῃ ἡμῖν θάνατος ἢ φόνος “if we are hit by death or murder” (Exod 53).\(^{38}\) The question was raised if targumic affinities are noticeable at the beginning of Genesis 19.\(^{40}\) Despite many statements to the contrary, hardly any correspondence with the Peshitta and reworking on the basis of the Peshitta (+1.3.4) can be made out. This makes the CPA translation of less help for the reconstruction of the original LXX text (+1.3.1.1). It is debatable whether a better reading of LXX variants is preserved through this Palestinian version,\(^{41}\) since the text variants appear in different lectionaries and Bible manuscripts, and can also be found in the paraphrased citations in the work of Cyril of Jerusalem.

\(^{37}\) Cf. Kraus, Lehnwörter.

\(^{38}\) Müller-Kessler and Sokoloff, Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament, 198.41.

\(^{39}\) Both passages of Georgian NF 71, fol. 1v-8v are still unpublished.

\(^{40}\) Baumstark, “Pentateuchtext,” 201–25.

\(^{41}\) For this position, see Duensing, Texte und Fragmente, 112.
Kraus, S., Griechische und lateinische Lehnwörter im Talmud, Midrasch und Targum (Berlin: Calvary, 1899).
Kutscher, E.Y., Studies in Galilean Aramaic: Translated from the Hebrew Original and Annotated with Additional Notes from the Author’s Handcopy (Ramat Gan: Bar Ilan University Press, 1976).
1.4.10 OLD CHURCH SLAVONIC TRANSLATIONS

1.4.10.1 Background

The Old Church Slavonic (= ocs)1 tradition of the Old Testament, which derives mostly from LXX (→1.3.1.1) and to a lesser degree from the Vulgate (→1.3.5), remains poorly studied in terms of textual criticism.2 Challenges arise in particular due to the extensive paleographic and recensional differences and the great linguistic heterogeneity of the witnesses, dating from the early eleventh up to the eighteenth centuries, as well as from the typologically diverse branches of the manuscript transmission and the intricate relationships among the available testimonies. In approaching the study of this corpus, the following key features should be taken into account particularly when investigating the earliest stratum of the translations and its history over the centuries.3

1 There is a large volume of scholarly literature concerning the ocs language. For a reference introduction see at least: Jagić, Entstehungsgeschichte; Huntley, “Old Church Slavonic,” 125–87; Schenker, The Dawn.

2 This overview and the set of articles prepared for THB vol.1 cover translations of the Hebrew Bible only. For deuterocanonical Scriptures, see THB vol. 2.

3 Vernacular Slavonic versions such as the Old Czech tradition (see pečírková, “Czech Translations,” 1067–174; Česká bible) and Francis Skorina’s (1490–1541/51) Bible are not taken into consideration in the present study (see Naumow, “Perevody”; Franciszek). An exception is made only for the translations from MT-Psalms (→10.4.7), MT-Proverbs (→12.4.7), MT-Job (→11.4.7), MT-Five Scrolls (→13–17.2.7), and MT-Daniel (→18.4.7), to which brief mention is made in the respective entries. They were undertaken in Ruthenia in the second half of the fifteenth century and are to be found in a sixteenth-century manuscript kept at the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences in Vilnius (f. 19, no. 262). With regard to the language, see Wexler, Explorations, 99–112.

4 For an overview of the problem, see Marti, “Historische Graphematik.” On Glagolitic script, see Glagolitica; Uspenskij, “O priscocholdennii glagolicy”, 63–77; Žagar, Uvod.
linked closely to the more general problem of the switch from Glagolitic to Cyrillic in Old Bulgarian culture. Far from representing an immediate change of paradigm dating back to the late ninth century, this transition was rather gradual. In eastern Bulgaria (Preslav), the adoption of Glagolitic lasted up to the mid-tenth century, while in western Bulgaria (Ohrid) its use continued even beyond this period. Moreover, the possibility should not be excluded that multiple and independent processes of transcription of (perished) Glagolitic originals may also have occurred. This graphic conversion had a significant impact on the transmission of texts and today has major consequences for philological investigation. In fact, with the exception of the Psalms (→ 10.4.7), which is the only ancient translation of the Old Testament to have been preserved in eleventh-century Glagolitic copies, a paleographic-orthographic barrier stands between us and the primitive, pre-Cyrillic, formative stage of the ocs Bible’s textual history.

1.4.10.1.3 Linguistic Heterogeneity

A fundamental feature of the Cyrillic corpus lies in its deep linguistic heterogeneity. In the light of that parameter, the available witnesses can be divided into two major types consisting of manuscripts of South and East Slavic origin respectively. Each presents specific grammatical traits that moreover vary within the same group, depending on the wide diatopic and diachronic variety of spelling rules of the ocs language. The South Slavic category comprises sources mostly written in Bulgaria, Macedonia, Serbia, Athos, as well as in the Romanian territories (Wallachia, Transylvania, and Moldavia). The East Slavic legacy is formed basically of testimonies that were copied from scribes, who were natives of or worked in Old Russian principalities (Old Rus’), for the earliest period as well as, thereafter, in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the Muscovy, and the various lands of the Tsardom of Russia. It should be emphasized that the East Slavic heritage represents the larger of the two classes and has a wider chronological extension.

1.4.10.1.4 Compositional Stages

Work on the textual criticism of the ocs Bible has to reckon with a number of inner-textual limitations, especially when dealing with those branches of the textual tradition that last for several centuries and span multiple areas of Slavia. Primarily, they are represented by the above-mentioned paleographic and linguistic features, specifically the coexistence in ancient times of two different scripts (Glagolitic and Cyrillic), the subsequent transliteration from one alphabet to the other, the variability of spelling rules and grammatical traits. Secondly, a major issue lies in the fact that translations were subjected continuously to revision from the very beginning of textual transmission and thereafter over the centuries. These ranged from mere inner-stylistic changes, primarily lexical, to corrections of readings towards LXX (→ 1.3.1.1) or the Vulgate (→ 1.3.5). Consequently, in the textual history of the ocs Old Testament, a number of compositional stages may be detected; depending on individual cases, books may have been thoroughly or partially affected by editorial interventions.

These features complicate the work of philologists. As a rule, they render the questions of whether or not there was a single archetype and whether this supposed original text may be safely reconstructed very problematic. In a certain sense, philological efforts towards the recovery of the primitive stratum of the ocs Bible may be considered as typologically very similar to the task of LXX scholars who attempt to reach the Old Greek text (og) through the many layers found in the plethora of surviving testimonies.

1.4.10.2 Manuscript Evidence

The great mass of witnesses of the ocs Old Testament consists of manuscripts used in the context of Christian worship. In numerical terms, the corre

---

9 With regard to the alleged revision of ocs-Pent based on MT, see → 2.5.7.3.2.
pus of OCS-Ps (→ 10.4.7) is incomparably larger than that of the remaining sections of OCS Scriptures. Sources containing translations of entire writings intended for personal reading are quantitatively much less than those used for liturgical purposes.

1.4.10.2.1 Evseev’s Inventory
According to Evseev’s inventory, compiled between 1909–1911 and never published,10 the sum of liturgical Psalters and of lectionaries, *menaea* and *triodia*, containing selected readings from the Old Testament, totaled 3,352. In addition, the Russian scholar counted 714 further items, among which two-thirds were non-liturgical Psalters (both with and without exegetical commentaries). The remainder were represented by collections containing full translations of Old Testament writings. These computations were made on the basis of those testimonies, dating from the eleventh to the seventeenth centuries, that were accessible to Evseev when he compiled his index.11

1.4.10.2.2 Psalms
The Psalms (→ 10.4.7) occupy a central position in the OCS tradition not only in numerical terms. This book covers the whole textual history of the OCS Bible and the OCS literature in all its linguistic, paleographic, and codicological variety.12 The earliest surviving copy is the so-called “Novgorod Psalter,” a set of three waxed wooden tablets written in Cyrillic, which were discovered in 2000 and can be dated between the late tenth and early eleventh centuries. Together, they contain Psalms 75 and 76 and also Ps 67:4–6.13

A number of Glagolitic and Cyrillic parchment codices can be ascribed to the eleventh century on paleographic grounds. The Glagolitic codices are the “Psalterium Sinaiticum” (Sin.slav 38-2/N) and the “Psalterium Demetri” (Sin.slav. 3/N).14 Of the Cyrillic codices, three East Slavic witnesses survive, which are known respectively as the “Byčkov” (St. Petersburg, National Library of Russia, Q. n. l. 73 + Sin. slav. 6), the “Eugenius” (St. Petersburg, National Library of Russia, Pogod. 9 + Library of the Academy of Sciences, 4-5-7/Keppen, 19), and the “Čudov” Psalters (Moscow, State Historical Museum, Čud. 7).15

1.4.10.2.3 Old Testament Lectionaries
The OCS lectionary exists in two typologically different classes of testimonies, one being Cyrillic and the other one Croat Glagolitic.

1.4.10.2.3.1 Cyrillic Prophetologium
Among South and East Slavs who adopted the Byzantine rite, the liturgical readings from the Old Testament are included in the so-called “Parimijnik” (Paroemiarium), a book corresponding to the Greek Prophetologium.16 This translation is based on LXX (→ 1.3.1.1) and (in its earliest textual stratum) was originally composed in Glagolitic script. However, it survives only in Cyrillic manuscripts, the oldest of which dates from the late twelfth–early thirteenth centuries (Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 87, No. m 1685 Grig. 2).17 At least seventy copies of the OCS Prophetologium dating from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries are known to exist.18

---

10 Due to a series of unfortunate events, Rahlfs and Evseev’s joint project (Rahlfs, ‘Dritter Bericht,’ 21–25) was never finalized. Between 1913 and 1921, Evseev’s inventory was lost (Thomson, “The Slavonic Translation,” 58–69; and Čudovskaja, respectively).
14 Editions: *Sinajskaia psaltir’*; *Sinajski Psaltir*; *Psalterii Sinaitici*; *Psalterium Demetri*.
15 See *An Early Slavonic Psalter from Rus’*, Kolesov, “Evgenievskaja,” 58–69; and Čudovskaja, respectively.
1.4.10.2.3.2 Croat Glagolitic Breviary and Missal

In the Croat Glagolitic sources, the biblical pericopes are to be found in the Breviary and Missal, the earliest exemplars of which (not taking into account fragments) date back to the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. It remains a matter of discussion when the ocs language was introduced into Croat liturgy and whether the rite used initially was Western, Byzantine, or of a mixed type. This corpus incorporates multiple strata, with the earliest apparently deriving from the common Glagolitic ancestors of the ocs Prophetologium. Over the centuries, it was progressively enlarged and revised by taking the Vulgate as its basis, from which the vast majority of translations were undertaken. In a few instances, the reliance on VL has also been argued.

Moreover, in the Croat Glagolitic Breviary, entire (or almost complete) versions dating from different periods of some Old Testament writings are also included. As for the books discussed in THB, they are: Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, and Haggai; Psalms; Job; Ruth; Canticles; and Qohelet.

1.4.10.2.4 Cyrillic Corpus of the Full Translations

Unlike the Slavia Romana, where the "Scripture as a whole" was a well-known entity since the second half of the fourteenth century (Czech tradition), the Slavia Orthoxoda first received its own complete Bible only at the turn of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Prior to this, in both the East and South Slavic areas, texts circulated only in sylloges of disparate structure. With the exception of fragments, the earliest sources date from the second half of the fourteenth century.

A codicological history of the non-liturgical ocs Bible has still to be written. Therefore, it remains unclear how this corpus evolved over the centuries, from the beginnings of its textual history in the late ninth century up to the fifteenth century, when virtually every manuscript emerged.

A checklist of the existing Cyrillic evidence is available up to the year 1600, consisting of integral ocs translations of Old Testament books. This work is compiled from scholarly literature and covers material other than ocs-Ps. The inventory numbers 141 non-liturgical testimonies in total (both plain and commented), the vast majority of which (117 manuscripts) are of East Slavic origin. However, besides compendia containing short excerpts from the Bible, some other categories of witnesses have also not been considered in

---

28 See the perished Bible of Dresden of 1360 (Die alttsche-chische Dresdener Bibel).
29 With regard to these two cultural-historical concepts, see Ziffer, "Slavia Orthodoxa und Slavia Romana."
30 Alekseev, "Biblejskij kanon"; Mathiesen, "The Typology."
31 The most significant are: a) Moscow, State Historical Museum, Čud. 12, second half of the twelfth century, containing the ocs translation of Hippolytus’ Commentarius in Danielem (→ 18.4.7.2); b) Moscow, Russian State Library, f. 205 no. 171, late thirteenth century, preserving parts of one of the ocs translations of Canticles (→ 13–17.2.7).
32 Among these may be mentioned a) National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, f.1461, second half of the fourteenth century (Nikolova, "Za naj-starija," 110–118), and b) Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 304/1, no. 1, second half of the fourteenth/early fifteenth century.
33 On the question of the scarcity of manuscripts containing non-liturgical Slavonic texts until the fifteenth century, see Ziffer, "Una premessa," 13–25; Alekseev, Tekstologija, 32–33.
34 Codices of more recent origin and those containing vernacular translations are not taken into consideration in this paper (Mathiesen, "Handlist," 6).

---

29 Vajs, Nejstarší Breviář, 1–30; Najstariji, 3–42, 56–86.
30 In the history of Croat Glagolitic literature, the most obscure period is that of the earliest contacts with the Cyrillo-METHODIAN tradition (see Thomson, A Survey, 41–42).
34 See Vajs, Psalterium; Vajs, Liber Iob; Vajs, Liber Ruth, respectively.
36 Vajs, Liber Ecclesiastis.
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this calculation. In this regard mention should be made of the many copies of the Great Menologia (Velikie minei čet’), compiled at the initiative of Archbishop Macarius of Novgorod (1526–1542), who later became metropolitan of Russia (1542–1565).36

1.4.10.2.4.1 East Slavic Typologies

In the East Slavic group, the most common types are 1) Pentateuch (→ 2.5.7);37 2) manuscripts including Joshua (→ 3–5.2.7), Judges (→ 3–5.2.7), and Ruth (→ 13–17.2.7), at times followed by 1–4 Kingdoms (→ 3–5.2.7), and/or Esther (→ 13–17.2.7);38 3) The sixteen Prophets (→ 6–9.2.7) with catechisms (except for Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi);40 4) Job (→ 11.4.7.3) both with and without commentaries;41 5) small anthologies that include Proverbs (→ 12.4.7.1), Canticles (→ 13–17.2.7), Qohelet (→ 13–17.2.7), with the addition of Ben Sira (11.4.10) or Job (→ 11.4.7.3.1).42

Moreover, in the East Slavic tradition, larger corpora are also known to exist. One is the so-called Jewish Chronicle, a chronographic compilation found in two codices dating from the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries but originally assembled in 1262 on the basis of earlier translations.43 It includes the Octateuch, 1–4 Kingdoms (→ 3–5.2.7), Esther (→ 13–17.2.7), Daniel (→ 18.4.7.2), excerpts from Job (→ 11.4.7.2.1), Isaiah (→ 6–9.2.7.2.1), and Jeremiah (→ 6–9.2.7.2.2). A second corpus is to be found in the codex of the Russian State Library in Moscow, Und. 1, which was copied in the scriptorium of the Moscow Kremlin during the last quarter of the fifteenth century.44 It contains the Octateuch, 1–4 Kingdoms (→ 3–5.2.7), Esther (→ 13–17.2.7), Canticles (→ 13–17.2.7), Qohelet (→ 13–17.2.7), Proverbs (→ 12.4.7.1), and other texts. In addition, different collections also survive.45

1.4.10.2.4.2 South Slavic Typologies

As far as the South Slavic legacy is concerned, the following types may be listed: 1) the Octateuch;46 2) the Octateuch with 1–4 Kingdoms (→ 3–5.2.7);47 3) 1–4 Kingdoms (→ 3–5.2.7) singly;48 4) 1–4 Kingdoms (→ 3–5.2.7) combined with the sixteen Prophets (→ 6–9.2.7), the Sapiential collection, and Job (→ 11.4.7.3.2)49 or, alternatively, with only part of this appendix50 that circulated also separately;51 5) Job (→ 11.4.7.3.2) individually52 or within the above-mentioned sylloges. Manuscripts containing integral translations of Qohelet, Esther, Ezra–

36 Iosif, Podrobnoe.
37 E.g., Russian State Library, Moscow, 304/1, no. 1, second half of the fourteenth/early fifteenth century; f. 256, no. 27, fifteenth century; f. 113, no. 8, year 1494.
38 Russian State Library, Moscow, 304/1 no. 728, fourteenth century.
39 E.g. National Library of Russia, St Petersburg, Q.I.2, late fourteenth century; Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 304, no. 2, late fourteenth century.
40 E.g., Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 304/1, no. 89, late fifteenth century (with Glagolitic words and letters) and no. 90, year 1489.
41 E.g., State Historical Museum, Moscow, ėčuk. 6, year 1394; Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 113, no. 605, sixteenth century.
42 E.g., Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 304/1, no. 730, early sixteenth century and the above-mentioned f. 113, no. 605.
43 Besides Old Russian annals, this compilation furthermore includes translations from Greek of the works of Josephus, John Malalas, George Hamartolos, pseudo-Callisthenes (see Istrian, Aleksandrija, 315–43; Tvorogov, Drevenurusskij). The codices of the so-called Jewish Chronicle are Russian State Archive of Ancient Acts, Moscow, f. MGAM 279/658, late fifteenth century; Library of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, Vilnius, 109/147, early sixteenth century.
44 Kloss, O proischoždenii, 33.
45 In this regard, mention may be made of Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 256, no. 28, sixteenth century, containing the Pentateuch, Joshua, Job, the sixteen Prophets, and Wisdom.
46 E.g., Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 270, no. 1 (1431), early fifteenth century.
47 E.g., Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 256, no. 29, year 1537.
48 See Zagreb, Hrvatski povijesni muzej, r.38, mid-fifteenth century. One manuscripts is known, in which the text is followed by a few excerpts from Jeremiah (→ 6–9.2.7.2.2; Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 178, no. 3750, second half of the fifteenth century).
49 National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, r.461, second half of the fourteenth century.
50 Bucharest, Library of the Romanian Academy, no. 171, fifteenth century.
51 State Historical Museum, Moscow, ėčuk. 507, year 1475 (sixteen Prophets, Sapiential collection, Job).
52 State Historical Museum, Moscow, Sin. 202, year 1412; Bucharest, Library of the Romanian Academy, no. 96, year 1503.
Nehemiah, and 1–2 Chronicles are not extant in South Slavic Cyrillic tradition.

1.4.10.2.4.3 First Complete ocs Bible
The first complete ocs Bible was assembled in Russia in the last decade of the fifteenth century under the patronage of the archbishop of Novgorod, Gennadius (Gennadij Gonov, ca. 1410–1505), and later became known as the “Gennadian Bible.” The earliest extant codex of this corpus is manuscript State Historical Museum, Moscow, Sin. 915, year 1499.53 Besides the insertion of earlier ocs versions, new ones were also created taking as their basis a late fifteenth-century editions of the Vulgate (→1.3.5), among which are those printed by Anton Koberger (ca. 1440–1513) in 1487 (with commentaries by Nicholas of Lyra)54 and by Nikolaus Kessler (1450–after 1519) in 1487 and 1491.55

1.4.10.3 Origins and Dates of Translations
The earliest stratum of the ocs Bible is deemed to consist of texts necessary for liturgical use. It can be traced back to Cyril (Constantine) the “Philosopher” (826–869 c.e.) and Methodius (815–885 c.e.), the two Byzantine churchmen who were the founders of Slavonic letters within the framework of their missionary activity in Great Moravia (863–885 c.e.).56

The ocs translations of entire books of the Old Testament were essentially undertaken in two different epochs. The time frame proposed below should not be considered as being precise, but merely as the most reliable synoptic representation of a complex and still elusive textual history. The first period presumably extends from the late ninth to the first half of the tenth century. It embraces to a great extent the Old Bulgarian period of ocs literature, during which the reign of Symeon I the Great (893–927 c.e.; Tsar from 913 c.e.) stands out for its proliferation of ecclesiastical literary activity, due especially to the efforts of the disciples of Cyril and Methodius, who went to Bulgaria after the collapse of the Moravian mission.57 The second period covers mainly the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In this second period, translation activity occurred in regions belonging both to the South and the East Slavic world. However, some of the full versions were or could well have been produced (and/or revised) between the two chronological extremes, namely in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, in the various geographical areas of Slavia.

1.4.10.3.1 First Stratum of the ocs Bible: Liturgical Translations
The Epistle of Pope John VIII, written in Latin in 880 c.e., reveals knowledge of the existence of an ocs text of Psalms and of an Old Testament lectionary during the Cyrillo-Methodian period.58 This testimony can be supported, at least for the Psalms, by the account found in ch. 15 of the Life of Methodius, a hagiographic ocs source composed in western Bulgaria between the late ninth and early tenth centuries.59

53 Three other copies date from the second half of the sixteenth century: Moscow, State Historical Museum, Sin. 21 (year 1558), Sin. 30 (ca. 1570–1571), and Uvar. 1/652.
55 Biblia latina (Basel: Nikolaus Kessler, 1487; 2nd ed. 1491). See also Thomson, “The Slavonic Translation,” 655–59; Thomson, A Brief Survey, 55–58. Besides being included in larger corpora (on which see above), some of these new translations, such as Ezra–Nehemiah (→19.4.7) and 1–2 Chronicles (→20.4.7), circulated also in small East Slavic manuscripts starting from the late fifteenth century (Russian State Library, Moscow, f. 119, nos. 9 and 11; National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, nserk Q 645).
56 For a description of the available ocs sources related to the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition, see Minčeva, Opis. On the Cyrillo-Methodian mission, see Dvornik, Byzantine. See also Betti, The Making.
57 On Symeon’s reign, see Shepard, “Bulgaria,” 567–85.
58 Monumenta, 224: Nec sane fidei vel doctrinæ aliquid obstat sive missas in eadem Slavonica lingua canere sive sacrum evangelium vel lectiones divinas noni et veteris testamenti bene translatas et interpretatas legere aut alia horarum officia omnia psalìere “there is nothing contrary to genuine faith or doctrine in the singing of the mass in the Slavonic language as well as in the reading of the Holy Gospel or of the divine lectures from the New and Old Testaments, well translated and interpreted, or in the singing of all other offices of the hours.” Cf. Peri, “Il mandato,” 988–89.
59 See Angelov and Kodov, Kliment, 191.
Research into the ocs Bible has shown that these external witnesses can be confirmed by data deriving from the analysis of the linguistic and textual evidence. Therefore, it may be safely assumed that the primitive body of the ocs Scriptures consisted of liturgical texts used in the context of Christian worship (see above → 1.4.10.2.2; → 1.4.10.2.3).

### 1.4.10.3.2 Second Stratum of the ocs Bible: Ninth- and Tenth-Century Translations

Establishing the dates and origins of the earliest ocs versions of entire books of the Scriptures that were intended for personal reading is still an unresolved question. The above-mentioned ch. 15 of the Life of Methodius also reports that Methodius, shortly before his death, rendered the Old Testament with the exception of 1–4 Maccabees from Greek into Slavonic. Moreover, he would have accomplished this enterprise in just a few months with the aid of tachygraphs. Unlike the previous case (Psalms and the lectionary; → 1.4.10.3.1), the veracity of this account cannot be confirmed unequivocally by the examination of existing documentary material.

Firstly, the linguistic and textual dissimilarities among the oldest full translations render it very problematic to consider them the work of one individual. Secondly, with few exceptions, they do not preserve archaic linguistic traits that could permit a safe attribution to the earliest phases of ocs literature. Thirdly, regarding some books, an ancient textual stratum is totally lacking; moreover, for Ezra–Nehemiah (→ 19.4.7) and 1–2 Chronicles (→ 20.4.7), it has been untraceable since the late fifteenth century. In addition, the following observations have also been advanced. On the one hand, the view has been put forward that the attribution of the whole ocs Bible to Methodius, which is useless for liturgical purposes, had the ideological value of conferring higher prestige to the Old Bulgarian versions. On the other hand, it is also held that the sacred biographies of Cyril and Methodius significantly implied the authorization of their followers to fulfill the task of rendering the Holy Writ into Slavonic.

Despite this, several scholars are firmly convinced that a number of texts should be regarded as residues of the version allegedly made by Methodius. Criteria for the detection of this primitive layer are grammatical archaisms, the free approach to the original, and the general accuracy of translation, which are typical for literary works dating from the Cyrillo-Methodian period. On this basis, it is assumed that ocs-Zeph, ocs-Hag, ocs-Zech, ocs-Mal (→ 6–9.2.7), ocs-Prov (→ 12.4.7), ocs-Ruth 1 (13–17.2.7), ocs-Qoh 1 (→ 13–17.2.7), ocs-Cant 1 (13–17.2.7), ocs-Dan 2 (→ 18.4.7), and ocs-Ben Sira (11.4.10) can be assigned to Methodius. But other complete versions transmitted exclusively in Cyrillic manuscripts can only be traced back to the Symeonian period, the distinction being made here between those belonging to the Ohrid and the Preslav literary schools, located respectively in western and eastern Bulgaria. They are ocs-Pent (→ 2.5.7), ocs-Former Prophets (→ 3–5.2.7); ocs-Latter Prophets (→ 6–9.2.7); ocs-Job 2 (→ 11.4.7.3), ocs-Dan 3 and 4 (→ 18.4.7).

---

63 According to Cooper, ch. 15 of the Life of Methodius does not describe the translation process of the ocs Bible, but the divine authorization to produce it as a legitimate version of the Holy Writ. See Cooper, Slavic Scriptures, 36, 68, 73–74. See also Cooper, “The Bible in Slavonic,” 179–97.


65 Cyrillo-Methodian translations, which usually represent a precise rendering of the original, are moreover characterized by the extensive use of Graecisms at a lexical level.

66 In this regard, however, one should consider Thomson’s review of Alekseev’s criteria for establishing which of the translations can be ascribed to Methodius (see Thomson, “The Slavonic Translation,” 642–46).

67 A number of literary sources dating from this epoch are commonly quoted by scholars in the debate about the Bulgarian origin (or revision) of the complete ocs translations of Old Testament books. Among these, mention should be made of at least the colophon of Gregory the Presbyter (→ 2.5.7.1.2), as well as the works of John the Exarch and Klairb (see Nikolova, Starobalgarskijat prevod [Vol. 1], ix–xvi; Thomson, “The Slavonic Translation,” 641–42, 646, 728).

68 Unlike the alleged Methodist texts, these translations,
Consequently, with research as it stands today, no definitive conclusions can be drawn about whether a Methodian ancestor could have existed. In light of our current understanding of the corpus related to its paleographic, linguistic, and textual features, the following can be maintained reasonably. The oldest surviving OCS integral translations of Old Testament books, at least in the form in which they are presently available, represent a rearrangement of previous material dating back to Methodius or his disciples and b) texts which were first created in Bulgaria in the late ninth or early tenth century.

1.4.10.3.3 Later Translations up to the Sixteenth Century
Subsequent translation activity can be split into two sub-periods. The first comprises texts produced up to the early fifteenth century that originated among South Slavs and, in some instances, probably also among East Slavs. The second sub-period includes versions made in Russia, starting from the last decade of the fifteenth century.

1.4.10.3.3.1 First Sub-Period
As far as the Croat Glagolitic tradition is concerned, OCS translations of Job (→11.4.7) and Qohelet (→1.3.5), can be dated back to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. As for the Cyrillic heritage, it has also been held that two versions with commentaries from LXX-Cant and LXX-Qoh (OCS-Cant 2; →13–17.2.7; OCS-Qoh 3; →13–17.2.7), found in a number of East Slavic Cyrillic codices starting from the thirteenth century, were probably carried out in Old Rus’ between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. However, this view is not shared widely since an earlier tenth-century Bulgarian origin has also been suggested.

The study of the Cyrillic tradition of Esther (Ocs-Esth 2; →13–17.2.7), consisting of thirty-one East-Slavic copies dating from no earlier than the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, poses serious problems. Consensus about its dating, provenance, and Vorlage has not been reached. This version follows MT, but the latter is not recognized unanimously as its source. A number of scholars maintain it was produced by using a Greek intermediary model, now lost, that closely replicated the Hebrew text.

New translations of 1–4 Kingdoms (→3–5.2.7) and of Job (OCS-Job 4; →11.4.7.4.2), based on LXX, were produced by South Slavs by the early fifteenth century. They have scarce manuscript attestation and apparently remained unknown to East Slavs.

1.4.10.3.3.2 Second Sub-Period
The existence of complete OCS texts of Ezra–Nehemiah (→19.4.7) and 1–2 Chronicles (→20.4.7) cannot be demonstrated on documentary grounds prior to the last decade of the fifteenth century. These books were rendered from the above-mentioned printed editions of the Vulgate (→1.4.10.2.4.3) within the framework of the compilation of the Gennadian Bible in Novgorod (Russia) by an anonymous author (whether he should be identified with the contemporary translator of 1–2 Maccabees [→ii.10.1.7; →ii.10.2.8] remains a matter of speculation).

A few decades later, Archbishop Macarius of Novgorod commissioned Demetrius Gerasimov (ca. 1465–1536) to render into Slavonic the Commentary on the Psalms composed by Bruno of Würzburg. His translation was included in the Great Menologia. Further versions of Psalms (→10.4.7), Esther (= OCS-Esth 3; →13–17.2.7), and 4 Maccabees, based on LXX, were undertaken in Russia by Maksim Grek (Maximus Triboles, ca. 1470–1555) between 1517 and 1531.

besides being very often slavishly literal, are mostly marred by errors, which in several instances can be explained by an inaccurate transcription from Glagolitic originals.

69 Alekseev, Tekstologija, 177–78; Alekseev, Pesni, 16–19, 48–51.


1.4.10 OLD CHURCH SLAVONIC TRANSLATIONS

1.4.10.3.4 Printed Editions of the ocs Bibles (Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries)

The first printed ocs Bible was assembled under the patronage of Prince Constantine of Ostrog in Volhynia and published by Ivan Fedorov in 1581 (1525–1583). For the most part, it was based on the Gennadian Bible, whose texts were partially corrected towards the 1518 Aldine edition, the *Complutensian Polyglot of 1514–1517, as well as South Slavic testimonies containing earlier ocs translations.

The second printed ocs Bible appeared in Moscow in 1663. It was carried out under the supervision of Epiphanius Slavinetsky (died 1675) and basically reproduces the Ostrog Bible with minor emendations made on the basis of lxx. This edition was taken as a model for a number of late Georgian versions (→1.4.8.4.3).

In 1712, the Russian Tsar Peter the Great issued a decree requiring a correction of the 1663 printed Moscow Bible. For this purpose, a commission was established that was headed by Sophronius Leichoudes (ca. 1652–1730). Different sources were used for amendments, among which were the London Polyglot of 1653–1657, the 1518 Aldine and 1587 Sixtine editions. The revision process lasted several decades and ended only in 1751 with the edition of the Elizabethan Bible.

1.4.10.4 Textual Criticism, Editions

The textual and paleographic features of the ocs testimonies, briefly outlined in the first part of this article (→1.4.10.1), impose serious restrictions on their text-critical examination. The intrinsic difficulty in investigating this material is heightened by the insufficient philological analysis of the manuscripts. This relates both to the amount of work that has been undertaken as well as the developed methodology of textual criticism.

1.4.10.4.1 Paucity of Critical Editions

When dealing with the study of the ocs Bible, one cannot avoid being struck by the paucity of critical editions. Apart from ocs-Gen (→2.5.7.3.3) and the Cyrillic ocs-Esth (→13–17.2.7), philological inquiry has been commonly based on evidence that has been far too restricted. This is shown by the examples of ocs-Exod and ocs-Lev (→2.5.7.3.3), ocs-Josh, ocs-Judg, and ocs-1–4 Kgdm s 1 (→3–5.2.7.2); ocs-Ezek, and ocs-MinP (→6–9.2.7); ocs-Ps (→10.4.7); ocs-Ruth, and ocs-Cant (→13–17.2.7); ocs-Dan (→18.4.7). Moreover, in a number of instances, versions have been edited according to a single source only: ocs-Isa and ocs-Jer (→6–9.2.7); ocs-Ps (→10.4.7); ocs-Job 5 (→11.4.7.4.3); ocs-Qoh (→13–17.2.7).

In addition, several texts are still unpublished: ocs-Num and ocs-Deut (→2.5.7.3.3); ocs-1–4 Kgdm s 2 (→3–5.2.7); ocs-Job 4 (→11.4.7.4.2); ocs-Prov (→12.4.7.1); ocs-Lam (→13–17.2.7); ocs-Ezra–Neh (→19.4.7), and ocs-1–2 Chr (→20.4.7). As a result, a significant part of the tradition remains inaccessible; therefore, far from being the outcome of solid textual analysis, conclusions can only be based on preliminary observations.

This shortcoming represents a severe disadvantage in our ability to understand the internal textual features of the vast majority of the ocs translations of the Scriptures. In addition, this circumstance limits the possibility of a precise appraisal of the parent text (see e.g. →6–9.2.7).
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1.4.10.4.2 Methodology of Textual Criticism

A crucial task consists of sharpening the methodological approach towards the textual criticism of the ocs Bible. This necessity is quite evident when considering the serious remarks that have been expressed with regard to the discrepancy between theoretical formulation and praxis in the Salzburg editions of ocs-Lev (→ 2.5.7.3.3), ocs-Former Prophets (→ 3.5.2.7), ocs-Ps (→ 10.4.7), and ocs-Ruth (→ 13–17.2.7). The detected incongruities are not surprising, especially when considering the current state of the debate on textual criticism in Slavic philology, which has shown itself reluctant to engage with regard to this topic seriously with cognate disciplines.

A chance for Slavists to address these issues more effectively may be offered by relying on earlier experience accumulated in the field of the textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible and of LXX. In fact, the latter boasts a rich conceptual framework as well as valuable practical background information. To date, this opportunity remains totally unexploited, as is evident from a cursory glance at the available bibliography. Even if each tradition has its own specific features, a typological comparison may prove to be extremely beneficial, particularly when bearing in mind the many empirical problems that must be addressed continuously by Slavists on the ecdotical level.

1.4.10.4.3 Future Tasks

In the light of what has been said above and indeed of what follows in the ocs articles of tHB1, the statement that Slavic biblical philology has already re-established its place in international scholarship can be characterized as premature. The current state of the art in textual criticism of the ocs Bible does not permit drawing such conclusions. When looking at the revival of interest in the ocs Scriptures in the last twenty years, for which great merit should undoubtedly be attributed to Alekseev’s and Thomson’s works, it seems far more appropriate to speak of a new beginning rather than a consolidation of the discipline. The crucial task consists presently in creating the conditions for preparing a set of critical editions based on solid methodological reflection and on the whole manuscript tradition. However, there is no doubt that much effort is still required before this goal can be reached, in qualitative as well as quantitative terms.

1.4.10.5 Text-Critical Value

The ocs translations of the Old Testament have yet to be integrated into contemporary research on LXX (→ 1.3.1.1), even though the original intention was apparently to include this material in the Göttingen project.

---

84 See Bulanin, “Tezatologija.”
85 See Tov, *Heb, Ge, and Qumran, 247–70; Tov, *Collected Writings 3, 121–33; and Tov, *tcu.
87 The orthographic and morphological instability of the ocs language compels scholars to seek compromises. These may imply a) orthographic normalization of sources and b) identification of a particular manuscript as a base text for an edition (for grammatical reasons, usually the oldest is chosen), whose witness is supplemented by the addition of variants, taken from one or more other codices.
88 See Alekseev, “La ricerca biblica,” 275. In this scholar’s opinion, recent works, such as his edition of ocs-Cant (Alekseev, *Pesn’), succeeded in incorporating the results of twentieth-century textual criticism.
89 See Thomson “The Slavonic Translation,” Thomson, Dobrowsky; and Thomson, A Brief Survey, as well Alekseev’s Tekstologija and other publications quoted below.
90 See Slavova, “Starobalgarskijat prevod.”
1.4.10.5.1 Current Situation

The scarce interaction in the field of textual criticism is imputable to both LXX scholars and Slavists. A striking example is how, on the one hand, the considerable amount of work carried out on OCS-Gen (→2.5.7) by Michajlov92 was ignored by Wevers in his edition and study of LXX-Gen (→2.4.1.1);93 on the other hand, Wevers’ publications on LXX-Lev (→2.4.1.3)94 were completely neglected by the editor of OCS-Lev (→2.5.7) in the Salzburg series.95

Moreover, in those rare cases in which collations with the Gottingen editions have been carried out (on the basis of a limited number of Slavonic sources), this comparison has been undertaken from the point of view of the OCS tradition and not that of the textual history of the Bible.96 In this regard, see the remarks in →6–9.2.7.3.3.

1.4.10.5.2 Need for a Comparative Approach

The need to establish the text-critical use of the OCS Scriptures for contrastive analysis has generally escaped academic attention. A negative role in the development of investigations on this matter may have been played by the opinion that this corpus is of little value for the study of LXX.97 Such an assumption remains unproven as, to date, no scholar has undertaken the task of verifying the validity of this statement.98

1.4.10.5.3 Exploring New Data

In at least a number of instances, it is possible to demonstrate safely and tangibly that the OCS translations from LXX, far from being of little value for textual inquiry into the primary version, reveal themselves instead to be a new source of knowledge for the Greek text and for its revisions in the first centuries C.E. In this regard, the two cases below merit special attention.

1.4.10.5.3.1 OCS Antiochene Text of Samuel–Kings

A fresh interdisciplinary approach to the second OCS translation of 1–4 Kingdoms (→3–5.2.7), apparently undertaken in Serbia in 1416, shows it to be an indirect testimony of the Antiochene recension of Samuel–Kings (→5.4;→5.5;→3–5.1.6.2).

A first analysis indicates not only that the OCS version includes proto-Lucianic readings,99 but also that it apparently presented in 3–4 Kingdoms (1–2 Kgs) a subdivision of the books that differs slightly from that found in the Greek codices LXX50oc;1. As in the latter, OCS-3 Kgdms (1 Kgs) similarly begins at 3 Kgdms (1 Kgs) 2:32; however, the OCS text ends at 3 Kgdms (1 Kgs) 11:43. Consequently, OCS-4 Kgdms consists of 3 Kgdms (1 Kgs) 12:2–22:54 + 4 Kgdms (2 Kgs) 1:1–25:30.

A clarification of whether or to what extent this tradition offers data that could enrich contemporary scholarly debate on controversial issues of comparative textual criticism is a crucial issue that requires to be addressed. With this aim in mind, the investigation into the OCS Old Testament needs to be strengthened by a comprehensive update of the methodology. Texts should be investigated in a comparative way and, at the same time, research should cover both the textual features of the translation and the codicological history of the OCS tradition. Preliminary research conducted for THB 1 has brought sufficient evidence to light to show that new perspectives can be envisioned by changing previous attitudes and ending the isolation of this corpus.

---

92 Michajlov, Kniga, Vols. 1–4; Michajlov, Kvoprose; Michajlov, Opyt.
93 Wevers, Genesis and Text History of the Greek Genesis. See → 2.5.7–4.
94 E.g. Wevers, Leviticus and Text History of the Greek Leviticus.
95 Die Methodbibel, 4. In this regard, it should be noted that a distinctive trait of the Salzburg editions consists precisely in the lack of propensity to take the Greek evidence into account. With the exception of two cases (Die Methodbibel, Vols. 2 and 5), there is even no reference to the Cambridge edition of LXX. The overall result is that the edited OCS translations have not been collated with their originals. When citing further similar examples of scarce integration, mention should be given to the cases of OCS-Dan (→18.4.7.4) and OCS-Job (→11.4.7). For the Octateuch, see Pičchadze, “K istorii,” 11, 49 no. 9.
96 Starobalgarskijat prevod, 1–2.
98 This applies to both Glagolitic and Cyrillic traditions.

Against the background of a literal translation technique, these features heighten the possibility that the early fifteenth-century ocs-1–4 Kgdms, rather than being a liberal reworking of its prototype, reflects a hitherto-untraced Greek codex of the Antiochene recension. Besides incorporating proto-Lucianic readings, the latter presents a peculiar arrangement of the text, not attested elsewhere in the surviving Byzantine tradition.

1.4.10.5.3.2 OCS Witness to Th-Dan
An examination of one of the earliest ocs versions of Daniel (→18.4.7.3) leads to a similar result. As shown by research undertaken for THB, OCS-Dan 2 represents an indirect witness to an otherwise-unknown Greek literary edition of Th-Dan with the same chapter order as that found in the earliest available manuscript of OG-Dan, namely in papyrus LXX.

1.4.10.5.4 Conclusion
With regard to the problem of appraising the value of the OCS Bible when investigating the textual criticism of LXX, the following conclusions should be drawn at this stage. This manuscript heritage can be said to have generally eluded academic inquiry, especially in Western scholarship. This is glaringly evident when considering its exclusion from the critical apparatus of the Göttingen editions, in which no use whatsoever of this corpus has been made.

The medieval origin of the OCS Scriptures, as opposed to the earlier late-antiquity dating of other secondary versions such as the Armenian and the Georgian, does not necessarily imply that they are of minor significance in comparative textual criticism. On the contrary, preliminary research undertaken for THB has shown firmly that this tradition, deemed previously to be of marginal significance, provides additional evidence if a new approach is promoted. Were such conditions to take shape, Slavic biblical philology could genuinely be expected to take its rightful place in international scholarship.
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1.4.11 Arabic (Christian) Translations

1.4.11.1 General Remarks

Biblical versions in Arabic were produced over many centuries on the basis of a wide range of source languages and in varying contexts. The oldest Arabic Bible versions have come down to us from an early stage of the Arabisation of late-antiquity communities, for whom scriptural translation was the initial vehicle in reforming their communal identity and adapting it to a new world at a time of profound political and cultural change. Biblical lore in Arabic echoes with abundance in the Qurʾān and early Muslim literature, with direct quotations being conspicuously absent. In contrast, the emergence of Arabic translations of the Bible may be considered as a counterpoint to the Scripture of Islam to some extent. They were produced by different groups whom the Qurʾān calls “People of the Book” (ahl al-kitāb): Jewish, Samaritan, and Christian, in their multiple denominations. Many of these translations resulted from the need for more accessible versions of the respective sacred texts. Each group created and maintained a clearly distinctive corpus of biblical versions in Arabic, based on MT (→1.2.2), LXX (→1.3.1.1), Peshitta (→1.3.4), or Coptic (→1.4.2) as Vorlagen.

It is for this reason that Arabic versions are more numerous by far than all other translation traditions.

Another important characteristic is the great mobility of these traditions and their fluid, multilayered state of textual transmission.1 This can be illustrated, for instance, by Saadia Gaon’s (882–942 C.E.) originally Judeo-Arabic translation of the Pentateuch (→2.4.10), which was adopted by Samaritans, as well as the West Syriac and Coptic Churches. Translations of East Syriac provenance

---

1 The illustrative statement of S. de Sacy in his description of manuscript Paris, BNF, Ar. 8 is indicative. It states that he “hit upon the manuscript Arabic 12 [ancient fonds, i.e., Paris, BNF, Ar. 8 today], containing the Samaritan Arabic version of Abu Said, supplemented by a Coptic priest from the Hebrew-Arabic version of Saadia on behalf and at the expense of the opulent Jacobite scholar, Atiya Ibn Fadallah Abyari”; cf. Mémoires d’histoire, 1713.
were prone to be borrowed by West Syriac communities and even disseminated among the Mozarabs at the western fringes of the Islamicate world. Some of the Arabic translations in use among the Copts are of either Melkite or West Syriac origin (→ 2.5.8). In the course of diffusion from one contemporaneous cultural context to another, texts were often significantly transformed and adapted to the setting of the receptor community. As a result, translations were not infrequently adjusted to the readings of another canonical biblical text. This habit led to not a few versions of mixed Vorlagen text types, in which, for instance, one finds equally affinities to the Peshitta (→ 1.3.4) and LXX (→ 1.3.11), or MT (→ 1.2.2) and the Coptic Bible (→ 1.4.2). Yet, changes also occurred over time in diachronic transmission. Older registers of Arabic may not have been understood by later copyists and readers. The same is true for the specific translation language, a translationese as it were, which was modeled on a formal equivalence to the source language as a didactic technique, often had grammatical rules of its own, and was never employed for texts other than translations. These features were habitually subjected to later modifications. It is, thus, plurality and variability that constitute the major trait of Arabic translations of the Bible.

Furthermore, textual standardisation was never brought into effect, also as Arabic never reached the status of an official church language, as did Syriac and Coptic. Although it appears that especially those translations that are attested in great numbers had a preferred, popular standing within their respective communities, none of them underwent a process of becoming canonically or liturgically binding. With regard to both their biblical texts and liturgical traditions, Arabic-speaking Christian churches have demonstrated and also cultivated, in a certain way, great variety over the course of history.

1.4.11.2 Text-Critical Value of the Biblical Traditions in Arabic

The technical advancement of printing with movable types in oriental languages soon introduced also Arabic versions to the canons of philologia sacra.² It was via these early printed editions that European scholars first became aware of Arabic versions of the Bible on a large scale, which played a significant role in the clarification of obscure passages in the Scriptures. Specimens of this achievement include Giustiniani’s (1470–1536) Polyglot Psalter,³ as well as the Paris (1629–1645)⁴ and London (1653–1657)⁵ polyglots at a later stage. Their importance for textual criticism was stressed, for example, by Wakefield in his Oratio de laudibus & utilitate trium linguarum (1524).⁶ In 1578, Junius issued a Latin translation of an Arabic version of the Acts of Apostles and the Epistles to the Corinthians, in which he discussed the value of variants in comparison with the received Greek text.⁷ A similar approach was pursued by Kirstenius in his Viteae quatuor Evangelistarum, ex antiquissimam codicem Arabico Caesario (1608).⁸ Sionita and Hesronita, in Grammatica Arabica Maronitarum⁹ and Erpe-

² For details, the reader is referred to Vollandt, “Some Historiographical Remarks,” and to Vollandt, Biblica Arabica.
³ A. Giustiniani, Psalterium, Hebreum, Grecum, Arabicum et Chaldecum, cum tribus Latinis interpretationibus & glossis (Genoa: Petrus Paulus Porrus, 1516).
⁴ Le Jay, *Biblia.*
⁵ Walton, *Polyglootta.*
⁶ Wakefield, On the Three Languages, 24.
⁷ Junius, Sanctorum Apostolorum Acta. His translation of the letters of 1John, Galatians, and Hebrews in Arabic remained in manuscripts.
nius, in the preface to his *Pentateuchus Mosis Arabicè* (1622), elaborate on the use of Arabic translations for theologians for a better understanding and elucidation of some of the more obscure terms in the Scriptures. Most of the founding figures of Semitic philology, including Spey (d. ca. 1600), Bedwell (1563–1632), Theunisz (1569–1637), Nisselius (1624–1662), and Petraeus (1624–1672), published Arabic versions of scriptural books out of similar concerns. Arabic versions were used in critical editions of the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures. Holmes’ *Vetus Testamentum ex versione Septuaginta interpretum* acknowledges having used four Arabic versions from the Bodleian Library in Oxford. Further, an Arabic version of the Gospels was used by Tischendorf (1849) to improve his earlier edition of the *Novum Testamentum Graece*. Also, the first four editions of Alford’s (1859–1871) New Testament contain variants from Arabic versions. The apparatus of Kittel’s *Biblia Hebraica* contains references to the Arabic portions of the Paris Polyglot. In addition, some early text books on biblical textual criticism include chapters on the Arabic tradition.

However, it became clear that Arabic translations are to a great extent secondary – if not tertiary – versions and rather late in comparison, for example, to the Targumim (→ 1.3.3) or the Peshīṭta (→ 1.3.4). Further, since preference has been given mainly to primary versions based on the Hebrew and Greek original texts, their value for textual criticism remained a matter of debate. Levin admits a “textgeschichtliche Bedeutung.” Peters stresses the text-critical importance of some translations, such as that of al-Ḥārith b. Sinān (→ 2.5.8) or that of Isaac Velasquez with regard to the Latin Gospels. The value of al-ʿAlam’s translation of the Prophets for the study of the Alexandrian text type has been pointed out frequently (→ 5–9.2.8.1). However, to reiterate the statement of Margoliouth, scholars agreed that biblical translations into Arabic are “of the slightest possible importance.”

### 1.4.11. Rise of Arabic Translations

Much of the origins are veiled to us today. Parts of the Arabic Bible are only attested in manuscripts from the ninth century onwards. The question whether or not translations were available prior to their literarisation, especially before the rise of Islam and its formative first centuries, has instigated not a few scholarly debates. Available documentary sources, far from being void of dispute, remain a puzzling matter to this day.

If Muslim accounts are to be relied upon, certain Jews and Christians in the Arabian Peninsula were in the habit of elucidating their Scriptures in Arabic orally, at least in some form and to some extent. Suffice it to mention the often-quoted statement given in the name of Muḥammad’s companion, Abū Hurayra, in al-Bukhārī’s *Ṣaḥīḥ*: “the people of the book (ahl al-kitāb) would read the Torah in Hebrew and translate and explain it to the people of Islam (ahl al-islām).”

In light of the linguistic situation among these communities in the Arabian Peninsula, the possibility that Jews and Christians were accustomed to elucidating parts of the Bible in Arabic orally cannot be rejected, and is, in fact, likely. These

---


11 R. Holmes and L. Bos, *Vetus Testamentum ex versione Septuaginta interpretum juxta exemplar Vaticanum* (Glasgow: Ex Prelo Academico, 1822).


14 BSH. For details, see Wevers, “The Arabic Versions of Genesis,” 6–11.


16 Peters, “Psalm 149” and Peters, “Grundsätzliche Bemerkungen.”


18 Krehl and Juynboll, *Le recueil des traditions*, 3398; 4444, 495. The statement is repeated by Ibn Kathir (1302–1373 c.e.), *Al-Biday wa-l-nihaya*, 2133.
oral translations would have served internal educational and liturgical purposes and were not intended primarily for use beyond the community boundaries, for example, for apologetic or proselytising purposes. Early Muslims, as it has been demonstrated, had no direct access to an Arabic translation of the Bible, although they knew much about its contents. This knowledge was gathered principally, indeed solely, from oral sources.39

Be this as it may, the possibilities of translations appearing in writing had its proponents. Particularly noteworthy in this context are the views of Baumstark.20 Not only did he postulate that Arabic translations of the Gospels and Psalter were committed to writing even prior to the Qurʾān, he also claimed that a direct line of transmission could be drawn to the Arabic Gospels found in manuscripts originating from the Melkite monasteries of Mar Saba, Mar Chariton, and St. Catherine’s. He expressed his contention that the translation type exhibited in those manuscripts emerged either among the tribal confederations of Christian Ghassanids or the Lakhmids and hence has to be regarded as pre-Islamic. His assumption is based upon an argumentum ex silentio that missionaries sent to these tribes would have employed vernacular languages for liturgy, as was the case for instance with Syriac (→ 1.3.4), Coptic (→ 1.4.2), Georgian (→ 1.4.8), and Ethiopian (→ 1.4.3) in the East, and Gothic (→ 1.4.12) in the West. At a later stage, this version was adopted among Melkites for missionary purposes among Christian Arabs, from where it also reached Arabia. However, this scenario has been met with severe critique.21 The impulse to commit previously oral traditions to writing, on the Arabian Peninsula or elsewhere, has been explained as an apologetic reaction to the appearance of the written Qurʾān, as the clearly visible Scripture of the Muslims.22 Despite lacking evidence, the possibility of written Arabic translations in pre-Islamic times continues to be the subject of debate.

1.4.11.4 Contextualising Evidence
Documentary evidence concerning the emergence of the biblical translations into Arabic in the first Islamic centuries is strikingly absent from Christian sources. Neither the letter of Timothy I, Catholics of the Church of the East between 780 and 823 C.E., dealing with biblical studies of his time nor ‘Abd Ishōʾ’s (d. 1318 C.E.) rhymed canon of East Syriac authors mention translations of the Bible or parts thereof.23 The encyclopedia by the Coptic scholar Shams al-Riʿāsa Abū al-Barakāt, also known as Ibn Kabr (d. 1324), though containing an inventory of Christian-Arabic writers, exhibits only sparse references to translations.

---
39 As noted by Lazarus-Yafeh, “Tawrāt,” 393: “Actual quotations from the Torah in the Qurʾān are very few and inexact (cf. v. 45 with Exod. xxi. 25–6, and lxi. 87, with Gen. xxxii. 33). Some are taken from other books of the Hebrew Bible (cf. xlvi. 29, with Ps. i. 3, lxii. 16, or xci. 14) and from the Mishna (see v. 32, which gives the original version of Sanhedrin iv. 5) .... Most of their [i.e. the early Muslims] information, however, seems to have been gathered orally from Jews, up to the 9th/10th century.” The complex transmission of the Judeo-Christian biblical material into early Islamic literature is, in my view, unrelated to the history of biblical versions and should be regarded as an independent discipline. The methodological premise that this influx was related to existing translations, as claimed in varying degrees by Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, 132; Abbott, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, 2:257–58; Newby, A History of the Jews, 67; and Cheikh, Le Christianisme, 254–83, is questionable.
20 Baumstark, “Problem,” and Baumstark, “Ärabische Übersetzung.” Several scholars followed Baumstark in his argumentation or referred to him indirectly. Examples include Rhode, Arabic Versions, 14; Algermissen, “Pentateuchzitate,” 10–13; Al-Maqdisi, “Naqal al-kutub”; Peters, “Psalm 149”; Khoury, Wuḥū b. Muḥammad, 258; Khoury, “Quelques Réflexions sur les citations”; Khoury, “Quelques Réflexions sur la première”; Shahid, Byzantium and the Arabs, 440, and Newby, A History of the Jews, 67. All of these scholars have no doubt that pre-Islamic translations existed. Also Tohbi (“On the Antiquity” and “النحو الديوي”) has claimed a pre-Islamic provenance of early non-Saadianic translations into Judeo-Arabic from the Genizah corpus (→ 2.4.9).
21 For example, in Graf, *gcal* 1:36, 41: Levin, Die griechisch-arabischen Evangelien-Übersetzungen, 8–11; Tringham, Christianity among the Arabs, 225–26; Blau, “Reste arabischer Bibelübersetzungen”; as well as in Griffith, “Gospel in Arabic,” and Griffith, “Monks of Palestine.”
22 Griffith, “When did the Bible.”
23 For Timothy’s letter, see Braun, “Ein Brief des Katholikos Timotheos 1,” and ter Haar Romery, “Biblical Studies.” Abd Ishōʾ’s canon is published in Badger, “Abdisho’ bar Brika.”
In contrast, Muslim authors refer to the Arabic Bible frequently. Despite the fact that translations are cited primarily in polemic contexts, some authors provide limited, yet valuable, contextualizing evidence. For example, Mālik b. Dinār (eighth century, Baṣra) mentions that he visited the library of a Christian monastery at night and purloined a book (kitābā min kutubihim, i.e., a book of the Bible) in order to peruse it. The report seems to be fictional, as is the pseudo-biblical verse mentioning Adam that he cites. The theologian, polemicist, and man of letters, AbūʿUthmānʿAmr al-Jāḥiẓ (d. 255/869), furnishes a short critique of contemporary Christian and Jewish translations in his al-Radd ʿalā al-naṣārā, “Refutation of the Christians.”

His disapproval is directed against selected features of translation technique, such as literal, anthropomorphising renditions, which are acceptable in terms of neither linguistic nor theological considerations. Despite the obvious polemical position of al-Jāḥiẓ, the possibility remains that he had some first-hand familiarity with Christian and Jewish Arabic translations in the ninth century.

ʿAbdAllāh b. Muslim b. Qutayba (828–889 c.e.), polymath in the fields of philology and literature, reports that “the Torah, the Psalms (Arab. al-zabūr) and all the remaining book of God – he shall be exalted – have already been translated into Arabic.” His statement draws upon the claim that the number of different Arabic versions attests to the lack of reliable transmission, in contrast to the Qurʾān, which in Muslim belief is untranslatable.

Further, a prominent account of biblical translators is found in al-Masʿūdī’s (896–956 c.e.) historical work Kitāb al-tanbīh wa-l-ishrāf. It is situated in a section dedicated to the Greek kings, in Arabic dhikr mulūk al-yūnāniyyin. Drawing from material in the Letter of Aristeas, he reports King Ptolemy of Alexandria’s commission of the Septuagint. Prompted by this context, al-Masʿūdī furnishes a lengthy discussion of contemporary translators of the Bible into Arabic. He recounts that the Septuagint had been rendered several times. The best version available, he continues, was that of Ḥunayn b. Ishāq, the renowned East Syriac translator of the ninth century. However, no manuscript trace of that translation has come down to us. What is more, the numerous references to Ḥunayn b. Ishāq in medieval Arabic biographic literature lack mention of the translation and its existence has consequently to be regarded as doubtful.

Of no lesser prominence is Ibn al-Nadīm’s (d. 995 or 998) section on biblical books and their interpreters, Arab. fī asmāʾ kutub al-sharāʾiʿ al-munzala ‘alā ḥadīth al-muslimīn wa-madhāhib āhliha “On the names of books of law that were revealed to the Muslim denomination and denominations of their people.” It consists of three parts, dealing with Muslim, Jewish, and Christian authors respectively. Taking into account the geographical and temporal proximity, his bibliographical sources for Jewish (e.g., Saadia) and Christian traditions, which emerged out of first-hand communication with a monk named Yūnis (e.g., East Syriac authors, such as ‘Abd Īshōʿ b. Bahriz, Pethion i, and Timothy i), appear quite accurate and correspond closely to our present state of knowledge on the scholars mentioned. By contrast, his account of the Muslim scholar Aḥmad b. Salām remains dubious. He was active at the

24 As reported by Al-Iṣbahānī, Hīyat al-awliyāʾ, 2375.
25 For details, the reader is referred to Goldstein, “Sa’adya’s ‘Tafsīr’ in Light of Muslim Polemic,” and Steiner, A Biblical Translation in the Making, 100–08.
26 Saqqār (ed.), Tāʾwīl Mushkil al-Qurʾān, 16.
29 Ramadān, al-Fihrist, 37–40.
30 Nestle, “Bibelübersetzungen,” 91, identifies him as the Jewish convert Abūl Ḥāfiẓ b. Salām (d. 663), an attribution that is followed by Krachkovskii, “On a Translation of the Bible”; Graf, “Gcal 1, 88–89 n. 2; and Adang, Muslim Writers, 19–20.
time of the Caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd (reigned 786–809 C.E.) and is reported to have “translated” (Arab. tarjama) the Sabian book of the Ḥunafāʾ (Kitāb al-ḥunafāʾ wa-hum al-Ṣābiyyūn al-ibrāhīmiyya), as well as the Torah, Prophets, and Gospels from Hebrew, Greek, and Sabaic. As cited by Ibn al-Nadīm, Aḥmad b. ‘Abd Allāh describes his translation as follows:

... I have abridged the material, which is unnecessary for an understanding of the reasons for their [i.e., the Ahl al-kitāb] disagreements and differences. I have included what is needed for proof against them from the Qurʾān and the traditions concerning the Prophet, may God bless him and give him peace, and from his companions, as well as the people of the Book who became Muslims, among whom were ‘Abd Allāh b. Salām, Yāmīn b. Yāmīn, Waḥh b. Munabbih, Ka’b al-Aḥbār, Ibn al-Tīhān, and Baḥīr, the monk.31

Although Aḥmad b. ‘Abd Allāh stresses that he “translated” the Torah and Gospels letter by letter (Arab. ḥarfā ḥarfā), it is arguable whether he indeed produced a running translation. Such an endeavour would be far from plausible also in terms of acquaintance with the source languages. Instead, we may assume that Aḥmad b. ‘Abd Allāh composed a work related to the fields of Qiṣaṣ al-anbiyyāʾ/Isrāʾīliyyāt “Stories of the Prophets/biblical or Rabbinic accounts” or Aʿlām al-nubuwwa “Signs of Prophethood” and incorporated biblical material in order to testify to Muḥammad’s prophethood. This assumption is strengthened by the fact that major representatives of that genre, such as ‘Abd Allāh b. Salām, Waḥh b. Munabbih, and Ka’b al-Aḥbār, are mentioned in the context. The verb tarjama, in the meaning of “compiling short biographic accounts,” is a common designation for the composition of reports on biblical figures in its Islamicised form (Arab. tarājim). Waḥh b. Munabbih, in recounting how he compiled accounts related to David’s Psalms (Arab. zabūr Daʿūd), uses the same term.32

As has become obvious, Christian and Muslim documentary evidence is of limited use for establishing the origin of Christian translations of biblical books into Arabic. Contextualising accounts, such as those which we possess concerning the emergence of Judeo-Arabic versions (→ 1.3.6.1), are not available and our main sources remain the manuscripts themselves. Muslim accounts of biblical translations into Arabic are seldom free of a polemic undertone and do not always distinguish proper translations from the transmission of biblical material into Muslim literature. Nonetheless, it can be gathered that Muslim authors became increasingly aware of the fact that Christians were involved in a translation enterprise of their Scriptures from the second half of the ninth century onwards.

1.4.11.5 Manuscript Corpus

Thus, it is certainly not a coincidence that manuscripts containing biblical books in Arabic begin to be attested on a larger scale in the ninth century. In the first stage, the communities that produced these texts concentrated on the books that were central or significant for conducting internal affairs. This applies first and foremost to texts used in a liturgical context, but also to books of certain popular appeal, such as the Wisdom literature. Translations of the Psalms and almost the entire corpus of the New Testament of Christian provenance are attested prior to the ninth century. As with other traditions, the Arabic “canon” was quite fluid. The books of Ben Sira, Job, and some pseudepigraphic books are found in many early Arabic versions. Only thereafter do we encounter translations of the Pentateuch, and most other books of the Old Testament. The Historical Books seem to be the least appealing for translation both in Christian and Jewish contexts. Most of the medieval versions were abandoned in early modern times and replaced by either hand-written copies of the *Biblia Sacra Arabica (1671–1673) or lectionaries.

The majority of the manuscripts are preserved today in European collections, including the Bod-

---

31 Ramaḍān, al-Fihrist, 39.
leian Library in Oxford, the British Library in London, the Bibliothèque Nationale de France in Paris, and many others. There are some clerical collections in the Near East, of which the one at St. Catherine’s Monastery, Mount Sinai is the most important. Only very few of these manuscripts have been subjected to in-depth study.

Complete sets of biblical books in one manuscript copy, as with surviving samples in the Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, and Latin manuscript traditions, are rare and have only emerged in imitation of printed copies. Commonly, manuscripts exhibit only groups of books, such as those of the Pentateuch, the Historical Books, the Prophets (Major and/or Minor), Psalms, or the sapiential books. Any manuscript copy of a collection of biblical books in Arabic will therefore very likely contain an amalgam, of which each section has a long and separate textual history, the work of several translators done at different times. In this respect, the Bible in Arabic does not differ from the Peshitta (→1.3.4) or the Septuagint (→ 1.3.1.1). It is not uncommon to find versions of different Vorlagen side by side. The large bulk of manuscripts is written in Arabic letters. However, it is not uncommon to find the Arabic translation in Syriac and on rare occasions in Greek script.
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1.4 SECONDARY TRANSLATIONS

1.4.12 Gothic Translations

1.4.12.1 Origin, Historical Data, and Nature

Although there might have been attempted Christianizations before Wulfila (ca. 311–383 C.E.), the proselytization of the Goths is inextricably linked with the polyglot missionary bishop who evangelized seven years in the Gothic lands on behalf of Eusebius of Nicomedia, Patriarch of Constantinople. After a Gothic persecution of Christians, Wulfila led a group of Goths (the later gothi minores) into the Byzantine Empire in 348 C.E. and remained their bishop for another thirty-three years. Several church historians demonstrate that during this period of his life Wulfila developed the Gothic script and translated the Bible (cf. esp. Philostorgius, Socrates, Sozomenus, Isidor of Seville).1 In view of several small linguistic differences between the extant biblical texts, Wulfila probably was assisted by a team of scribes or translators.2 Whether the translation was originally intended for further evangelization, liturgical purposes, or another aim is not clear, but the arrangement of some New Testament manuscripts in sense-lines and several marks in the margin point to a liturgical use.

The real extent of the original Gothic Bible in general and the Gothic Old Testament in particular cannot be determined reliably. While most sources suggest that Wulfila translated the whole corpus, Philostorgius remarks that Wulfila omitted the Books of the Kingdoms in order not to pique the warlike Goths. This remark would entail the inclusion of a translation of Joshua, which seems to invalidate the reason given for the omission. For the Old Testament remains, → 1.4.12.2.

1.4.12.2 Scope of the Corpus

1.4.12.2.1 Manuscripts

The Gothic biblical manuscript tradition ceased sometime between the sixth and the ninth centuries C.E. While Walahfried Strabo observes that Gothic manuscripts were yet to be found (De exordiis vii 481),3 portions of only nine (now eight) biblical codices (Cod. Argenteus; Cod. Ambrosiani [A–E]; Cod. Carolinus; Cod. Taurinensis; Cod. Gisensis [perhaps burned in 1945, but photographs remaining]) have survived.4 All manuscripts have been dated to the first quarter of the sixth century C.E.5 Of these remains, only Cod. Ambrosianus D (Mailand, G. 82) contains a portion of the Old Testament, namely fragments of Nehemiah 5–7. Ad-

---

1. Cf. Philostorgius, Historia ecclesiastica 11 5; Socrates,
2. Whether the translation was originally intended for further evangelization, liturgical purposes, or another aim is not clear, but the arrangement of some New Testament manuscripts in sense-lines and several marks in the margin point to a liturgical use.
5. Cf. Scardigli, Translation, 2363.
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Additionally, a short phrase and some numerals in Cod. Vindobonensis 795 listing the ages of eleven biblical patriarchs may refer to Genesis 5 and should be recognized as a textual witness. The content is too scanty for any text-critical use, but clearly suggests that several (maybe all) Old Testament books existed in the Gothic language. The palimpsest bifolium named Gothica Bononiensia published in 2013 might provide the missing proof that the Gothic Bible contained the whole Old Testament. Its undertext offers a Gothic homily or a preparation thereof containing some biblical phrases (from Genesis, Isaiah, Psalms, and maybe Proverbs). However, the text still needs to be examined in detail.

1.4.12.2.2 Indirect Evidence

While Hieronymus’ answer (Ep. 106) to Sunnia and Fretela regarding a Psalter translation does not provide clear evidence for a Gothic Psalter, John Chrysostom reports (Homilia i [PG 63, 472]) that in Constantinople psalms were sung in the Latin, Syriac, Greek, and barbarian (i.e., in this context, Gothic) languages. Therefore, the existence of a Gothic Psalter seems probable.

Another important hint regarding the scope of the Gothic scriptures lies in the Old Testament quotations within the Gothic New Testament. Some of these contain variant readings that are known (and may derive) from the LXX manuscript tradition, and that are not attested within the corresponding New Testament readings. Diples in Cod. Argenteus and Cod. Carolinus mark Old Testament quotations and bear witness to the likelihood of an Old Testament translation.

1.4.12.3 Editions and Tools

Manuscript Ambrosianus D and the Goth-Neh fragments were discovered by Angelo Mai and first edited by Carlo Ottavio Castiglione. The preeminent critical edition is Wilhelm Streitberg’s Die Gotische Bibel, Vol. v: Der gotische Text und seine griechische Vorlage. The 7th edition (2000) was edited and supplemented by Scardigli. Snædal’s and Petersen’s A Concordance to Biblical Gothic (1998) reproduces Streitberg’s text (6th edition) with only small, well-documented changes. All older editions are out of date, particularly with regard to the Old Testament remains, since Streitberg was able to use new collations of the Ambrosian manuscripts copied by Wilhelm Braun in 1912 following their restoration in 1910/1911, which have rendered already sixteen changes in Nehemiah 7. Undoubtedly, the older editions, containing many observations and annotations, deserve attention. Therefore, the editions of Bernhardt, Gabelentz/Löbe, and Uppström should be mentioned. A useful tool is the TEI text database provided by the Wulfila Project (University of Antwerp), using Streitberg’s 2nd edition (1919). The editio princeps of the Gothica Bononiensia was published by Finazzi and Tornaghi (2013), a new transcription and edition has been made by Falluomini (2014).

1.4.12.3 Dating the Textual Tradition, Original Form, and Milieu

While it seems probable from a methodological point of view that the Gothic text handed down is not identical to Wulfila’s edition, the extent of alleged post-Wulfianic text-critical and linguistic changes and revisions has yet to be determined. But since Wulfila’s text arose in a western Gothic context, and the remaining manuscripts were written against an Ostrogothic background, we have to assume some dialectical shifts. Interdependency between the Gothic and the Latin tradition(s) is not out of the question, but does not concern the Old Testamental witnesses. However, one should

---

6 The Gothic entries are accompanied by Latin counterparts. Where they diverge, the Gothic follows the LXX (in a Byzantine text form, which was formerly assigned to Lucian by Lagarde), and the Latin presents the Vulgate. Obviously, the phonetics of these entries do not reflect classical Wulfianic Gothic. Cf. N. Wagner, “Zu den Gotica der Salzburg-Wiener Alcuin-Handschrift,” Historische Sprachforschung 107 (1994): 262–83, esp. 264.

7 The Gothic quotations are collected and analyzed in: L. Busani, ‘Il vecchio nel nuovo.’


9 http://www.wulfila.be/gothic/ (last accessed 17.05.2013).

not disregard the fact that the Gothic biblical tradition was passed down via Ostrogoths and later through interested clergymen in the (chiefly) Latin environment of early medieval Italy and the Frankish kingdom.

1.4.12.4 History of Research

Because of the small size of the Vienna Genesis fragment, research has focused on Gothic Nehemiah and its Greek Vorlage. Already in the editio princeps, Castiglione noted a strong proximity to the Greek text of the Complutensian Polyglot. Ohrloff proved this observation, demonstrating the closeness to a LXX manuscript family, whose text form was defined by Lagarde as Lucianic (now Antiochene) soon after (→19.3.5). Doubts remain, however, since some readings seemed inexplicable, leading Kisch to the theory that the Vorlage was a LXX text that had been revised in accordance with the proto-Masoretic text. The problem was solved after Kaufmann demonstrated that a text passage, at first assigned to 2 Esdras 2:8–42, actually represents the list in 2 Esdras 17 in the Antiochene-Lucianic LXX version. Kaufmann’s assumption was affirmed by Langner, who also wrote the first and best commentary on Gothic Nehemiah. Final objections disappeared following Braun’s new collation (see above). The affiliation with the Antiochene text form of the LXX was proven conclusively by Hanhart in the Göttingen LXX edition of 2 Esdras.

1.4.12.5 Translation Technique

The translation technique of Gothic Nehemiah is analogous to that of the Gothic New Testament. Overall, Wulfila and his Gothic scribes were proficient in diction and linguistic usage. Overall, the Gothic translation is literal and sensitive to word meaning, but it does contravene the genuine Gothic syntax on rare occasions. Therefore, many smaller deviations from the LXX Vorlage reflect Gothic idiom.

1.4.12.6 Theological Interpretations

The Gothic version of Nehemiah is a faithful translation of its Greek parent text, which was associated with the Antiochene (Lucianic) text form. Almost all deviations from other LXX recensions and the critical restored text of the Göttingen LXX derive from their association with this text form and are not specific to the Gothic translation. In addition to small variations, the Gothic version highlights – being a representative of the Antiochene text tradition – the political distance and the differences in habits between Nehemiah and the previous leaders (esp. Neh 5:15–18/2 Esd 15:18–18). The hostility of the prophets, expressed clearly in Neh 6:14/2 Esd 16:14 LXX, is diminished by the Gothic translation in line with its Antiochene Vorlage (→19.3.5).

1.4.12.7 Text-Critical Value

1.4.12.7.1 Textual Allegiances

In light of the Byzantine background of the Gothic evangelization, it is most likely that from the beginning Wulfila used a Constantinopolitan LXX version as the Vorlage of his translation. While traces of Latin influence may appear in Gothic New Testamental witnesses, all Old Testament fragments could be explained by the affiliation of the Gothic Nehemiah to the Antiochene text form (→19.3.5). Also, the various names from Genesis suggest a Constantinopolitan text family, whose manuscript members were labeled Lucianic (Antiochene) in older research.

14 Cf. the non-literal rendering (Neh 5:38): [...] jah ama po alla hlaif fauramapleis meinis ni sokida, in bis ei ni kauridedfau po managein in pain waarswam “and for all this I did not seek the bread of my government, so that I would not oppress the people by these works” for the Antiochene LXX version (2 Esd 15:18): [...] καὶ πρὸς τούτους ἄρτον τῆς ἱγεμονίας μου οὐκ ἐζήτησα, ἵνα οὐκ απείρω καὶ τούτων τοῦ ἐργοῦ ἐπὶ τὸν λαόν τοῦτον “and yet for all this I required not the bread of government, because the work was heavy upon this people.”

15 E.g. the adaption praufetes for προφήτης “prophet” (Neh 6:24).
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1.4.12.7.2 Text-Critical Value: Summary

The text-critical value of the Gothic Nehemiah, although often underestimated, is twofold. First, Codex Ambrosianus d is a companion to the great Greek biblical uncial manuscripts and is as old as (or even older than) e.g. Codex Coislianus (seventh century c.e.) and Codex Venetus (eighth century c.e.). The Gothic translation itself originated in the fourth century and is therefore – like some other versions – one of the earliest witnesses of the LXX tradition. Secondly, the Gothic translation is the earliest witness of the Antiochene text form of Nehemiah (the earliest Greek manuscript is Ra 121 [Venice, Bibl. Naz. Marc., Gr. 3; tenth century c.e.]; the earliest vl manuscript of Nehemiah, vl 125 [St. Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. 722], is dated to the eighth century c.e.), and hence holds a key position in the reconstruction of that text form.

Bernhardt, E., Vulfila oder Die gotische Bibel (Halle: Buchhandlung des Waisenhauses, 1875).
Castiglione, C.O., Ulfilae partium ineditarum in Ambrosianis palimpsestis ab Angelo Maio repertarum specimen, conjunctis curis ejusdem Maii et c. o: Castillionaei edition (Mailand: Registypis, 1819).
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